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ABSTRACT 
This work presents and evaluates a new method, based upon tracer gas techniques, for determining 
interzonal airflows and effective volumes in a multizone enclosure. Presently used tracer gas 
techniques have a number of drawbacks including the need for multiple tracers when analyzing a 
multizone structure. Also, traditional techniques cannot be used to independently determine flows 
and effective volumes in the multizone case. The proposed method uses a single tracer gas to 
disturb the zones. A state-space formulation is used to model the multizone system. The 
concentration data are used in combination with a recursive least-squares identification algorithm to 
determine all of the interzonal airflows and effective volumes. A number of simulations are then 
used to evaluate the method. The simulations show that there are important considerations when 
selecting the type of input applied to each zone. They also indicate that the proper choice of 
sampling interval is critical for accurate identification. The recursive least-squares formulation is 
also readily adapted to the case where the system parameters are varying. A number of simulations 
show that this method can be used to track varying interzonal flows and effective volumes 
provided they are changing slowly with time. 
A three-zone experimental test facility was constructed to validate the simulation results as well as 
test the identification algorithms under more realistic conditions. The results indicate that the single 
gas tracer technique was able to estimate the interzonal airflows and effective volumes of the 
experimental facility to within 10%, in most cases. The tests also showed that for one-, two-, and 
iv 
three-zone systems, the best identification accuracy was obtained using sampling intervals, T, in 
the range 0.1 £ T/tmin 3 0.2. The fastest time constant of the system, imin, is based upon the 
airflows and effective volumes of the continuous-time system representation. 
Three methods are proposed and evaluated for analyzing systems in which non-ideal mixing of the 
tracer inputs occur. The method of choice in most cases is to compensate for inadequate mixing by 
varying the sampling interval. However, the time constants of the system limit the maximum 
sampling interval. A second method is zone subdivision. This method suffers from the 
drawbacks of requiring additional tests and equipment. The third method is to alter the system 
model to include non-ideal mixing. The injection cell modelling technique is proposed for cases 
where sampling interval compensation and zone subdivision are not appropriate. The injection cell 
technique divides each zone into two cells-an injection cell and a detection cell. This modelling 
technique permits estimation of airflows and total volumes in cases where the tracer inputs mix 
slowly, relative to the time constants of the system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Motivation 
Although the energy crisis of the 1970's and early 1980's has led to a period of relatively stable 
and inexpensive energy supplies, building owners and operators have continued to actively pursue 
measures which reduce overall energy consumption of environmental control systems. These 
measures include such things as thermal storage, variable air volume ventilation systems, or simply 
more sophisticated control strategies. Some of these advanced control techniques might include 
individual zone control, nighttime and weekend setback, and adaptive control based upon 
anticipated weather conditions. Many of these measures have been found to reduce the net 
building energy consumption while simultaneously improving indoor air quality and perceived 
comfort of the buildings inhabitants. 
However, there are other less desirable methods which will result in a reduction in the energy 
consumption of a building's environmental control system. These might include limiting the 
amount of conditioned outdoor supply air by closing the outdoor supply dampers. Another cost 
saving technique might be reducing the frequency of system maintenance. These practices have 
contributed in part to a phenomenon commonly referred to as the "sick building syndrome". 
Robertson (1988) describes the multitude of contaminants which are produced by building 
materials. These include such substances as asbestos fibers, radon gas, formaldehyde, and many 
other organic and inorganic compounds. He also lists a number of substances which are released 
by the human occupants themselves. These include bacteria, viruses, and skin scales. In most 
cases, the only practical method available for removing these potentially harmful substances is 
dilution via the ventilation system and outdoor air. 
Realizing that the environment in which a worker finds himself is important to both his health and 
productivity, a number of researchers have looked at the effect that the ventilation system has upon 
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an individuals perceived comfort and overall health. Woods (1982), Woods, Winakor, et. al. 
(1984), McNall (1986), and Janssen and Wolff (1986) have studied both objective and subjective 
responses to ventilation systems. They have found a significant correlation between the nature of 
the air distribution inside a structure and the comfort and overall health of the individuals working 
within. They found that in most cases, it is not sufficient to determine how much ventilation air an 
individual is receiving but also where that air is coming from. 
Woods (1984), ASHRAE (1985), Janssen, Glatzel, et. al. (1977), Rodahl (1986), and Liddament 
(1988) have all made recommendations on how to intelligently ventilate a building. Their 
recommendations can be summarized somewhat simplistically by the following statement: A zone 
should receive a sufficient amount of outdoor (or other conditioned) air to adequately dilute 
harmful contaminants within that zone and the ventilation system should be designed in such a way 
as to minimize interzonal contaminant transfer. Just how this is done is left to the designers and 
operators of a building's environmental system. 
1.2 Measurement Techniques 
A large number of investigators have realized the importance of characterizing the infiltration and 
interzonal airflows within single zone and multizone enclosures. Whether trying to analyze the 
building's energy flow paths or trying to determine the cause of poor indoor air quality, accurate 
determination of airflows within the building is often an important step. Techniques for 
determining something about these flows can be broken into two categories-direct methods and 
indirect methods. 
Direct methods are those in which a measurement is made in which velocities or volumetric flow 
rates can be immediately determined. The instruments which are generally used in direct methods 
are the manometer (pitot probe) and the anemometer (heated probe or hot-wire). Of these, the 
anemometer is becoming the most commonly used. Generally, the flow rate can be determined in 
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one of two ways. The first method is one in which the anemometer is used to do a traversal of a 
duct which is a supply or return from the zone of interest The velocity measurements can then be 
used to infer the total volumetric flow within the duct. The second method is one where the 
velocities are measured near the supply diffuser within the room. These measurements can also be 
used to estimate the net flow of air through the diffuser. 
While direct methods are often very simple to perform, there are a number of drawbacks associated 
with their use. The most important is uncertainty in airflow paths. These methods assume that all 
the airflow into and out of the zone of interest is a result of the ventilation system and hence, 
moves through the ductwork. While this may be true in some cases, it is not true in general. In a 
building, there are doors and hallways through which air passes from one zone to another. There 
are also cracks and seams in the building envelope through which outdoor air enters and leaves. 
These flow paths are extremely difficult to determine and make the use of direct measurement 
techniques very difficult. 
Indirect techniques have been developed, in part to overcome the difficulty of determining the 
actual airflow paths. In most indirect techniques, artificial perturbations are introduced into the 
zone(s) of interest. The dynamic response of the perturbations or inputs are then acted upon by the 
characteristics of the building. These dynamics are influenced, in part, by airflows within the 
structure. The response of the building to these inputs (the outputs) are then measured. Various 
information can be inferred about the airflows within the building from this input-output 
relationship. 
Presently, indirect methods can be broken down into two categories-pressurization techniques and 
tracer gas techniques. Persily and Grot (1985), Lee, Lee, et. al. (1985), Kiel, Wilson, et. al. 
(1985), Modera and Sherman (1985) Gadsby and Harrje (1985), and Duffy and Riley (1988) all 
describe methods in which an artificial pressure difference is induced within a structure. This is 
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usually done through the use of a blower door or window which is placed in the building 
envelope. The fan powering the blower is calibrated so that the flow rate through the door is 
known as a function of induced pressure difference. The test can be performed under either 
pressurization or depressurization. The induced pressure difference is usually in the range of 0 to 
100 Pa. The input-output (pressure-airflow) relationship can then be used to estimate equivalent 
leakage areas in the building envelope. The leakage area can then be used to estimate infiltration 
under a variety of conditions. 
While pressurization techniques can be used to estimate infiltration into buildings, they are ill-
suited for measuring interzonal airflows. For this reason, tracer gas techniques have been 
developed. Liddament and Thompson (1983), Harrje, Dutt, et. al. (1985), and Charlesworth 
(1988) present detailed descriptions of both single and multizone tracer gas techniques. In a tracer 
gas experiment, one or more tracers are introduced into the zone(s) of interest. The resulting tracer 
concentrations are monitored for a period of time. From this input-output (tracer injection-
concentration) relationship, the interzonal airflows (and possibly the zones effective volumes) can 
be estimated. This is usually accomplished by using the observed concentration data to infer 
airflows through the use of continuity equations. 
1.3 Objectives 
If an accurate dynamic model of a building with respect to energy or mass transport is desired, the 
airflow measurement technique must determine the airflow rates, F, between zones and the 
effective volumes of each zone, V. The flows between zones can be the result of either mechanical 
(forced ventilation system) or natural advection (open doors or windows). Many buildings contain 
some combination of these two and most tracer gas techniques do not differentiate between them. 
The effective volume is the volume of the interior of a zone in which complete mixing occurs. In 
order to determine interzonal airflows, most commonly used tracer gas techniques assume that the 
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effective volumes are known a priori. For example, the effective volumes might be assumed to be 
nearly equal to the unfilled volumes of the rooms. However, if dead zones or ventilation system 
short circuiting occurs, the results of these techniques may be completely erroneous. Accurate 
determination of the effective volume will ensure not only robust control of indoor air quality and 
human comfort but will also indicate areas where improvements are needed. 
In this paper, a method is proposed for determining interzonal airflows and effective volumes in a 
multizone enclosure. The method is based upon tracer gas techniques and uses inputs of a single 
tracer to disturb each of the zones. A state-space formulation is used to model the multizone 
system and the concentration data are used in combination with a least-squares identification 
algorithm to determine all of the interzonal airflows and effective volumes. The method also 
shows promise for identifying multizone model orders and for use in systems with slowly varying 
parameters and transport delays. 
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2. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK 
2.1 History 
Tracer gas techniques have been used for many years by researchers interested in internal airflow 
patterns within buildings. For example, Marley (1934) introduced a method where the ventilation 
rate is determined by measuring the increase in carbon dioxide in an occupied room. He was one 
of the first researchers to use metabolically generated carbon dioxide as a tracer gas. His testing 
was made possible by recent advances (at the time) in gas detection instruments. Marley was able 
to use the single-zone tracer technique he developed to determine air change rates in an 
experimental test room. He was able to validate his carbon dioxide results by using hydrogen as a 
simultaneous tracer. 
This elementary technique was further refined by Warner (1940) who used carbon dioxide and 
hydrogen as well as other tracers to analyze infiltration into a single-zone enclosure. His tests 
analyzed a variety of room configurations. Warner was one of the first investigators to look at the 
effect of door and window locations upon infiltration rate. He also examined the effect of wind 
strength and direction and temperature differences upon air leakage in buildings. His work has 
formed a basis for a great deal of experimental work in the area of building envelope analysis. 
While both Marley and Warner realized the limitations of the single-zone techniques they utilized, it 
wasn't until Dick, Garston, et. al. (1950) that an elementary analysis for determining flows 
between multiple zones was presented. His work sparked a flurry of research into techniques for 
analyzing a multizone flow system. From 1950 on, many researchers entered the field of tracer 
gas research. Most of them introduced techniques which were variations of Dick's. To date, 
advances have been generally slow and most tracer gas analysis is still remarkably similar to that of 
Marley. 
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2.2 Tracer Gases 
Regardless of the analysis technique used, all tracer methods require that some type of detectable 
substance be injected into the enclosure of interest. The most important attribute of a tracer is that it 
be inert with respect to the air and materials within the building. Many different tracers (mostly 
gaseous) have been used successfully. Grimsrud, Sherman, et al. (1980), Bassett, Shaw, et al. 
(1981) and Charlesworth (1988) have all performed detailed comparisons of various tracer gases. 
In most cases, the various tracers tested yielded similar results. Some of the more common tracer 
gases include: chlorofluorocarbons, organic hydrocarbons, sulfur hexaflouride, and carbon 
dioxide. 
The choice of tracer is often dictated by the type of equipment available and the characteristics of 
the test site. For example, flammable or toxic tracers may not be suitable for studies of occupied 
buildings. Chlorofluorocarbons are commonly used as tracer gases in multizone tests where a 
large number of tracers are used. However, measuring these types of compounds usually requires 
an electron capture gas chromatograph. 
In single-zone situations, several different investigators have used carbon dioxide as the tracer 
gas. Penman (1980), Penman and Rashid (1982), Turiel and Rudy (1982), and Baumgartner and 
Bruhwiler (1987) have all had success using carbon dioxide as the tracer. The tracer is generated 
during the human metabolic process. If an accurate determination of the number of people in the 
zone of interest can be made, their results are comparable to those made with other tracers. The 
interest in carbon dioxide as a tracer has been spurred in part by the availability of relatively 
inexpensive sensors. Raatschen (1988) and Bickel, Day, et. al. (1986) describe a number of 
sensors which have recently been placed on the market. Most of these sensors are based upon the 
method of non-dispersive infrared detection and are, in part, the result of a number of ongoing 
efforts at real-time control of carbon dioxide in occupied environments. 
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2.3 Single-Zone Methods 
While many different tracers exist, only a few methods have been employed to transform the tracer 
concentration data into meaningful parameters such as interzonal airflows and effective volumes. 
To understand the differences between them, it is useful to examine the case where the parameters 
of a single-zone are to be identified (Figure 2.1). 
where 
c(t) 
Co 
F 
V 
g(t) 
t 
Figure 2.1. Single-Zone Model 
zone tracer gas concentration (mass/volume) 
outside concentration of tracer (mass/volume) 
infiltration rate (volume/time) 
zone volume 
tracer input (mass/time) 
time 
The usual assumptions for the following analysis are a uniformly mixed zone (c is uniform within 
the volume), constant outside tracer gas concentration (c0), and constant airflow rate (F) with 
respect to time. Applying a tracer mass balance to the zone yields (assuming c0 = 0) 
v f (t) = -Fc(t) + g(t) (2.1) 
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Equation (2.1) can then be used, along with the observed tracer gas data, to estimate the unknown 
parameters F and V. As indicated above, there are several different ways in which classical tracer 
gas tests can be performed and the results interpreted. These are summarized in Table 2.1. 
Due to their simplicity, the initial concentration decay and constant injection (constant 
concentration) methods are used most frequently. In an initial concentration decay test, the zone is 
first seeded with a single tracer gas. The seeding is usually done in several locations to aid the 
mixing process. After the tracer is introduced, a period of time is then allowed for the tracer to mix 
thoroughly and a uniform concentration to be reached throughout the enclosure. Concentration 
data are then collected in one or more locations within the zone. The data can then be used to 
estimate the net infiltration rate, F/V, for the entire structure. 
In the constant injection or constant concentration method, tracer gas is injected into the zone at a 
rate which will result in a uniform and steady concentration. The constant injection method differs 
from the constant concentration method in the degree of control of the tracer injection. In the 
constant injection method, the tracer is introduced into the zone at some fixed flow rate which is 
determined before the test and remains constant for the duration of the experiment. The injection 
scheme for the constant concentration method is more complex. In this method, a control scheme 
is employed to achieve an a priori selected concentration of tracer in the zone. As a result, the 
constant concentration method is generally slower than the constant injection method. In steady-
state, both methods should result in a uniform concentration of tracer within the zone. This 
concentration, along with the injection rate of tracer, can be used to determine the infiltration, F, 
into the structure. 
While both the initial concentration decay and the constant concentration methods are relatively 
simple to perform, they suffer from a number of drawbacks, the most significant of which is being 
unable to independently estimate both the effective volume, V, and infiltration flow rate, F. 
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Knowing the overall air change rate, F/V, of a zone does not allow the investigator to separate the 
independent contributions of the effective volume and the airflow rate. Similarly, knowing only 
the airflow rate leaves the investigator uncertain about just what region of the zone that flow is 
acting upon. 
Table 2.1. Single-Zone Tracer Methods and Analyses 
Tracer Injection 
Method 
Initial Concentration Decay 
-Bassett (1981) 
-Waters (1984) 
-Perera(1985) 
-Walker (1985) 
Constant Injection 
or Constant Concentration 
-Silberstein (1985) 
-Prior (1985) 
-Leaderer(1988) 
-Compagnon (1988) 
-Charlesworth (1988) 
Combined Method 
- Janssen (1977) 
General Methods 
- Penman (1982) 
Injection Characteristics 
and Data Analysis 
The tracer is injected into the zone before the test 
begins. The input, g(t), is then 0 for t > 0. 
Equation (1) is integrated to form 
c(t)=c(0)e-f/V)t 
The logarithm of the data as a function of time 
is then plotted and the slope = -F/V 
The input, g(t) is a constant for the duration of 
the test At steady state, Equation (2.1) becomes 
F = g/c 
Knowing the input and steady-state tracer 
concentration permits calculation of F. 
For the single zone case, combining the initial 
concentration decay and constant injection 
methods permits calculation of both F and V. 
For an arbitrary input, g(t), Equation (2.1) can 
be integrated over two intervals. This produces 
independent equations for F and V. 
Independently 
determines 
F/V 
F 
FandV 
FandV 
The combined method overcomes this difficulty by essentially running a constant concentration and 
an initial concentration decay test in sequence. The data can then be used to independently calculate 
the infiltration rate and effective volume of the enclosure. Unfortunately, this method does not 
readily transfer to the multizone case. 
In addition to the combined method, other general methods exist for independent calculation of the 
infiltration rate and effective volume. These methods allow the investigator to select from a large 
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number of potential tracer inputs. Unlike the initial concentration decay and constant concentration 
techniques, they also require that the tracer concentration in the zone as a function of time be 
recorded during the test period. The resulting data can then be used to determine the unknown 
flow rate and effective volume of the system. However, the analysis techniques generally require 
an arbitrary selection of the integration intervals. A number of researchers have indicated that 
selecting different intervals (using the same data) often produces very different results. 
2.4 Multizone Modeling 
The main difficulty with single-zone methods is that uniform conditions do not often exist in 
buildings. Most buildings have multiple rooms with partitions and walls. Furniture and 
ventilation system diffusers are often arranged in such a manner as to create regions of 'dead air' 
which are not well mixed with the rest of the air in the zone. For these reasons, a single-zone 
approximation is not valid and multizone methods must be used to characterize the flows and 
volumes within the structure. 
Multizone modeling has been examined by a number of investigators. Sinden (1977,1978) and 
Woods and Crawford (1983) consider modeling of multizone systems for the purpose of tracer gas 
analysis. They present a state-space model which assumes that, in the general case, all zones can 
communicate with one another and with the outdoors. The outdoors is considered to be a zone of 
infinite volume. Each zone has an associated effective volume which is assumed to be well mixed 
and not necessarily known a priori. Herrlin (1985) and Harrje, Grot, et. al. (1987) examined 
multizone modeling for the purpose of simulation. The models formed in their analysis are similar 
to Sinden's and Wood's with the exception that, for the purpose of simulation, the characteristics 
of the flow paths must be known. 
The following model formulation follows directly from Sinden (1978) and Wood and Crawford 
(1983) and will be adhered to for the majority of this paper. Figure 2.2 shows the variables of 
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interest for a general multizone system. The figure indicates that in comparison to the single-zone 
case, increasing the order of the system results in a large number of unknown parameters. For 
example, in a three-zone system, there are a total of 15 unknown system parameters. These 
include 12 interzonal airflows and 3 unknown effective volumes. 
The type of modeling used by Sinden also makes two very important assumptions. The first is that 
the number of well-mixed zones is known. This is often not a trivial assumption and one which 
will be discussed in detail later in this paper. The second assumption is that the locations of each 
individual zone are known. While there may be cases where physical barriers make zone locations 
obvious, it may prove difficult in many systems to determine the actual locations of the zones. 
Once again, the assumption is made that the air in each zone is uniformly mixed. 
Figure 2.2. Multizone Airflow and Volume System 
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For a multizone system as shown in Figure 2.2, conservation of mass for the tracer gas in a single 
zone, i, can be written as 
Vi(t) c'i(t) = %(l-Sij)Fji(t)c'j(t) - c'i(t)%(l-Oij)F;j(t) +
 gi(t) (2.2) 
j=0 j=0 
where 
gi(t) = tracer input into zone i (mass/time) 
Vi(t) = effective volume of zone i 
c'i(t) = tracer concentration in zone i (mass/volume) 
c'i(t) = time derivative of tracer concentration in zone i (mass/volume»time) 
Fy(t) = flow from zone i to j (volume/time) 
8ij = Dirac delta function (Sy = 0 for # j ; 5ij = 1 for i=j) 
n = total number of zones 
The subscript "0" represents outdoor air. If the concentration of tracer in the outdoors is 
considered constant or relatively slowly changing, a change of variables can be made. If this 
approximation is incorporated, the outdoor concentration, c'o, can be eliminated from Equation 
(2.2) by defining the other concentration terms to be the difference between the actual zone 
concentration and the outdoor value 
c isc ' i -c 'o (2.3) 
To be completely general, Equation (2.2) also allows for the possibility that the interzonal airflows 
and effective volumes may vary during the duration of the tracer gas test 
Equation (2.2) represents n, first-order, simultaneous, differential equations for the multizone 
system. Sinden introduced state-space notation for expressing the tracer mass balances described 
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by Equation (2.2) and this has become the standard form for presenting the mass conservation 
equation. For example, for a three-zone system Equation (2.2) can be written in state-space form 
as 
Vj(t) o o -
0 V2(t) 0 
0 0 V3(t). 
Q(t) 
c2(t) 
- C3(t) _ 
-Ql(t) Fzi(t) F3i( t )- | rCi( l ) 
Fu(t) -Q2(0 F32(t) C2(t) 
F13(t) F23(t) -Q3(t)JLC3(t) 
gl(t) 
g2(0 
g3(0 
(2.4) 
where 
Qi(t) = 2(l-8ij)Fij(t) 
j=0 
(2.5a) 
= X(l-5ij)Fji(t) 
j=0 
(2.5b) 
The summation in Equation (2.5a) represents the net outflow from zone i to all the other zones 
including the outdoors. Equation (2.5b) represents the net inflow to zone from all the other zones 
including the outdoors. The net inflow equals the net outflow under steady-state conditions or if 
air is assumed to be at constant temperature and pressure and the volume does not change. 
Equation (2.4) can be represented more compactly in matrix form as 
V(t)c(t) = F(t)c(t) + g(t) (2.6) 
or multiplying through by V_1(t) 
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c(t) = V-l(t)F(t) c(t) + V-l(t)g(t) (2.7) 
For a system containing n zones, c(t) is an n x 1 matrix whose elements, ci(t) are the derivatives of 
the tracer concentrations in zone i. The term, V(t) is an n x n matrix whose diagonal elements, 
Vj(t) are the effective volumes of zone i and the off-diagonal elements are zero. The matrix F(t) is 
an n x n matrix that contains all the unknown airflows within the system. The sum of all the 
elements in row i yields the flow -Foi(t) 
Foi(t)=- I Fij(t) (2.8) 
j=l 
The sum of the elements of column j is equal to the flow -Fjo(t) 
Fj0(t)=- I Fij(t) (2.9) 
i=l 
The off-diagonal elements, Fy represent the flows from zone i to zone j . The term c(t) is an n x 1 
matrix whose elements, q(t) are concentrations of tracer in zone i. The vector g(t) is an n x 1 
vector with elements gi(t) representing the tracer injections into zone i. 
Equation (2.7) is known as the time varying state-space representation of the system of linear 
differential equations described by Equation (2.2). It is this equation, along with the accumulated 
tracer gas data, which is then often used to estimate the parameters V(t) and F(t) for the unknown 
multizone system. 
2.5 Multizone Methods 
A large number of investigators have looked at the problem of determining the unknown flow and 
volume parameters which appear in Equation (2.6). In most cases, single-zone analysis methods 
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described in Section 2.3 have been adapted to multizone systems. The most commonly used 
method is a derivative of the constant concentration method. Liddament and Thompson (1983), 
Fisk, Binenboym, et. al. (1985), Harrje, Dutt, et al. (1985), and Prior and Littler (1985) have all 
described a method in which, a different tracer is injected into each zone. Usually, the rate of 
injection is chosen to maintain a constant concentration of that particular tracer in the zone of 
injection. Under steady-state conditions, the terms on the left side of Equation (2.5) disappear. 
This produces n linear algebraic equations for each of the n tracers for a total of n2 independent 
equations. These, in combination with Equation (2.4b) allow the independent calculation of all of 
the interzonal flows within the system. 
However, there are some drawbacks to using this approach. First, it requires n different tracers 
for a system of n zones. This greatly increases the complexity of the data acquisition system and 
equipment needed. Second, in practice, it is often difficult to obtain the steady-state concentrations 
required. Third, it does not allow independent calculation of the effective volumes of the zones. 
These volumes are key parameters in determining the dynamic responses of the zones. As a result 
of these drawbacks, a number of substitute methods have been presented. 
Recently, investigators have begun proposing alternative multizone methods based upon a single 
tracer gas. Afonso, Maldonado, et. al. (1986) presented a method where a single tracer gas can be 
used in combination with the tracer concentration decay test to determine interzonal airflows within 
a two-zone system. The results indicate that a single tracer can be used to calculate the interzonal 
and infiltration flows in a two-zone system with an acceptable degree of accuracy. Afonso goes on 
to propose a variation of his technique where a system with 3 or more zones can be analyzed using 
a lesser number of tracers. Although Afonso does not mention it in his discussion, this method 
appears to also allow for the determination of the effective volumes of the zones. 
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Axley and Persily (1988) and Riffat (1988) have described similar methods in which arbitrary 
(nonzero) inputs of a single tracer gas are applied to each zone in the system. Using their 
approach, Equation (2.5) is simply integrated over a sufficient number of different time intervals to 
produce the necessary number of independent equations. The equations can then be used to 
determine both the interzonal airflows and the effective volumes. 
Jensen (1988) has proposed a method where Equation (2.6) is integrated and the unknown 
parameters solved for with constraints using the method of linear programming. The inputs 
proposed were pseudorandom binary sequences applied to each zone. His resulting analytical 
formulation was somewhat cumbersome due to the fact that each data point added an additional 
equation to the analysis. Hedin (1989) refined Jensen's analysis and introduced quadratic 
programming into the data analysis. This reduced the computational burden. 
Depending upon the nature of the inputs, these single tracer methods can be used to calculate all the 
interzonal flows and effective volumes within the system. While they show potential, the 
researchers themselves have shown that the selection of the integration method and intervals can 
greatly affect the accuracy of the results. 
2.6 Macroscopic Mixing Within Zones 
As discussed above, when analyzing a multizone enclosure, it is generally assumed that the system 
is composed of "well-mixed" zones of known quantity and location. Allen (1981) defines an 
effective volume to be the volume of the interior of a building in which complete mixing of the air 
occurs. It is usually assumed that the air within an effective volume mixes instantaneously. Thus, 
any disturbance which acts upon the effective volume will be apparent at any point within it. 
While this definition may prove satisfactory as an ideal model of air mixing within zones, it is not 
physically accurate. Within any room or zone within a building, there are actually an infinite 
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number of effective volumes. Any volume of finite size will not mix instantaneously. It will take 
some finite amount of time for the air within that volume to mix. Thus, the only true effective 
volume is that associated with a point in space. A volume which is specified as effective and has 
finite dimensions will then only be an approximation to the definition above. For tracer gas studies 
reported in the following chapters, a working definition of effective volume which will be used is 
as follows: an effective volume is that location in physical space in which an introduced tracer 
disturbance results in a uniform concentration within a given period of time. This still leaves open 
the interpretation of uniform concentration and period of time. These definitions generally depend 
upon the specific tracer gas test. 
Indoor air quality researchers have long been interested in two related questions. The first is how 
much outdoor air reaches a given zone-since contaminant removal within that zone depends, in 
part, upon the amount of dilution air it receives. The second question is once that air reaches the 
zone, where does it go? This question is related to the mixing characteristics of the air within the 
volume. In an attempt to answer these questions, indoor air quality researchers borrowed 
techniques developed in the field of chemical engineering. For example, Nauman and Buffham 
(1983) have published a book on mixing in continuous flow systems such as chemical reaction 
chambers and distillation towers in oil refineries. His book summarizes many of the results of 
researchers who have been analyzing mixing theory in these fields. 
Sandberg and Sjoberg (1983) published the first work which adapts the mixing theory of chemical 
engineering to the problem of air distribution within dwellings. His work has been further refined 
by Seppanen (1986) and Anderson (1988) who somewhat simplify the mathematical analysis and 
add additional efficiency definitions. These methods have been used by a number of investigators 
including: Fisk and Binenboym (1985), Offerman (1988), Persily (1986), and Yamamoto, Ensor, 
et. al. (1988) to examine the ventilation system performance in a variety of situations. The 
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following discussion summarizes many of the concepts and definitions which commonly come 
under the headings of "ventilation efficiency" or "ventilation effectiveness". 
Urtiform Mixing 
Most air distribution analysis techniques apply to zones in which the locations of the air supply and 
return are known (Figure 2.3). The figure indicates that the supply air is entering in the upper left 
hand corner with flow rate Fs and concentration Q = 0. Some of this supply air then enters the 
defined zone with a flow rate Fz. The remaining portion of the supply stream (FD = Fs - F2) is 
considered to bypass the zone of interest and pass directly into the return. At the return, the 
ventilation air leaves the zone with a flow rate of Fs and a concentration Cr. In die case of uniform 
mixing, the air within the occupied zone is considered to be "well-mixed" and have a constant 
concentration, Cz, throughout. 
Figure 2.3 Model of Well-Mixed Zone with Short-Circuiting of Supply Air 
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The ventilation system is considered to have a substandard performance when the bypass airflow is 
nonzero. For a given contaminant generation rate, g, this produces a steady-state contaminant 
concentration 
Cz = Cg + pl (2.10) 
which is larger than the steady-state contaminant concentration when there is no bypassing of the 
supply air stream (FD =0) 
Cz = Cr = Cs + J- (2.11) 
To quantify this substandard performance in a designed ventilation system, a number of 
performance indices have been proposed. For the steady-state conditions shown in Figure 2.3, it 
is possible to define a performance index, e, which is based upon the relative values of the supply 
and bypass airflows 
«-&- B l ? ' - 1 -& <2-12) 
Examination of Equation (2.12) indicates that the defined performance index ranges from a value 
of 0 (in which case all of the supply air bypasses the zone) to a value of 1 (all of the supply air 
enters the zone). 
If the contaminant concentration of the supply air is zero, then Equation (2.12) can be modified and 
the performance index can be related to the contaminant concentrations of the zone and the air 
return 
« - & - 5 & - % (2-13> 
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Equation (2.13) shows that a value of e = 0 implies that the concentration of the return air is equal 
to that of the supply implying that the ventilation system is not removing any contaminants from 
the zone. Conversely, if e = 1, the concentration within the zone is the same as the air leaving it 
again implying that all of the supply air enters the zone. 
Using Equation (2.12) or Equation (2.13), the performance of the ventilation system can be 
evaluated by either measuring the supply and bypass airflow rates or measuring the air return and 
zone contaminant concentrations. These "direct" methods are not often implemented in practice 
since determining the appropriate locations for the measurements is difficult. To overcome this 
problem, "indirect" methods based upon tracer gases have been developed. These techniques are 
based upon "air residence time" or "age of air" concepts originally developed in the chemical 
engineering field. This analysis essentially looks at the average time it takes for a particle to enter 
the zone at the supply, travel throughout the volume, and exit through the air return. 
To implement this technique, tracer is injected at the air supply until some steady-state 
concentration is achieved throughout the zone. The injection is then stopped and the tracer 
concentration decay as a function of time is monitored both in the zone and at the air return. The 
air residence time, Xi, can then be calculated for each location, i, within the zone by 
oo 
JQ(t)dt 
WO 
%=-c#- (2-14) 
The ventilation performance index is then given by 
e = - (2.15) 
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where xr is the residence time measured at the return. If the air within the zone is uniformly mixed, 
it can be shown that xr = V/Fs which is equal to the inverse of the overall air exchange rate for the 
zone (air changes per hour). The term xj will have the same value throughout the zone and will be 
equal to the actual air exchange rate for the zone (Xi = xr =V/FZ). In this case, Equation (2.15) will 
yield the same value of 6 as Equation (2.12). 
However, if the zone is not uniformly mixed, the utility of this formulation becomes apparent 
Since the concentrations will differ from point to point within the zone, the ages of the air at these 
locations will also differ. This will produce different values of the performance index. Those 
locations within the zone which are more "stagnant" will have lower values of e since the age of the 
air in those places will be relatively large. The distribution of the ages of the air throughout the 
zone (and consequently e) provides an indication of the degree of mixing within the zone. 
Displacement Flow 
The other extreme from uniform mixing is displacement or "plug flow". As shown in Figure 2.4, 
in a system designed for plug flow, the supply air enters the zone with a relatively low velocity and 
high volumetric flow rate. In the ideal case, this entering air forms a plug or barrier which sweeps 
through the room and exits at the return. The bulk flow is assumed to be one-dimensional (from 
left to right) and uniformly mixed in any vertical plane. In this type of flow, a contaminant 
disturbance which takes place downstream of a given location will have no effect upon that point. 
Regardless of the nature of the contaminant source, the concentration will be a function of location. 
Since the contaminant concentration is a function of spatial location, the ventilation performance 
indices described above cannot be applied. Figure 2.5 indicates the contaminant concentration as a 
function of location for uniformly distributed and point contaminant sources. The figure shows 
that if the contaminant source is uniform, the concentration at any point within the volume will be 
lower than the return (Cr). This differs significantly from a uniformly mixed zone where the 
concentration of the zone will be equal to the concentration of the return (with no bypassing). 
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Figure 2.4 Model of Zone with Plug Flow of Supply Air 
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zone location 
Figure 2.5 Contaminant Concentration Versus Location for Plugged Flow Zone 
For the case of a point contaminant source, the contaminant concentration will rise abruptly at the 
location of the source. Figure 2.5 indicates that the air upstream of the source will have a 
contaminant concentration equal to that of the supply. At the location of the point source, the 
concentration rises abruptly and then remains constant throughout the remainder of the zone. 
Regardless of the type of contaminant source, the effect of displacement ventilation upon the 
occupants of the zone depends upon their location. If they are located close enough to the 
ventilation supply, they will experience lower average concentrations than in the uniform mixing 
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case (with similar supply flows). However, if they are located sufficiently close to the return, they 
will be subject to higher concentrations. 
Actual Mixing Characteristigs of a Zone 
While zones with uniform mixing and plug flow air distributions are convenient for purposes of 
modeling and analysis, real zones do not necessarily fall into these two categories. Air flow within 
a real zone is subject to a chaotic behavior which is very difficult to predict and may change over 
time. Figure 2.6 shows simulated initial concentration decays for plug flow, uniform mixing, and 
multizone cases. A multizone air distribution as described in Section 2.4 consists of a number of 
well-mixed zones connected to one another by interzonal flows. Most real systems exhibit decay 
responses somewhere between that of a uniformly mixed zone and one with plug flow. This 
indicates that these systems may be better modeled as multizone systems. 
plug flow 
multizone 
uniform 
mixing 
time 
Figure 2.6 Contaminant Decay Profiles for Various Mixing Configurations 
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Numerical Methods 
Other methods which have been developed for analyzing the mixing characteristics within a zone 
use computational fluid mechanics techniques for determining flow fields. Marakami, Shuzo, et 
al. (1988) and Quingyan and van der Kooi (1988) and other researchers use the basic principles of 
continuity, momentum, and energy to develop a comprehensive model for the fluid dynamics of 
the system under consideration. These equations are then used to numerically simulate the mixing 
by providing the velocity vectors at various locations. The velocity vectors are then related to the 
contaminant dispersal characteristics. 
The major drawback of these numerical methods is that they require a very large amount of 
information about the system. The locations of all air inlets (supplies) and outiets (returns) must be 
known. The exact flow direction of the entering air must be known. The thermal loads of the 
zones must be known as well as the wall temperatures, surface characteristics, solar gains, etc. 
Finally, the internal arrangement of furniture within the rooms must also be taken into account in 
the analysis. As a result of the large amount of information necessary for these simulations, they 
are most often applied to simple systems in which this information is known with some degree of 
certainty-for example, clean rooms, hospital operating rooms, and pharmaceutical manufacturing 
facilities. 
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3. LEAST-SQUARES ALGORITHM 
3.1 Discretization of the Continuous-Time State-Space Equations 
Since most data are collected at a finite number of points during the course of a tracer gas test, a 
number of methods have been developed for analyzing the data to extract the necessary 
information. However, before one of these methods can be described (the least-squares 
algorithm), it is necessary to represent the dynamic system model with its discrete-time equivalent. 
Digital control theory was developed during the early sixties and methods for discretizing a 
continuous-time dynamic system are well known and used widely. Details on discretization can be 
obtained from Franklin (1981), Goodwin (1984), or Friedland (1986). The first step in the 
process is to integrate the continuous-time, state-space equations from an initial time, t = 0, to an 
arbitrary time, t 
t 
c(t) = exp[(V-ip)t]c(0) + Jexp[(V-1F)(t-x)] V1g(x)dx (3.1) 
0 
Equation (3.1) can be used to predict the zone concentrations at any time, t, provided the initial 
concentrations, c(0), inputs, g(t), and system parameters, V(t) and F(t) are known. The time 
varying matrix, exp[(V-ip)t] is known as the continuous-time state transition matrix for the system. 
The integral on the right hand side of the Equation (3.1) is known as the convolution integral for 
the system-input pair. If the system parameters are constant over time, the continuous-time state 
transition matrix can be calculated from the following expression 
exp[(V-iF)t] = L-![(sI - V-iF)-l] (3.2) 
where L"1 represents the inverse Laplace transform operator, s, represents the complex frequency 
variable defined in the context of Laplace transform and I represents the identity matrix. If the 
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system is being monitored by a discrete data sampling system, Equation (3.1) can be modified 
slightly to represent the system at the different sampling instants (t = kT) 
c(kT) = exp[(V-iF)kT]c(0) + 
kT 
exp[(V-1F)(t-x)]V-ig(x)dx (3.3) 
0 
for t/T = 0, 1, ...k-1, k, k+1,..., N-l, N. Since the values of k take on only integer values, 
Equation (3.3) can be written with a summation instead of an integral 
k-1 
c(k) = A%c(0) + %Ak-J-iBg(j) (3.4) 
j=0 
The time varying matrix Ak is called the discrete-time state transition matrix for the system. The 
term containing the summation in Equation (3.4) is called the convolution summation for the 
system-input pair. 
Combining the above relations and looking at the interval of time from one sample to the next, 
produces 
c[(k+l)T] = A c(kT) + B g(kT) (3.5) 
where A and B are defined as 
A = exp[(V-lF)Tj = I + (V-lF)T+ 1 0 ^ + « £ f l £ + ... (3.6a) 
B = W(V-iF)t]V-idt= [ i T + i ^ + ^ | ^ + . . . ] v - i (3.6b) 
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Equation (3.5) is valid if the flow matrix, F(t), volume matrix, V(t), and input vector, g(t), are 
held constant during the sampling interval, T. The matrices V"1 and F are defined as the values of 
V-l(t) and F(t) on the interval (kT, [k+l]T). Equation (3.5) is the linear, discrete-time, state-space 
formulation of the system described in Equation (2.2) with k = t/T. 
In Section 2.4, a discussion of methods for analyzing multizone systems was presented. Many of 
these techniques were based upon integrating the continuous-time system of differential equations 
(Equation (2.2)) over a sufficient number of intervals to produce the required number of 
independent equations. These could then be solved to determine the flow and volume parameters 
of the system. However, the drawback of this approach is that the selection of different integration 
intervals often results in significantly different values of the system parameters. 
If Equation (3.5) is evaluated at every value of k, it essentially represents the integration of the 
continuous-time equations over every sample interval. This eliminates the arbitrary decision of 
which intervals to select For a system with n zones and N data points (a data point represents a 
sampling of the concentration in all the zones), Equation (3.5) results innxN independent linear 
algebraic equations. Ideally, to completely identify the unknown flow and volume parameters, the 
minimum number of times the concentration in each zone must be sampled is N = n+1. However, 
if there is an appreciable amount of noise associated with the data, then using the minimum number 
of data points will result in poor estimates of the system parameters. For this reason, it is often 
better to collect as many data points as is practically possible. Since this will result in an 
overdetermined system, some technique must then be used to determine the "best" values of the 
system parameters with respect to the observed data. 
3.2 The Least-Squares Identification Algorithm 
The problem of parameter identification has been studied extensively in many fields as a necessary 
first step in any type of system analysis (See Kudva and Narendra (1974), Eykhoff (1981), Ljung 
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and Soderstrom (1983), or Ossman and Kamen (1987) for more complete discusstions). One well 
known procedure used in parameter estimation is known as the method of least-squares. In this 
method, a model form containing one or more unknown parameters is assumed to describe the 
system. One or more tests are then run in which known inputs are applied and the outputs of the 
system are measured. These data are then used to select the best combination of parameters with 
respect to minimizing the sum of the squared error between the actual data and the predicted value. 
One of the primary advantages of least-squares techniques is their ability to predict the system 
parameters to a high degree of accuracy in the presence of a significant amount of measurement 
noise. The least-squares algorithm acts as a filter which can be used to remove the effect of noise 
superimposed upon the data. In fact, a least-squares technique known as Kalman filtering, 
developed in the early 1960s can be used as an optimal observer of state variables in systems 
corrupted by white noise of known spectral properties (See Luders and Narendra (1974), Nahi and 
Knobbe (1976), Nelson and Stear (1976), orEl-Sherief (1984) for detailed discussions). 
It is in this context that the recursive least-squares identification techniques described below were 
developed. A recursive least-squares formulation, known as adaptive identification, is often used 
when simultaneously estimating states and system parameters (See Suzuki, Nakamura, et. al. 
(1980), Puthenpura and Sinha (1986), Ichikawa (1980), or Hopkins and VanLandingham (1988) 
for detailed discussions). Unfortunately, most practical adaptive identification techniques require 
the transformation of the system model into one of several canonical forms. While this greatly 
simplifies the required computations, it prevents the identification of individual system parameters 
of known physical interpretation. 
To formulate the least-squares estimate of the system parameters, it is useful to first transform trie 
discrete-time state-space equation into a multiple-input/multiple-output (MIMO) form. To do this, 
Equation (3.5) is rewritten in a slightly different form 
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y[k]=0T(j)(k-l) + v(k-l) (3.7) 
where the output y[k], is a vector containing the measured tracer concentrations in each zone at 
time step k. The symbol, 9, is used to denote the parameter matrix, 
0 = [ A B ] T (3.8) 
and contains the unknown parameters of interest. The variable, <p(k-l), is the regression vector 
whose components are comprised of past observations of the inputs and outputs of the system 
(regression variables) 
<|>(k-l) = [ci(k-l) c2(k-l)...cn(k-l) gi(k-l) g2(k-l)...gn(k-l)]T (3.9) 
The vector, v(k-l), contains unknown and unmeasurable disturbances to the system. 
The method of least-squares is described by the criterion function 
N 
SO) = % PW {[yTM-<|>T(k-l)e] [y[k]-64(k-l)]} (3.10a) 
k=l 
N-l 
= % P(k)vT(k)v(k) (3.10b) 
k=0 
assuming v(k) is a sequence of random variables. In Equation (3.10), the term, N, is the number 
of data points collected and P(k) is a sequence which can be used to give varying weights to 
different data. The optimal choice of the parameter vector is that vector which minimizes S(9)-
producing the smallest summation of the weighted squared errors. Since Equation (3.10) is 
quadratic in 0, it is straightforward to solve analytically. This gives 
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[ N "1-1 N 
%P(k)4)(k-l)4)T(k-i)J % 
8(N) = 1 % |3(k)<|>(k-l)<t>T(k-l) J 2 P(k)<j)(k-l)yT(k-l) (3.11) 
k=l k=l 
The vector, §(N), is the least-squares estimate, based upon N observations, of the actual parameter 
matrix 0. 
The method of deterrnining the unknown system parameters by first collecting all of the data and 
then calculating 0(N) using Equation (3.11) is known as the batch method. The batch method is 
useful for systems which are well understood, and prior knowledge about when to apply the inputs 
is known. However, it is often more useful to represent Equation (3.11) in a recursive fashion. 
With a recursive identification algorithm, the unknown parameters can be calculated as each new 
data point is recorded. 
While the derivation of the recursive form of Equation (3.11) is straightforward, it is somewhat 
algebraically involved. Therefore, just the results will be presented here (See Ljung and 
Soderstrom (1983) for a more detailed analysis). Using this procedure, the new estimate of the 
parameter matrix, 0(k), is equal to the old estimate, 0(k-l), plus a gain matrix, L(k), times the 
error between the predicted and actual values of the output(s). The algorithm is thus, 
6(k) 4(k- l ) + L(k)[yT[k]-<t>T(k-l)0(k-l)] (3.12a) 
where 
E & W W ) (3.12b) 
l/p(k-l) + 4>T(k-l)P(k-l)i|>(k-l) 
_ . P(W)#-l)f(k-l)P(k-l) 
l/p(k-l) + 4>T(k-l)P(k-l)(|>(k-l) 
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Therefore, the most computationally involved part of the algorithm comes in computing the gain 
matrix, L(k). 
Examination of Equation (3.12) leaves the question of initial conditions of the matrices 9(ko) and 
P(ko) as yet unresolved. As N-» «» the effect of the initial values disappears. In practice for 
stable systems, even for a small number of data points, the effect of initial conditions is usually 
negligible. Thus, common choices for the initial values of P(kg) and §(kg) are P(ko) = a l and 
A(ko) = 0, where a is some large constant. However, if an 'exact' initial guess is desired or 
only a few data points are available, the following values of P(ko) and A(ko) should be used 
L E P(k)<t>(k-l)<()T(k-l) J P(ko) = |_ X p( t T(k-l) (3.13a) 
k=l 
k0 
8(ko) = P(kn) X P(k)<|>(k-l)y(k-l) (3.13b) 
k=l 
The value of ko in Equations (3.13a) and (3.13b) should be chosen such that the required matrix 
inversion is possible. 
The recursive least-squares method allows one to examine, in real time, the response of the system 
parameters to the applied inputs and determine when (and possibly where) new inputs should be 
applied. For example, if one or more inputs have been applied in the past and the parameters of 
interest are no longer changing appreciably with each new data point collected, then it is 
appropriate to apply an additional input or terminate the test. 
3.3 Inversion from A and B to V and F 
Before implementing the least-squares algorithm described above, some discussion is necessary on 
how to extract the values of the flows, F, and effective volumes, V, from the matrices A and B. 
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In the development of Equation (3.5), it was not necessary to approximate the differentials 
appearing in Equation (2.7). Thus, the values of A and B obtained during the least-squares 
analysis are not affected by any such approximations. However, when going in the opposite 
direction, that is, calculating F and V from A and B it is not as simple. 
Depending upon the length of the sampling interval, different approaches may be necessary. If the 
sampling period is short, relative to the system eigenvalues, then an Euler approximation (forward 
differencing) may be adequate. For example, if the Euler approximation is made, the differential is 
written as 
. ( t ) = c([k+l]T)-c(kT) (3.14) 
and Equation (3.5) becomes 
c[(k+l)] = (I+TV-lF) c(k) + TV-l g(k) (3.15) 
thus, 
V = TB-l (3.16a) 
F = V(A-I)/T (3.16b) 
Examination of Equations (3.6a) and (3..6b) show that the Euler approximation is equivalent to 
using the first two terms of the infinite series for A and the first term in the infinite series for B. 
Tustin's and other higher order approximations are obtained in a similar manner. In practice, it has 
been found that using the first several terms from each series is adequate in most cases. 
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When larger sampling intervals are used however, the higher order terms in the series remain 
significant Here, the simple approximations described above may not prove adequate. One 
method, presented by Sinha (1982a) for circumventing difficulties associated with larger sampling 
intervals uses properties of eigenvalues and eigenvectors in the calculation of the exponential of a 
matrix. 
If the eigenvalues, o&i, C02,...,C0n are distinct, the eigenvectors vi,V2,...,vn of the matrix A can be 
calculated (In case of multiple eigenvalues, the eigenspace must have equal multiplicity). Then it is 
possible to form the matrix M 
M = [viv2...v„] (3.17) 
which will diagonalize A. The quantity V *F is given by forming the following equality 
V-lF = G={Mdiag[^lno)i ^ In <D2 ... ^ hi ©3] M-*} (3.18) 
If A has negative eigenvalues, the logarithms in Equation (3.18) become undefined. This problem 
is eliminated by proper selection of sampling interval and will be discussed in a following chapter. 
Finally, the matrix V is given by 
V = B-1R (3.19) 
where the matrix R is defined as 
GT2 G2T3 R = IT + ^ - + ^ ~ - + . . . (3.20) 
Whether an approximation of the infinite series represented in Equation (3.6) or the eigenvalue 
based method described above is used for inversion from A and B to F and V depends upon the 
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accuracy required, sampling interval used, and computational power available. Numerous 
simulations have shown that using Tustin's approximation results in accurate inversion over a wide 
range of sampling intervals. This is the method used in the following simulations and experimental 
results. 
3.4 Relationship Between System Eigenvalues and Air Change Times 
When utilizing the least-squares technique described above, the proper selection of the sampling 
interval, T, is important for accurate identification of the unknown system parameters. In the 
following chapters, it will be shown that the sampling interval which should be selected for 
monitoring the tracer gas concentrations is related to the eigenvalues of the system matrix, V"*F. 
However, while the eigenvalues of a system may provide a great deal of information about the 
dynamics of that system, they are generally formed by combinations of the system parameters and 
as such, may loose their physical significance. Therefore, for a single or multizone flow system, it 
is useful to examine the relationships between the physical quantities such as airflows and effective 
volumes and the more abstract eigenvalues of the system matrix. 
Before discussing the relationships between the multizone flow and volume parameters and the 
eigenvalues, it is necessary to define some terms. The air change rate (achj) for zone i is defined 
as 
achi = ° i (3.21) 
and has units of time-1. The air change rate physically represents a normalization of the total 
volumetric flow rate into zone i by the volume of that zone. Thus, an air change rate of 0.00028 
second-1 (1 hour-1) means that a total volume of air equal to 0.028% of the total volume (of zone i) 
flows into the zone every second. The reciprocal of the air change rate is defined as the air change 
time, tai 
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taisachf^-i (3.22) 
and has units of time. The air change time represents the period of time that it takes for the 
volumetric flow into a zone to sum up to the actual physical volume. Thus, an air change time of 
3600 seconds means that it takes 1 hour for the total volumetric airflow rate to sum up to the total 
volume of the zone. 
Recall from Chapter 2 that the linear, time-invariant, differential equation describing the mass 
balances of the tracer gas is given by 
c(t) = V-1Fc(t) + V-1g(t) (3.23) 
The state coefficient matrix V *F is a combination of system parameters and has the form 
"iQlF^i FnT 
Vi Vi ' " Vi 
F_12:<h. Fg2 
v2 v 2 - - - v 2 V-1F = 
FlaFla :9a 
LVn V n - ' - V n J 
(3.24) 
From the discussion above, the terms on the diagonal can be replaced using the definitions of air 
change rate and air change time 
V - lF = 
-achi ^ 
El2 
V2 -ach2. 
Fin F2n 
Vn V„ 
¥ 
% 
-achg 
" I F 2 1 Fju" 
tal v r* -v i 
hid. Fn2 
V2 ta2*'"V2 
Fln?2n ± 
•V „ V „ ' - * t a3 -
(3.25) 
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The eigenvalues of the multizone flow system are the roots of the characteristic polynomial, Pc, of 
the matrix V-1F. The characteristic polynomial is obtained by computing the determinant of the 
matrix (ul - V-1F) as follows 
Pc= l u i - V-1F I = u" + ai uM + a2 u.n"2 +... + a„.i u+an (3.26) 
The roots of this polynomial are called the eigenvalues or characteristic roots of the system and 
determine the fundamental attributes of the unforced dynamic behavior of the multizone flow 
system. These eigenvalues are used to calculate the inverse Laplace transform of the resolvent 
which results in the state transition matrix. Sinden (1978) proved that the eigenvalues for a flow 
system must have negative real parts. That is, they must lie in the left half of the complex 
frequency (sT) plane. This guarantees that in the absence of tracer inputs, the concentrations in all 
of the zones must decay to a constant value as t becomes large. The eigenvalues of a system are 
related to the time constants as follows 
%=iiei i <3-27> 
where re u. is the real part of the complex eigenvalue. 
As will be shown below, first- and second-order flow systems cannot have eigenvalues with 
imaginary parts. That is, the state transition matrix will contain only constants or exponentials with 
real arguments. However, for systems with order 3 or more, there is the potential for obtaining 
eigenvalues with imaginary components. In these systems, there will be an oscillatory component 
superimposed upon the exponential behavior of the concentration histories. However, as an 
example will show, these oscillations usually have a low frequency (relative to the time constants) 
and the oscillatory components dampen out rapidly. 
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For a first-order system, the state coefficient matrix, V-1F, consists of a single term 
V-iF =[-Q/V] (3.28a) 
= [-ach] = [-1/ta] (3.28b) 
Thus, the state coefficient matrix consists of a single parameter which is equal to the negative air 
change rate for the system. This is because there is a single airflow associated with the zone and 
that airflow is equal to the total flow into the system 
Since, for a single-zone system, the state coefficient matrix is a scalar, the eigenvalue asssociated 
with that scalar is readily calculated 
Pc = l u - ( - ^ ) l = u + ^  = 0 (3.29) 
or 
u. = - $ (3.30a) 
= -ach (3.30b) 
Therefore, for a single-zone system, the eigenvalue of the state coefficient matrix is simply equal to 
the negative of the air change rate. Since the air change time is the negative reciprical of the air 
change rate, and the time constant is the negative reciprical of the eigenvalue, we have the relation 
x = = U g (3.31a) 
= ta (3.31b) 
and thus, the system time constant is equal to the air change time. For a single-zone system, there 
is no difference between the time constant based upon the eigenvalue and the air change time based 
upon the system airflow and volume. This is generally not true for the multizone case. 
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Consider a two-zone system with the following state coefficient matrix 
V-1F = 
zQlFjn" 
Vi Vi 
F^i-^2 
LV 2 V2 . 
(3.32) 
The characteristic equation for this system is 
".=^%4>4%-# (3.33) 
Since Equation (3.33) is quadratic in u,, its roots can be obtained in a straightforward manner using 
the quadratic equation. If the definitions of air change times (Equation (3.22)) and time constants 
(Equation (3.27)) are substituted into the above equation, the quadratic equation yields the two 
roots 
^ = 0 . 5 ( ^ + 1 ) + ^  0 . 2 5 ( 1 - ^ ) 2 + ^ ^ , (3.34a) 
M = O J ( % + 1 ) _ ^ 0 . 2 5 ( 1 _ % ) 2 + % 0 , (3.34b) 
The term Oc is defined to be the coupling coefficient 
* - = % (3.35) 
which provides a measure of how strongly the two zones are connected by interzonal airflow 
relative to total airflow. It is also apparent from the Equation (3.34) that you cannot have complex 
eigenvalues since the term under the radical is always positive. 
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Upon further examination of Equation (3.34) it can be seen that in general, the time constants will 
differ from the air change times for a two-zone system. Figure 3.1 shows a parametric analysis of 
the time constants of a two-zone system. The figure shows that the longest time constant, xmax 
will always be greater than or equal to the longest air change time, ta^ nax or 
unax 
tamax 
>1 (3.36) 
amax 
Figure 3.1 Parametric Analysis of Time Constants Relative to Air Change Times for a Two-Zone 
System 
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Figure 3.1 also shows that the shortest time constant, Xmin, will always be less than or equal to the 
shortest air change time, tamin or 
W L < ; 1 (3.37) 
tamin 
The figure indicates that for a given value of the coupling coefficient, increasing the ratio of 
tamin/tamax for the range shown, increases the relative difference between the time constants and the 
air change times. 
In the limit as tamin/tamax -> 0, 
Xnm _ > J _ (3.39a) 
tamax 1-<J>C 
-
 mJn
- -» 1 (3.39b) 
tamin 
Equations (3.36) and (3.37) are equalities when the coupling coefficient is zero. This implies that 
one or both of the interzonal airflows are zero. Conversely, if Oc= 1, then both interzonal airflows 
are equal to the total airflows for that zone. In this case, the largest time constant becomes infinite 
and the shortest time constant becomes a minimum (relative to the shortest air change time) or 
Xmax
 =oo (3.39a) 
tamax 
XrnhL = ( 1 + knin ).l (3.39b) 
tamin tamax 
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Note also that in the limiting case where tamin/tamax = 1. the ratio XminAamin -> 0.5 and the ratio 
tmaxAamax -> °° (for Oc = 1). Thus, while the largest time constant can become infinitely large 
relative to the largest air change time, the smallest time constant can be at most half as small as the 
smallest air change time. 
In the following chapters, it will be shown that the time constants of the system are important 
parameters when determining an appropriate sampling interval. The above analysis should show 
that these time constants are not necessarily the same as the system air change times (for order 2 or 
greater) and can differ significantly under the right conditions. 
Although a detailed eigenvalue analysis of a third-order system is quite complex due to the cubic 
order of the characteristic equation, it is useful to examine, in detail, a system in which complex 
eigenvalues occur. Consider a three-zone system similar to that described by Sinden (1978) with 
the following flow and volume matrices 
r 1 0 O i 
0 1 0 
L o o i J 
; F = 
r- l 0 l- i 
1 -1 0 
L o l - l J 
This corresponds to a system with the following physical appearance 
Figure 3.2 Three-Zone System with Oscillatory Behavior 
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The eigenvalues for the state coefficient matrix, V-1F, are u,i=0, |i2=-l-5 + i-^~, |i3=-1.5 - i -y. 
Since the roots have non-zero imaginary parts, the state-transition matrix for the solution of c(t) 
will have oscillatory terms in it If the system described in Figure 3.2 is assumed to have an input 
g(t) = 0 for all t and an initial concentration vector, cT(0) = [1 00] the solution to Equation (3.23) 
is 
c(t) = i 
1+ 2e-1-5tCos(=^t) 
l-e-L^cosf^rt) + Vlsin(=^t)] 
_ l-e-i-Stfcose^t) - V3sin(=^t)] 
Thus, the solution contains oscillatory (sine and cosine) terms modified by an exponentially 
decaying term e-1-5t. If the exponential term is set equal to unity, the phases of the three oscillatory 
terms can be compared. Figure 3.3 shows the time variation in concentrations for the three zones 
with e-1-5t = 1. The figure shows that, for a three-zone system with the flow arrangement shown 
in Figure 3.3, the phases of the oscillatory terms in the concentration solution differ by 120°. 
While the undamped solution exhibits considerable cyclical behavior, the actual concentration 
response is much different in character. Figure 3.4 shows the actual unforced response of the 
three-zone system. The figure uses an exaggerated vertical scale to enable the oscillatory behavior 
of the system to be shown. It shows that the concentration of tracer in Zone 1 undershoots its final 
steady-state value by a moderate amount. The concentrations of tracer in Zones 2 and 3 overshoot 
their steady-state values with Zone 2 overshooting by a considerable amount. The relatively large 
magnitude of the overshoots is caused in part because of the oscillation superimposed upon the 
exponential responses. The figure also shows that after t = 5, the damping has reduced the 
magnitude of the oscillation to a very small value. 
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Figure 3.3 Phase Comparison for Three-Zone System with Oscillatory Behavior 
Since it has been shown that it is possible to have an oscillatory concentration response, it is 
reasonable to ask how large the oscillatory effect can be relative to the damping effect. While an 
exhaustive investigation was not undertaken, it appears the flow system shown in Figure 3.2 will 
exhibit the most significant oscillation. Recall that this system is one in which all of the volumes 
are equal and the interzonal airflows are such that a 'ring' system is formed. For this type of a 
system, the ratio of the damping coefficient to the complex frequency was 
"£$Hf-"3 
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For this system, the damping effect will reduce the magnitude of the oscillatory effect by a factor of 
0.027 before one-half cycle is complete. Thus, the oscillatory effect disappears rapidly from the 
concentration response. Only by reducing the magnitude of a will the oscillatory effect become 
more pronounced (ie. be sustained for a longer period of time). 
Figure 3.4 Concentration as a Function of Time for Three-Zone System with Oscillatory Behavior 
Thus, a study was done to determine if there were system configurations which would result in a 
more pronounced oscillatory effect. While the analysis was not exhaustive, for a three-zone 
system, it appears that ctmin =1.73. This was determined by perturbing the terms in the state 
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coefficient matrix for the system of Figure 3.2 and deterrnining the resulting effect upon the system 
eigenvalues. Some general results of this analysis are presented below: 
• If the air change rates are uniformly increased or decreased, the eigenvalues likewise 
change. However, the ratio of re (u)/ im (u) remains the same and as a consequence, a 
does not change. 
• If the volumes of the zones are different from on another, a will increase. 
• If interzonal airflows other than those associated with a ring are added, the value of a will 
also increase. 
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4. COMPUTER SIMULATIONS OF MULTIZONE SYSTEMS 
4.1 Overview 
To be useful, the least-squares method proposed in Section 3.2 should provide accurate predictions 
of the interzonal flows and effective volumes in a multizone system as long as the necessary 
concentration measurements can be obtained. To validate the algorithms, two different methods 
were used. This chapter will discuss the results of several computer simulations used to imitate 
one-, two-, and three-zone flow systems. Since the computer simulations require a number of 
simplifying assumptions, they are valid for determining the limitations of the identification 
procedure when ideal or near-ideal data are used. Several of the following chapters will discuss 
the construction and operation of an experimental test facility for validating both the least-squares 
algorithm and the computer simulations presented below. As will be shown in Chapter 7, the 
simulated data differs little from that obtained from the experimental facility. This then validates 
the use of computer simulation for analyzing multizone systems and evaluating different tracer 
identification techniques. 
Since accurately modeling a physical system can be a very difficult problem, the computer 
simulation which was developed incorporated a number of idealizations about an actual flow 
system in a multizone enclosure. The first assumption is that the number of well mixed zones, n, 
is known. While in some instances the physical characteristics of a building may make this a 
relatively easy parameter to define, in many real systems determining the exact number of effective 
volumes may prove to be a difficult task. Also, as discussed in a latter section, the system order 
may depend in part upon the sampling interval chosen. Generally, the shorter the sampling 
interval, the larger the order of the system. This is a consequence of the fact that it takes a finite 
amount of time for the air within a zone to mix. 
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A second assumption, closely related to the first is that the physical location of each effective 
volume is known. While there may be many instances where this is obvious due to the partitioning 
characteristics within the building, there may be other situations in which the zone locations are not 
readily apparent. For instance, due to its size, a large auditorium may be better modeled as 
consisting of several different effective volumes. However, it may be very difficult to determine, 
spatially, where these effective volumes are located. Another case where it may be difficult to 
determine the zone locations is where several rooms are to be combined into a smaller number of 
effective volumes. Here, the problem ties in deterrnining which rooms should belong to which 
effective volumes. 
A third assumption is that the interzonal airflows move from room to room instantaneously. Since 
it is assumed that no transportation lag exists within the flow system, any disturbance which 
occurs anywhere within the system will propogate throughout its controllable subspace 
instantaneously. This assumption may prove realistic in many high-flow, mechanically-ventilated 
systems or buildings with short flow paths between different effective volumes. However, in 
large buildings, or in buildings with a combination of mechanical and passive ventilation, it may 
take a significant amount of time, relative to the system time constants, for the air to travel between 
zones. 
4.2 The Simulation Procedure 
A computer program was developed which can generate simulated tracer gas data (Appendix A.l). 
The program was written in Turbo Pascal and operates on an Apple Macintosh II computer. The 
program uses an input file (Appendix A.3) which provides the program with the following 
parameters: 
- Number of zones to be simulated 
- Outdoor tracer concentration (assumed constant for duration of simulation) 
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- The initial concentrations of the tracer in each zone 
- Time between calculation of new tracer concentrations 
- Time between recorded data points 
Total time for the simulation 
The time at which the impulses will occur 
Amount of tracer to be injected during the impulse inputs 
- Effective volumes of the zones 
- Airflows from the outdoors to each zone and from each zone to the outdoors 
- Interzonal airflows 
- Magnitude of the white noise to be added to the simulated data 
The developed computer code uses the above inputs to generate a model of a multizone system 
identical to that developed in Equation (2.7). The model, in the form of a system of continuous-
time linear first-order differential equations is then integrated using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta 
algorithm (Appendix A.2). Appendix A.2 also contains a listing of many of the mathematical 
routines used by the simulation and identification programs. The resulting concentration data, are 
then transferred to an output file (Appendix A.4). 
4.3 Recursive Least-Squares Computer Program 
As indicated above, the simulation program's purpose is to generate concentration data for a 
multizone system. These data then provide the information which is used by the recursive least-
squares algorithm of Equation (3.12) to identify the unknown interzonal airflows and effective 
volumes. While the main purpose of developing the recursive identification technique was so that 
the data could be analyzed on-line, the simulations which follow have been analyzed after the 
completion of the simulated tracer gas test 
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To analyze the data, a number of computer programs were developed. Appendix B shows the 
Turbo Pascal source code for a three-zone recursive identification algorithm. The program 
operates on an Apple Macintosh II computer. The program uses an input file similar to that of 
Appendix A.4 and requires the following inputs: 
- Number of zones 
Sample interval 
- Total number of data points 
Amount of tracer injected into each zone 
Time at which each pulse is applied 
- Concentration in each zone at each sample period 
When the program is run, it first asks for and reads the input file containing the above data. The 
data are then used in conjunction with Equation (3.12) to recursively estimate the F and V 
parameter matrices containing the unknown flows and volumes within the system. For most 
identifications, it was found that the initial conditions of the parameter matrix had lutle effect upon 
the results. The program uses the trapezoidal approximation (Tustin's rule) to invert the discrete-
time matrix back to the continuous-time domain. Tustin's rule was compared to the exact method 
for inversion (Section 3.3) and found to yield essentially the same results. It was used thereafter 
due to its simplicity. In fact, using Filler's approximation for the inversion resulted in only a slight 
decrease in accuracy compared to Tustin's rule. This was a result of the decreased accuracy of the 
effective identified volumes. 
4.4 Simulated One-, Two-, and Three-Zone Systems 
The algorithm described by Equation (3.12) was tested on various multizone systems using 
computer generated data, with P(k)=l (equally weighted). The interzonal flows and volumes were 
picked arbitrarily and chosen so that the systems were somewhat asymmetric. The algorithm was 
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tested for systems with one-, two-, and three-zones with both 'clean' data and with data containing 
measurement noise. The noise was considered to be 'white' and were random variables with a 
maximum value equal to a fixed percentage of the zones initial concentration. The maximum 
values of the noise used were 5 and 10% of the initial value of the concentration and resulted in 
variances of a 2 = 0.002 and 0.008. The inputs used in all the following simulations were rapid 
pulses of tracer gas at prescribed times. The total time for all the identification runs was 10,000. 
The sampling interval was 100-a total of 100 samples each. The actual values of the flows and 
volumes used in the simulations and the identification results are summarized in Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1 Identification of Flows and Effective Volumes using Least-Squares Algorithm 
#of 
Zones 
1 
1 
1 
Actual 
2 
2 
2 
Actual 
3 
3 
3 
Actual 
Noise 
a2 
0.00 
0.002 
0.008 
0.00 
0.002 
0.008 
. 
0.00 
0.002 
0.008 
-
Vi 
1006 
1011 
1017 
1000 
1016 
1021 
1025 
1000 
1016 
1020 
1025 
1000 
v2 
2021 
2054 
2090 
2000 
2022 
2058 
2097 
2000 
V3 
_ 
3006 
2036 
3071 
3000 
F()l 
.20 
.21 
.22 
.20 
.10 
.12 
.14 
.10 
.00 
.00 
.00 
.00 
Fin 
.20 
.21 
.22 
.20 
.29 
.26 
.21 
.30 
.10 
.05 
.06 
.10 
F02 
.50 
.53 
.52 
.50 
.30 
.32 
.34 
.30 
F20 
.31 
.38 
.45 
.30 
.00 
.05 
.09 
.00 
F03 
.00 
.01 
.00 
.00 
F30 
.20 
.22 
.25 
.20 
F12 
.21 
.25 
.32 
.20 
.41 
.43 
.48 
.40 
Fl3 
.00 
.04 
.10 
.00 
F21 
.40 
.39 
.38 
.40 
.51 
.52 
.54 
.50 
F23 
.20 
.17 
.16 
.20 
F31 
. 
.00 
.00 
.00 
.00 
F32 
. 
.00 
.01 
.01 
.00 
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Figures 4.1 to 4.3 show simulated data for a one-zone system with varying amounts of noise 
added to the data. The figures show that the pulse input of tracer gas is applied to the zone at t = 
2500. Figures 4.4 to 4.6 show the predicted infiltration rate, Frji, for the simulated single-zone 
system. Figure 4.4 indicates that in the absence of noise, the flow is identified immediately after 
the applied input Figures 4.5 and 4.6 indicate that if noise is present in the data, it takes longer to 
accurately identify the unknown parameter. The measurement noise results in considerably more 
oscillation in the value of the predicted airflow rate. Further simulations have indicated that if the 
magnitude of the noise becomes too great, the algorithm can become unstable. However, as 
indicated by Table 4.1, even in the presence of significant measurement noise, the identification 
procedure is able to estimate the unknown infiltration rate to within 10% of its actual value. 
Figures 4.7 to 4.9 indicate the predicted effective volume of the zone as a function of time step for 
the identification procedure. The figures show that the effective volume is essentially determined 
within a few time steps after the applied pulse input and that, even in the presence of significant 
measurement noise, shows little oscillation during the identification. Table 4.1 shows that the 
effective volume is generally identified more accurately than the infiltration rate and has a maximum 
error of only 1.7%. 
Figures 4.10 to 4.12 show simulated data for a two-zone system with varying amounts of noise 
added to the data. The figures show that the pulse inputs of tracer gas are applied to zones 1 and 2 
at t = 2500 and 5000 respectively. Figures 4.13 to 4.15 show the predicted interzonal airflow 
rates, Foi, Fio, F02, F20, F12, and F21 for the simulated two-zone system. Figure 4.13 indicates 
that in the absence of noise, the flows show little oscillitory behavior and are completely identified 
immediately after the second pulse input is applied. Figures 4.14 and 4.15 indicate that, similar to 
the single-zone case, if noise is present in the data, it takes longer to accurately identify the 
unknown parameters. The measurement noise results in considerably more oscillation in the 
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values of the predicted airflow rates. Table 4.1 indicates that for clean data, the identification 
algorithm predicted the values of the flows to within 5%. However, as noise is added to the data, 
the accuracy of the identification decreases significantly. At 5% noise, the maximum error rises to 
approximately 25%. At 10% noise, the maximum error in predicted flows increases to 50% for the 
smaller flows. 
Figures 4.16 to 4.18 indicate the predicted effective volumes of the two zones as a function of time 
step for the identification procedure. The figures show that the effective volume of a zone is again 
determined within a few time steps of the applied pulse (input to that zone). Also, even in the 
presence of significant measurement noise, there is little oscillation of the predicted effective 
volumes during the identification. Table 4.1 shows that as in the single-zone case, the effective 
volumes are generally identified more accurately than the interzonal airflow rates and for the 
simulations shown, the maximum error in the effective volumes was 4.5%. 
Figures 4.19 to 4.21 show simulated data for a three-zone system with varying amounts of noise 
added to the data. The figures show that the pulse inputs of tracer gas are applied to zones 1, 2, 
and 3 at t = 2500, 5000, and 7500 respectively. Figures 4.22 to 4.24 show the predicted 
interzonal airflow rates, F12, F13, F21, F23, F31, and F32 for the simulated three-zone system. To 
keep the figures less cluttered, the air exchanges with the outdoors are not plotted. Figure 4.22 
indicates that in the absence of noise, the predicted flows show little oscillitory behavior and are 
completely identified immediately after the third pulse input is applied. 
Figures 4.23 and 4.24 indicate that, similar to the single- and two-zone case, if noise is present in 
the data, it takes longer to accurately identify the unknown parameters. Once again, the 
measurement noise results in considerably more oscillation in the values of the predicted airflow 
rates. For the simulation shown, it appears that a slightly longer test would be desireable to allow 
the parameters to steady out 
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Table 4.1 indicates that for clean data, the identification algorithm predicted the values of the flows 
to within 2.5%. However, as noise is added to the data, the accuracy of the identification 
decreases even more rapidly than the two-zone case. At 5% noise, the maximum error rises to 
approximately 50%. At 10% noise, the maximum error in predicted flows increases to 60%. 
Figures 4.25 to 4.27 show the predicted effective volumes of the three zones as a function of time 
step for the identification procedure. Once again, the figures indicate that the effective volume of a 
zone is determined within a few time steps of the applied pulse input to that zone. Also, there is 
tittle oscillation of the predicted effective volumes during the identification. Table 4.1 shows that, 
as in the previous cases, the effective volumes are generally identified more accurately than the 
interzonal airflow rates and for the simulations shown, the maximum error for the effective 
volumes was 4.5%. 
All the figures show that the identified parameters steady-out sometime shortly after the previous 
pulse. Thus, when all of the parameters are changing only slightly with each new sample, then it 
is appropriate to apply an input to another zone. Also, as described above, a sampling interval of 
100 was used in all of the identification runs. This interval was arbitrarily selected and may not be 
optimal in terms of identified parameter accuracy. As will be shown in the following chapters, as 
the unmeasured disturbances to the system and the number of zones increases, the selection of the 
sampling interval becomes more important. It will be shown that selection of a sampling interval 
which is either too small or too large can result in reduced estimated parameter accuracy or 
instability of the identification algorithm. 
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Figure 4.5 Identified Flow Rate for Single-Zone System (5% Noise) 
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Figure 4.6 Identified Flow Rate for Single-Zone System (10% Noise) 
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Figure 4.7 Identified Effective Volume for Single-Zone System (No Noise) 
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Figure 4.9 Identified Effective Volume for Single-Zone System (10% Noise) 
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Figure 4.18 Identified Effective Volumes for Two-Zone System (10% Noise) 
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5. RESULTS OF SIMULATIONS 
5.1 Input Requirements for Complete Identification 
The identification of airflows and effective volumes using the least-squares technique requires that 
the input which is applied to the system provide sufficient excitation. Another way of stating this 
is that the input must independently activate all of the modes of the system. In most control 
systems literature, an input which is often used to ensure that this condition is satisfied is a 
pseudorandom binary sequence (Jensen (1988)). Unfortunately, to apply this type of excitation 
requires well regulated and calibrated equipment capable of providing real-time readings of the 
flow rate of tracer into each zone at each sampling interval. 
The identification runs described in the preceding chapter used inputs which were rapid injections 
(impulses). This type of input proved to be adequate for complete identification of the systems in 
question. As will be shown in the following chapters, an impulse type injection is practical to 
implement. For example, a pulse type injection could be achieved by the rapid discharge of a 
pressurized cylinder or the bursting of a balloon filled with a known amount of tracer. 
The preceeding simulations indicate that as each additional pulse is applied to the system, more 
parameters are identified. The simulations also reveal that all of the unknown flows and effective 
volumes are determined only after an impulse has been applied to each zone. Thus, the conclusion 
can be drawn that for the impulse type input, sufficient excitation for complete parameter 
identifiability of a multizone flow and volume system is achieved only by applying an impulse to 
all of the zones. Also, as will be discussed in the next section, if system parameters are varying, 
multiple impulses over time are required to track the parameters. 
Since, when performing a tracer gas test on a multizone flow and volume system, it is generally 
desireable to complete the test in as timely a fashion as possible, the natural question to ask is how 
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close the inputs can be applied to one another and still result in satisfactory accuracy of the 
identified system parameters. To test this, the identification algorithm was used to evaluate data for 
the two-zone system examined in the previous section (a2 = 0.002). Two different input intervals 
were examined. In the first case, the impulse inputs were applied simultaneously (Figure 5.1). 
Both of the inputs were applied at t = 2000. 
Figure 5.2 shows how the least-squares algorithm responded to the applied inputs. The figure 
indicates that the calculated flows take a considerable amount of time to approach their correct 
values-doing so only after an additional 100+ time steps following the applied inputs. Figure 5.1 
also indicates that the tracer concentrations in Zones 1 and 2 were considerably different 
immediately after the two were pulsed with tracer. Further simulations have shown that as this 
difference is reduced, the identification algorithm becomes ill-conditioned. It was also noticed that 
noise affects the identification procedure more significantly for the case where the inputs are 
applied simultaneously. 
Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the results of a nearly identical simulation. The only difference is that 
the inputs applied to the two zones are separated by 10 sample periods. Examination of Figure 5.4 
indicates that the effect of this slight separation is to significantly improve the conditioning of the 
identification procedure. The inputs are applied to the zones at time steps 20 and 30. The figure 
also indicates that the identification is essentially complete by time step 40-only 10 time steps 
following the last input. This is a significant improvement over the simultaneous impulse results. 
Thus, while it is possible to apply simultaneous inputs to each zone and still identify the parameters 
of interest, the recursive least-squares algorithm is much more robust if the inputs are separated by 
several sample periods. 
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It should also be noted that as the level of noise associated with the data is reduced toward zero (ie. 
the system becomes deterministic), the least-squares algorithm is able to identify the parameters 
much more rapidly. For simultaneous impulse inputs and clean data, the system is completely 
identified within 20 time steps following the inputs. However, even for clean data, separation of 
the inputs by a few time steps speeds the convergence of the least-squares algorithm. 
5.2 Varying Flows and Effective Volumes 
The flows and effective volumes estimated using Equation (3.12) with p(k) = 1 are assumed to be 
constant for the duration of the test. If this assumption is not valid, the system parameters 
calculated by the least-squares analysis will be those which give the best overall fit of the data to 
the assumed system model and not necessarily the true values. If the system parameters are 
varying, then a slightly different approach must be followed when using the identification 
algorithm. 
One of several purposes for obtaining the recursive formulation of the least-squares algorithm is to 
permit the algorithm to track parameters in a system in which they are varying slowly with time. It 
should be noted that the approach presented below is not suited for identification of a system with 
high frequency parameter fluctuations. The variation in the parameters must be slow enough to 
allow the algorithm to "catch" up with the new values before they change again significantly. If 
this condition is not satisfied, then the procedure will not work. 
Equation (3.12) included the terms, P(k), and it was mentioned that these parameters were a 
sequence which could be used to give different weighting to the data during the recursive 
identification calculations. For example, proper selection of this sequence can reduce start-up 
transients which may pose problems if the data were very noisy. However, if p(k) has the form 
assumed by Ljung and Soderstrom (1983) or Goodwin and Sin (1984) 
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P(k) = AN-k (5.1) 
where 0<X<1 then the algorithm is said to employ exponential forgetting of the data. The 
parameter, X, is referred to as the forgetting factor. While in general, X may also vary in time, in 
the following discussion, it is assumed a constant The addition of this term effectively reduces the 
importance of data which were collected in the past and gives increasing weight to new data as they 
are recorded. Hence, if the flows and volumes are varying slowly, then this method can be used to 
track that variation with respect to time. 
This form of P(k) also results in a slight modification of Equation (3.12). The recursive least-
squares algorithm with exponential forgetting of data becomes 
0\k) = 0(k-l) + L(k)[yT[k]-<|>T(k-l)0(k-l)] (5.2a) 
P(k-l)*(k-l) 
A. + <|>T(k-l)P(k-l)<|>(k-l) 
1 [ P(k-l)#-l)f(k-l)P(k-l)-| 
XL A. + <|)T(k-l)P(k-l)<Kk-l) 
Examination of Equation (5.2c) shows that the addition of exponential forgetting effectively keeps 
P(k) from approaching zero, thus keeping the algorithm robust with respect to tracking. 
The selection of the forgetting factor will have a substantial influence on the identification 
algorithm. Using a relatively small value of X (X< 0.9) will have the effect of discounting all but 
the last few data points. However, if substantial noise is associated with the data, the identification 
procedure will perform poorly and may become unstable. As X approaches 1, the algorithm 
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approaches that of the standard recursive least-squares and all data are weighted equally. Thus, 
there exists a trade-off between noise considerations and the ability of the procedure to track 
varying parameters. 
The use of the forgetting factor is shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 for the two-zone system described 
in Section 4.4. Initially, the system is identical to that described in Table 4.1. However, at t = 
5000, several of the system parameters associated with the second zone change: V2 increases from 
2000 to 3000, F02 drops from 0.5 to 0.3 and F20 decreases from 0.3 to 0.0. The data were noisy 
(or2 = 0.002) and a forgetting factor of 0.97 was used during the identification. 
The inputs are applied to Zone 1 at t = 1000 and 6000 and to Zone 2 at t = 2500 and 7500. Figure 
5.5 shows that the algorithm is able to follow the flow parameters reasonably well with some 
fluctuation occurring around the times of the impulses. Figure 5.6 indicates that the algorithm is 
able to follow the effective volumes but only after the zone in which the volume changed is pulsed 
a second time. 
In simulations using clean data, the algorithm was able to respond in a manner similar to that 
shown in Chapter 4. The new values of the system parameters were all accurately identified (with 
little fluctuation) a few time steps after the conclusion of the second round of impulses. As might 
be expected, a more exciting input (2 pulses) is required for identification of the time-varying 
system parameters. If an impulse type input is being used as the excitation, it has been found that 
each zone must receive multiple inputs. 
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Figure 5.5 Interzonal Airflows Calculated using a Forgetting Factor (X = 0.97) 
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Figure 5.6 Effective Volumes Calculated using a Forgetting Factor (X = 0.97) 
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Caution should also be exercised during the selection of the value of the forgetting factor, X. If the 
system is noisy, a value of X less than 0.95 is usually not satisfactory for the cases studied. The 
algorithm becomes too sensitive to the random fluctuations induced by the unmeasured 
disturbances and does a poor job in tracking the system parameters. However, if very clean data 
are available, it is possible to use forgetting factors of 0.95 or slightly less. 
Before leaving the discussion of exponential forgetting and its utility in tracking parameters in a 
system in which they are varying, it is important to point out one other aspect of the the algorithm 
presented in Equation (5.2). Upon careful examination of Figure 5.5, it can be observed that the 
identified flow parameters begin to drift from their steady values the moment they change. This 
gradual drift occurs even before the second series of pulse inputs are applied to the system. Thus, 
even if the second series of inputs is not applied, the recursive least-squares algorithm with 
exponential forgetting of data provides information that some of the parameters are changing. At 
this point, the investigator then has the option of applying more inputs to the system if it is desired 
to track the variation. 
5.3 Sampling Interval 
In the past several sections, little mention was made as to how the sampling interval was chosen. 
However, as will be shown, selecting the "correct" sampling interval can make the difference in 
successful identification of the unknown system parameters or complete failure. If the sampling 
interval is poorly chosen, the least-squares algorithm may produce inaccurate results or even 
become unstable. 
In choosing some "optimal" (optimal in the sense that the system parameters are accurately 
identified) sampling interval, there are two different though related considerations which must be 
addressed. First, the sampling interval must be rapid enough to capture the fastest dynamics of 
importance within the system. Sampling too slowly, with respect to the fastest system eigenvalue, 
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will result in poor identification of the overall system. Second, the sampling interval must be slow 
enough to allow adequate mixing of the inputs between the injection and the first sample following 
it. 
5.3.1 Sampling Interval and Eigenvalue Locations 
The question of selecting an optimal sampling interval with respect to capturing important system 
dynamics has been studied by several researchers including Sinha and Lastman (1982), Sinha and 
Kuszta (1983), and Puthenpura and Sinha (1985). A rule of thumb which is often mentioned by 
these authors is that the sampling interval should be chosen such that 
luTI<A (5.3) 
where u, is the eigenvalue with the largest magnitude (fastest) in the continous-time system. The 
value of A is usually in the range 0 < A < 0.5. In examining the criterion presented in Equation 
(5.3) two questions come to mind. First, since an unknown system is being identified and the 
fastest eigenvalue is not a priori information, how can an appropriate sampling period be chosen? 
Second, why not sample as fast as possible to ensure that the criterion will be satisfied? The 
answer to both of these questions can be found by examining the transformation of the system 
eigenvalues when mapped from continuous-time to discrete-time. 
Sinden (1978), proved that the flow systems under study must be stable (assuming no unmeasured 
tracer is injected). As a result all of the eigenvalues are located on the left side of the Im sT axis 
as shown in Figure 5.7. If it is further assumed that the sampling criterion of Equation (5.3) is 
satisfied, then the eigenvalues of the continuous-time system must he within the shaded regions in 
the sT-plane. Recall from Equation (3.6) that in going from the continuous-time system to its 
discrete equivalent the system matrix becomes 
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A = exp[(V-iF)TJ (5.4) 
If u. is an eigenvalue of V*F then to = exp(uT) is an eigenvalue of A. The figure also indicates 
that the consequence of this mapping is that the region in the sT-plane containing the eigenvalues of 
V_1F are compressed into the lens shaped region in the z-plane when the system is discretized. 
The z-plane figure reveals a problem which can arise if the sampling interval is chosen to be too 
small. As smaller values of T are chosen, the region in which ail of the discrete-time eigenvalues 
are located (or mapped) becomes smaller and moves closer to the point 1 + jO (j = V T ) . The 
eigenvalues found outside of the circle with radius r = 1 are unstable. If there is appreciable noise 
associated with the data then the identification algorithm may calculate values of the A matrix 
which have unstable eigenvalues. This will result in poor conditioning of the least-squares 
identification algorithm. 
A number of identification runs were conducted to determine the best value of A for an impulse 
type input Table 5.1 shows the results for the one-, two-, and three-zone systems described in 
Chapter 4. The table indicates that the sampling interval has a significant impact upon the accuracy 
of the identification algorithm. With no noise in the data, it is possible to use very small values of 
the sampling interval. This results in a very accurate estimate of the unknown flows and volumes. 
However, the accuracy appears to deteriorate as the sampling interval is raised past uT~O.l. 
As noise is added to the data (a2 = 0.002), the behavior of the least-squares algorithm changes. 
Table 5.1 shows that selection of a sampling interval which is too small decreases the accuracy of 
the identification procedure and can, in some cases, result in numerical instability. However, if the 
'correct' sampling interval is chosen, the accuracy of the identified parameters for the case of noisy 
data is similar to the corresponding system without noise. 
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Figure 5.7 Eigenvalue Mapping using Criterion of Equation (5.3) 
Thus, proper selection of the sampling interval is critical for accurate identification of system 
parameters. A criterion for this selection can be established by examining the second, third, and 
fourth columns of Table 5.1. For very small values of the sampling interval, the eigenvalues of the 
discrete-time system are close to one another and to the point 1 + jO. This is a point of potential 
instability in the algorithm. Fortunately, as the sampling interval is increased, the eigenvalues of 
the discrete-time system spread out and shift toward the left. As these eigenvalues change, the 
accuracy of the identified parameters improves up to the point where the smallest eigenvalue is in 
the range 0.88 < co< 0.92. This corresponds to selection of the value of uT such that 0.083 < 
I uT I < 0.13. Therefore, for the simulations shown, a value of A = 0.1 should be used when 
following the criterion for sampling interval selection described by Equation (5.3). 
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Table 5.1. Accuracy of Identification Algorithm with Different Sampling Intervals 
# Zones 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
G>max 
0.997 
0.979 
0.959 
0.900 
0.810 
0.999 
0.993 
0.991 
0.987 
0.967 
Omin 
0.998 
0.940 
0.900 
0.821 
0.552 
0.996 
0.938 
0.880 
0.731 
0.527 
0.995 
0.928 
0.900 
0.861 
0.687 
1 Umax T | 
0.002 
0.06 
0.10 
0.20 
0.60 
0.004 
0.06 
0.13 
0.30 
0.60 
0.005 
0.07 
0.10 
0.15 
0.40 
Max. Error in 
Calculated 
Parameters(%) 
Without Noise 
0.1 
5 
5 
11 
40 
0.2 
10 
15 
51 
110 
0.2 
2.5 
4.0 
11 
22 
Max. Error in 
Calculated 
Parameters^) 
With Noise 
10 
5 
5 
12 
42 
30 
24 
16 
50 
124 
Unstable 
16 
9 
18 
211 
5.3.2 Sampling Interval and Effective Volume 
The effective volume that the analysis predicts for each zone depends in part upon how well the 
pulse input is dispersed between the time that it is injected into the zone and the first sampling of 
the concentration in that zone following the input. In an attempt to better understand this 
relationship, it is useful to determine the conditions for which a two-zone system can be adequately 
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represented as a single-zone as shown in Figure 5.8. In the two-zone model shown on the left, if 
the interzonal flows (F') are sufficiently high relative to the external flows (F0), then a pulse of 
tracer gas into either zone should be quickly dispersed throughout both zones and the 
concentrations in each should approach the same value. 
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Figure 5.8 Two-Zone Versus One-Zone Model for Least-Squares Analysis 
The response of both zones to a single impulse of tracer gas (gi) to Zone 1 can be determined by 
analytically solving Equation (2.2) for two zones to give an expression for the difference in zone 
concentrations (Ac) as a function of time, volume, and airflow rates as shown below. 
Ac(t) = ci(t) - c2(t) = ( ^ ) e-t(Fo+4F)/V (5.4a) 
= Ac(0)e-td+4F7Fo)/(V/Fo) (5.4b) 
The term, Ac(0), is the difference between the zone concentrations immediately after Zone 1 is 
pulsed. This equation shows that the concentration difference decays exponentially with time as 
the two zones mix. If the definitions, e = Ac(t)/Ac(0) and t* = t/(V/F0), are made, Equation (5.4) 
can be rewritten as 
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F ' InE 
^ = -0.25 (-pr-1) (5.5) 
The term, e, indicates the difference in zone concentrations relative to the pulse disturbance and the 
term, t*, is a nondimensional time based on the external air exchange rate of the zones. A criteria 
for uniform mixing can be defined by requiring that the concentration difference due to an impulse 
input (e) must decay to a certain value within a prescribed period of time (t*). By specifying 
values for e and t*, Equation (5.5) can be used to determine the required relative interzonal airflow 
rate (F'/F0) to assure rapid mixing. Figure 5.9 graphically relates the relationship given by 
Equation (5.5). 
This figure indicates, for example, that a flow ratio of F/F0= 5 is required to reduce e to 0.1 
within time t* = 0.1. The simulation model was applied to a case where V=1000, F0= 0.1, and 
F= 0.5 (F/F0= 5) with an impulse of tracer gas injected into Zone 1. Figure 5.10 shows how the 
concentration varies within the two zones as a function of t* = t/(10000) for a single impulse in 
Zone 1. The figure shows that, as expected, the difference in concentrations between the two 
zones decays to within 10% of the maximum value at t* ~ 0.1. 
The two-zone simulation model was used to generate data for several additional cases where Zone 
1 is pulsed with a tracer gas and the recursive least-squares identification algorithm was used to 
determine the total effective volume, V, and external airflow rate, F0, for a corresponding single-
zone system based on the concentration data for Zone 1. The results are shown in Table 5.2 for 
various airflow rates and sampling intervals, T* = T/(V/F0). For F/FQ less than 5, a single-zone 
approximation is unsatisfactory. However, as F/F0 is increased to 5, a single-zone approximation 
produces a flow and volume within 20% of the correct values of 0.1 and 1000 provided the 
appropriate sampling interval is chosen (T* = 0.1). Numerous tests of the algorithm have 
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indicated an approximate relationship between T*, t*, and e. Using Equation (5.5), for a given 
F/Fo, if one assumes t*= e, the sampling period, T* should be in the interval 0.1 < T* < 0.2. 
Table 5.2 Single-Zone Predictions for a Simulated Two-Zone System 
22 
F/Fn 
0.5 
1 
5 
5 
5 
10 
115 
tone (A 
V 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
ctual) 
F ' 
0.05 
0.1 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
1.00 
11.5 
Fn 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
Zone 
T* 
0.005 
0.005 
0.005 
0.020 
0.100 
0.100 
0.100 
Predict 
V 
501 
503 
521 
587 
901 
1023 
1004 
ed) 
Fp 
0.08 
0.10 
0.15 
0.14 
0.12 
0.11 
0.10 
Once it has been established that a single-zone approximation of an actual two-zone system is 
possible under appropriate flow conditions, it is natural to wonder whether an extension to a three-
zone system is possible. Here, the question considered is when can an actual three-zone system be 
modeled by a simplified two-zone approximation. In this case, the interzonal flows between Zones 
2 and 3 are varied relative to the outdoor flows. In the simulated three-zone system, F02 = F03 = 
F20 = F30 = F21 = F31 = F12 = F13 = 0.5Fo (F0 = 0.1), F01 = F10 = 0.1, Vi = 2V2 = 2V3 = 500, 
and F = F23=F32. The results of various simulations are summarized in Table 5.3. 
If the three-zone system is perfectly modeled as a two-zone system with Zones 2 and 3 behaving as 
a single-zone (2), the following parameters would be predicted: Vi = V2 = 500 and F12 = F21 = 
F01 = F10 = F02 = F20 = 0.10. The table indicates that a two-zone approximation is valid provided 
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Table 5.3 Two-Zone Modeling of an Actual Three-Zone System 
Vi 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
500 
Thre 
V2l3 
250 
250 
250 
250 
250 
250 
250 
250 
250 
250 
250 
se-Zone 
F' 
0.01 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
(Simuh 
Fo 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
ued) 
F'/Fq 
1.0 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
10.0 
10.0 
10.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
T* 
0.020 
0.020 
0.100 
0.400 
0.020 
0.100 
0.200 
0.004 
0.010 
0.020 
0.040 
Vi 
504 
504 
525 
632 
504 
531 
565 
501 
502 
505 
510 
Tw 
v2 
255 
271 
371 
610 
293 
458 
539 
336 
443 
495 
512 
o-Zone 
F12 
0.007 
0.009 
0.010 
0.015 
0.009 
0.011 
0.012 
0.010 
0.010 
0.010 
0.011 
(Predict 
F21 
0.009 
0.016 
0.014 
0.015 
0.018 
0.012 
0.012 
0.021 
0.012 
0.010 
0.011 
ted) 
Fni 
0.012 
0.011 
0.011 
0.011 
0.010 
0.010 
0.011 
0.010 
0.010 
0.010 
0.010 
F02 
0.008 
0.011 
0.011 
0.011 
0.012 
0.011 
0.011 
0.018 
0.011 
0.010 
0.011 
the interzonal flows F23 and F32 are approximately ten times larger than F0. The simulations also 
indicate that the guidelines for sampling period described above have changed slightly. For the 
two-zone case, the sampling period should be based upon the characteristic time of the faster of the 
two zones. Then, using Equation (5.5), for a given F/F0, if one assumes t*« e, then the samplii ^ 
period, T*. should be in the interval 0.1 < T* £ 0.2. 
At first glance, it may appear that we have developed two separate criteria for determination of 
sampling interval which may not be compatible. However, it turns out that satisfying the criterion 
established in Section 5.3.1 usually results in an acceptable "mixing interval" for the input between 
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the impulse and the first sample following it For example, the continuous-time eigenvalue of 
interest for the two-zone system (with relatively high interzonal airflows) described in Table 5.2 is 
u, = - (Fn/V) = - 0.0001. Satisfying the criterion established in Equation (5.3) requires that the 
sampling interval be T = 1000 (I uT I = 0.1). This results in a value of T* = 0.1. For the purpose 
of system identification, Section 5.3.2 indicates that these two zones will be adequately described 
by a single-zone if the concentration ratio between them is reduced to 0.1 within t* = 0.1 
(t = 1000). 
5.4 Identifying the Number of Interconnected Zones 
Before a successful tracer gas experiment can be undertaken, one of the most important parameters 
which must be determined is the total number of zones. Often, the physical characteristics of a 
building aid in this process. For example, individual rooms separated by doorways or corridors 
are often obvious choices for separate zones. However, there are other situations in which 
determining the number of zones is not as easy. For example, deciding whether a very large room 
is best modeled as a one-, two-, or even three-zone system is often not a simple matter. Another 
difficulty might be in determining whether to combine a series of small well-connected rooms into 
a fewer number of larger zones. 
Thus, a method for determining the number of zones in a system would be useful to the analyst 
conducting tracer gas studies. Such information would be of particular interest in deciding whether 
to break a larger zone up into smaller zones or combine a series of smaller zones into fewer larger 
ones. This would greatly increase the accuracy of the identification process which is, the goal of 
most tracer gas studies. 
Consider again the system of discrete-time difference equations represented by Equation (3.5) 
c(k+l) = A c(k) + B g(k) (5.6) 
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If an output equation is defined as 
y(k) = D c(k) (5.7) 
then the system of equations can be transformed from the state-space system of equations to an 
input-output formulation (See Kuo (1982)). Taking the z-transforms of Equations (5.6) and (5.7) 
and combining them produces 
y(z) = D (zI-A)-l B g(z) = W(z) g(z) (5.8) 
assuming D, A, and B are constant The matrix W(z) is known as the transfer function matrix and 
is the complex frequency matrix which "filters" the inputs as they travel through the system. If the 
matrix D is assumed to be the identity matrix-that is, each output, yi(k) is simply equal to the 
concentration of tracer in that zone at time step k, then Equation (5.8) can be inverted back into the 
discrete-time domain. This results in the formation of n, discrete-time, input-output equations 
yi(k) = IPijyi(k-j) + £aijgi(k-j) + 1 i(l-5ih)bhqgh(k-q) {i = 1... n} (5.9) 
j=l j=l h=l q=2 
If a single input is applied to the zones, the double summation drops out and Equation (5.9) takes 
the form of the well known auto-regressive, moving-average system (ARMA). ARMA systems 
appear often in control system theory and signal processing. Akaike (1974), Bhansali and 
Downham (1977), Soderstrom(1977), Chen and Quo (1987), and others have developed and 
evaluated methods for determining the order of an ARMA process by simply observing the input-
output sequence. Many of these methods rely upon a statistical test of the residuals of the least-
squares fit of the parameters to the data. 
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A method known as the AIC criterion (Information Criterion-A), first introduced by Akaike 
(1974), has been found to produce consistent estimates of the order of simulated multizone airflow 
systems using a single impulse input into one of the zones as the excitation. Let S[n] be the sum of 
the squared error between the actual output and the output predicted by an ARMA model of order n 
Ndata 
S[n]= %(yw(k)-yi,pred(n)(k))2 (5.10) 
k=l 
The AIC criterion for selection of model order is based upon maximizing the following function 
AIC = 2 ln{ L(S[n])} - 2p { n = 1... max. order) (5.11) 
where p is the number of parameters associated with the chosen model order. Examination of 
Equation (5.9) shows that p = 2n. The term L(S[n]) is the maximum likelihood function. For the 
case where the noise superimposed upon the data is white, the first term in Equation (5.11) is 
given by 
2 ln{L(S[n])} = -j (l+ln27C + ln{S[n]/N}) (5.12) 
Thus, the appropriate order of the system is given by the n which maximizes the AIC function. 
Before describing the results of a number of computer simulations to verify the performance of the 
AIC criterion, it is necessary to describe the fundamental concepts of controllability and 
observability of a system from a prescribed input-output pair. In simplified terms, a multizone 
system which is completely controllable from an input g;(k) is one in which the concentration of 
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tracer in any zone can be raised or lowered to any prescribed level by a judicious choice of gi(k) 
within a finite time interval. In a similar manner, a multizone system which is completely 
observable from an output y,(k) is one in which a change in tracer concentration in any of the zones 
will have some effect upon the value of the output, yi(k). Figure 5.11 illustrates the concepts of 
controllability and observability for a simple two-zone system. A number of tests exist for 
determining controllability and observability of a system from an input-output pair. However, 
these tests require a priori knowledge of the A matrix which is not available in the identification 
procedure. 
Both zones Controllable and 
Observable 
Zone 2 Not Observable 
Zone 2 Not Controllable 
Zone 2 Not Controllable or 
Observable 
Figure 5.11 Examples Showing Conditions Under Which a Two-Zone System is Controllable and 
Observable from Input-Output Pair [gi(k) yi(k)] 
The results of simulations conducted to test the AIC criterion are shown in Table 5.4. Simulations 
of actual one-, two-, and three-zone systems were run. In each case, the input was applied to Zone 
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1 a few time steps into the simulation and the output was the tracer concentration of Zone 1. 
Figure 5.12 shows an example of data used for model order determination and is the data used for 
the final row of Table 5.4. The data were then fit to Equation (5.9) for models up to fourth-order 
and the resulting sums of the squared error were computed for each. Equation (5.11) was then 
used to calculate the AIC. For the two-zone case, the flows were varied to determine the effect that 
interzonal flows have upon the predicted model order. The results shown indicate that decreasing 
the flows between the two zones relative to the total flow reduces the likelihood of correctly 
predicting the order of the system. 
Table 5.4 Determination of Model Order Using AIC Criterion 
Actual 
Number of 
Zones 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
Effective Volumes of 
Zones 
1/2/3 
1000 
1000/1000 
1000/1000 
1000/1000 
1000/1000/1000 
1000/500/250 
1000/500/100 
Interzonal Airflows 
(all = 0.1 unless 
otherwise noted) 
0.1 
0.1 
Fl2=F21= 0.5 
Fi2=F21= 0.02 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
AIC Criterion 
Number of Zones 
1 2 3 4 
158 
106 
88 
155 
78 
75 
67 
150 
132 
118 
148 
132 
132 
129 
138 
130 
114 
138 
131 
132 
131 
128 
120 
104 
129 
120 
121 
120 
For the three-zone case, the effective volumes of the zones were varied. Table 5.4 indicates that if 
all interzonal flows are equal, the effective volumes of all three zones must be substantially 
different before the AIC criterion is able to discern the presence of three different zones. It should 
also be noted that changing some or all of the interzonal airflows and/or initial tracer concentrations 
can have a similar effect 
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Figure 5.12 Sample of data used for Model Order Determination 
10000 
Table 5.4 also shows that under certain conditions, the AIC criterion will result in a correct 
prediction of the number of zones, n, in a multizone flow system. However, this number should 
be interpreted as only the minimum possible number of zones which are required to adequately 
model the system. There may be more zones within the system which the procedure was not able 
to identify. There are two possible reasons for this. First, some of the zones may not be 
controllable or observable (or only weakly controllable and observable) from the input-output pair 
selected. In such a case, the dynamics of the system will not be completely captured using that 
choice of input-output pair. Second, as the number of actual zones is increased past 2, symmetries 
within the system make it difficult to separate the effect that different zones have upon the output. 
Thus, the more asymmetric a system is, with respect to effective volumes and interzonal flows, the 
more likely that the AIC criterion will identify a larger number of zones. If it is suspected that 
more zones may exist, it may be advisable to change locations of the input (impulse) and/or output 
(sensor), and repeat the test 
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Simulations have shown that the AIC criterion is also sensitive to the sampling rate. As the 
sampling interval is decreased, the number of data points increases. This results in a larger sum of 
the squared error. When the number of data points becomes large, even with low noise, increasing 
the order of the model has only a slight effect upon the sum of the squared error and the AIC 
criterion predicts a lower number of zones. In the case of an extremely small sampling interval, 
increasing the model order will have little or no effect upon the sum of the squared error. 
Conversely, using only a small number of data points (a large sampling interval) in conjunction 
with the AIC criterion will also produce erroneous results. In this case, increasing the order of the 
system will have a disproportionate effect upon the sum of the squared error. The AIC criterion 
will predict a larger number of zones than exist in the actual system In the extreme case where the 
number of data points equals the number of model parameters, the sum of the squared error will be 
zero and the AIC criterion blows up. 
Simulations have shown that the AIC criterion performs most accurately when a sampling interval 
of T ~ 0.1% is used. The time constant, x = (t2 - ti), is the time it takes for the zone tracer 
concentration to decay from the initial concentration following the impulse input, c(ti), to a 
concentration c(t2) = c(ti)e*1. The total test time, ttot should be approximately 2x. 
Once again, a guideline has been established for selection of the proper sampling interval. While 
this criterion may seem new, it is closely related to that established in Section 5.3.1 where the 
discrete-time eigenvalues were used to select an appropriate sampling interval. Unfortunately, 
when the system is transformed to an input-output representation, the eigenvalues become less 
accessible. In this case, it becomes necessary to look at the actual tracer decay curve to obtain an 
indication of the system eigenvalues and thus, obtain the sampling interval. 
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6. THREE-ZONE EXPERIMENTAL TEST FACILITY 
6.1 Overview of Facility 
The single tracer gas technique proposed in the preceeding chapters is meant to be an experimental 
tool which can be used to evaluate the internal dynamics of a multizone enclosure by identifying the 
flows and volumes. To validate the simulation results and to examine phenomena such as 
incomplete mixing, which are difficult to model, it was necessary to build an experimental facility. 
Figure 6.1 shows a picture of the three-zone test set-up developed at the University of Illinois. 
The facility was constructed in the spring of 1989 and is located in the Mechanical Engineering 
Laboratory. 
In a general three-zone system, there is a potential for 12 different airflows. This includes six that 
exchange air with outdoors and six interzonal airflows. The test facility was designed to have a 
total of eight different airflows. This was done by eliminating direct exchange between the 
outdoors and Zones 2 and 3. Of the eight remaining flows, five can be independently controlled 
and three are dependent (determined by mass balance). Each of the independent flows is controlled 
by a seperate fan-damper arrangement The facility can be operated in any of the following modes: 
- Single-zone system with one independent and one dependent flow 
- Two-zone system with up to two independent flows and up to two dependent flows 
- Three-zone system with up to 5 independent flows and up to three dependent flows 
Due to multiple nozzle arrangements, the flow range can be varied from approximately 0.177 to 
3.53 cubic feet per minute (cfm) (5 to 100 liters per minute (L/min)). The physical volumes of 
Zones 1, 2, and 3 are nominally 900.5, 441.4, and 441.4 ft3 (25.5, 12.5, and 12.5 m3). 
respectively. This results in air change rates which can be varied from less than 0.035 to greater 
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Figure 6.1 Photograph of Three-Zone Experimental Tracer Gas Facility 
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than 0.883 cfm (1 to 25 L/min). Mixing fans, located inside the zones, are used to ensure that the 
air within each is well mixed. 
6.2 Design and Construction of Test Facility 
As indicated in the previous section, an experimental facility was constructed to validate the 
proposed tracer gas technique. The test stand is located in a large, well ventilated room within the 
Mechanical Engineering Laboratory. Figure 6.2 shows, schematically, the two-story three-zone 
system which was built The top zone has nominal dimensions of 15'-4" x 7'-4" x 7'-4" (4.67m x 
2.24m x 2.24m). The bottom two zones have nominal dimensions of 7-4" x 7'-6" x 8' (2.24m x 
2.29m x 2.44m). The structure was constructed primarily of wood and was built in a modular 
fashion. The roof and walls were made by framing 4'x8' sheets of 7/16" structural wafer board 
with 2"x4" wood boards. The modular floor between the first and second stories was constructed 
of 4'x8' sheets of structural wafer board with 2"x6" wood board framing sandwiched in between. 
The floor of the first story is concrete and the entire structure was fastened to it with masonary 
nails. The modules were bolted together with 5/16"x3" lug bolts. All of the modules were placed 
together carefully to ensure that the joints were tight fitting-reducing the potential for air leakage. 
To ensure that the zones are mixed adequately, mixing fans were installed. Figure 6.3 shows a 
photograph of the interior of Zone 1 (the largest zone). The air within this zone was mixed with a 
pair of 5 blade, 52" wide, ceiling fans. The fans are located 4' (1.22 m) from each wall and hang 
18" (0.46m) from the ceiling. The air within the bottom two zones is mixed with a single ceiling 
fan of the same design and located in a similar fashion. 
Access to each zone is through a specially designed hatch constructed to minimize potential air 
leakage. This was accomplished by first fabricating an aluminum frame with a 4" (0.10m) flange. 
The doors were made of 20 gauge sheet metal and have dimensions of 3'-6" x l'-6" (1.07m x 
0.46m). The doors were sealed onto the hatches by placing the sheet metal against the flanges and 
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Figure 6.2 Schematic of Three-Zone Experimental Facility 
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Figure 6.3 Photograph of Interior of Zone 1 
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sealing the joints with duct tape. This provided a strong, nearly airtight seal and the doors could be 
removed and replaced in less than a minute. 
To reduce interzonal and infiltration leakage to as low a level as possible, care was taken to ensure 
that potential leakage paths were eliminated. This was done by sealing all of the internal joints with 
silicone sealant. The external boxes which house the fans used to set the interzonal airflows were 
also sealed as tightly as possible. The air tightness of the facility was tested on a number of 
occassions by running long-term, tracer-gas, decay tests. Figure 6.4 shows the concentration data 
for a test in which tracer was injected into Zones 2 and 3. For the test shown, all of the interzonal 
airflows were set to 2.90 cfs (82 L/sec). The figure shows that once the concentrations have 
equalized, the zones tracer concentrations decay at the same rate. Since the mixing fans are 
keeping the internal volume well mixed, it is possible to determine the net infiltration rate into the 
system. 
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If the entire structure is assumed to be a single zone, the tracer gas mass conservation equation 
becomes 
V^( t )=-Fc ' ( t ) + Fco(t) (6.1a) 
= -F[c'(t)-c0(t)] (6.1b) 
If the outdoor concentration is changing very slowly with respect to time, a change of variable, c(t) 
= c'(t) - c0 can be made. Equation (6.1) becomes 
vf(t)=-Fc(t) (6.2) 
which can be readily integrated to give 
c(f)=c(0)e-0/y (6.3) 
where TS represents the number of seconds per air change for the single-zone system. 
Figure 6.5 shows the data (for t > 5000s) after it has been transformed by taking the negative 
natural logarithm of the concentration divided by the initial concentration and plotting that value as 
a function of time. If the data is representative of a single-zone, then it should be linear. The slope 
of the best-fit tines passing through the data then represents the air change rate for the single-zone. 
The figure shows that the data for all three zones yield air change rates of 0.166 air changes per 
hour (ach). The nominal total internal volume of all three zones is 1765.7 ft3 (50 m3). Thus, the 
test indicates that the overall leakage into the facility is approximately 293.11 ft3/hr (8.3 m3/hr) or 
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0.081 cfs (2.3 L/sec). It is believed that a majority of this leakage is in the fan boxes which are 
pressurized at up to 5" w.c. 
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6.3 Interzonal Airflow Control and Measurement 
As indicated above, the experimental system is equipped with 5 airflows which can be 
independently varied. These flows are generated by fans which pull the air from one zone and 
inject it into another through a nozzle arrangement (Figure 6.6). The following interzonal airflows 
are independently set by seperate fan boxes: Foi, F21, F32, F13, and F23. To prevent a net 
pressurization of the system, an exhaust hole was cut above the access hatch in Zone 1 (resulting in 
the flow, F10). 
The fan boxes were constructed out of 1 in thick pine boards. The back was fabricated from a 
single piece of 7/16" structural wafer board. Each box is covered with a 3/8" piece of clear 
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plexiglass to allow visual inspection of the damper position. The plexiglass window is fastened to 
the wood with 1-1/2" wood screws placed at 2" (0.05m) intervals. The window/wood interface is 
sealed with closed cell weatherstripping. 
Figure 6.7 shows a schematic of the equipment contained within each fan box. The fans are Model 
PW-9 direct drive high-static pressure' blowers with 1/3 hp 120 VAC motors produced by 
Peerless-Winsmith, Inc. The fans, located within each box, pull air from zone i through a 5" 
(0.127m) sheet metal duct protruding from the box to the zone (except Fni which pulls air from 
outside the three-zone system). The air then enters the fan box which it pressurizes. This pressure 
difference then causes a flow through one or more of the nozzles which are located between the fan 
box and the adjacent zone j . 
Each fan box contains a 0.500" (12.7mm), 1.000" (25.4mm), and 2.000" (50.8mm) A.M.C.A. 
aluminum flow nozzle produced by Helander Metal Spinning Company. The nozzles protrude 
through the wall of the zone into which the air is entering (zone j). The air flows from the 
pressurized box to the nozzle entrance through a 20" (0.51m) diameter sheet metal cylinder so that 
the inlet velocity can be assumed to be zero. One or more of the nozzles can be opened during any 
test and the nozzle arrangement can cover a flow range of from 0.177 to 3.53 cfm (5 to 100 
L/min). This results in an air change rate within the zones which can be varied from between 0.7 
(for Zone 1) and 25 (for Zones 2 and 3) depending upon the flow arrangement selected. The 
unused nozzles were sealed with rubber stoppers to ensure zero leakage during a test. 
The airflow is determined by measuring the pressure difference across the nozzles. This was done 
by placing pressure taps inside the 20" diameter cylinder and inside the zone the air is entering. 
The pressure difference, in inches of water, was measured by 5 Setra, Model 264, Electronic 
Differential Pressure Transducers. The pressure transducers have a range of 0 to 5" w.c. and have 
a linear voltage output of 0 to 5 VDC. To verify the electronic transducer readings and allow for 
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quick visual verification of damper movements, each flow box was also connected to a manometer. 
Dwyer Mark II Manometers with a range of 0 to 3" w.c. were used for this purpose. 
The temperature of the moving air was measured with shielded, Type T, (copper/constantan) 
thermocouple wire produced by Omega. The ambient pressure was measured with a Model 280E, 
Electronic, Absolute Pressure Transducer produced by Setra Systems Inc. The ambient pressure 
sensor has a range of 0 to 25 psia (0 to 172 kPa) and has a linear 0 to 5 VDC output. The 
temperature and ambient pressure measurements were taken to compensate for air density 
differences. 
To determine the volumetric airflow rate, it was first necessary to determine the density of the air 
flowing through the nozzle. Using the ideal gas law, the density of the air, p, can be approximated 
as (Sonntag (1982)) 
P - R ? F (6-1) 
where R = 287 J/Kg«K and p has units ofkg/m3. In Equation (6.1) P is the ambient atmospheric 
pressure. The term T is the temperature of the air flowing through the nozzles. Once the density is 
known, it is possible to use Bernoulli's equation for ideal fluid flow (Fox (1978)) 
Xf + % = W (6.2) 
1
 P l P 
where Vi and V2 are the velocities at the nozzle inlet and outlet. Pi and P2 are the static pressures 
of the airstream at the nozzle inlet and outlet. Since the upstream area is much larger than the 
nozzle outlet it is assumed that the velocity, Vi, is zero. Equation (6.2) then simplifies to 
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Vz = ( ^ ) W (6.3) 
P 
where AP represents the pressure difference across the nozzle. 
The total volumetric flow rate, F, is then given by the following expression (A.M.C.A. (1985)) 
F = p ^ 4 » V 2 C d (6.4) 
where Dazzle is the diameter of the nozzle. The term, Cd, is the dimensionless discharge 
coefficient for the nozzle. The discharge coefficient is a function of nozzle characteristics, 
geometry, and Reynold's number of the flow. A simplified expression for this coefficient which 
was used for this analysis is 
Q . 0 » M . < g » » + ^ S (6.5, 
and is valid for values of Re > 12,000. The dimensionless Reynold's number is given by the 
following expression 
R e = pV2DNozzle (6.6) 
where the absolute viscocity, u,, is assumed to be a constant (u= 184.6xl0"7 N«s/m2). 
Dampers were used to control the airflow rates through the nozzles. The dampers were fabricated 
by attaching hinged aluminum plates to the flange at the outlet of the blowers. The dampers were 
opened and closed by Hurst Model SL Synchronous Linear Actuators with a travel of 0.24 inches 
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per second (6.096 mm/sec). The actuators were controlled by applying 120 VAC to one of two 
coils and could be operated manually or by computer. The two coils were responsible for moving 
the actuator in the forward or reverse direction. The damper position could be changed from full 
open to full closed in approximately 5 seconds. 
The fan boxes also contribute a small amount to the physical volumes of the zones. The internal 
volume of each box is approximately 7 ft3 (0.20m3). When an independent interzonal airflow 
from zone i to zone j is non-zero (excluding the outdoors), the additional volume of the fan box 
adds 7 ft3 to the physical volume of zone i. For Zone 1, this additional volume increases the 
overall physical volume of the zone by 1% when the flow F13 is non-zero. For Zone 2, the 
physical volume is increased by 1.8% when F21 orF23 is non-zero and 3.6% when both are non-
zero. For Zone 3, the physical volume is increased by 1.8% when F32 is non-zero. 
6.4 Tracer Gas Injection Control and Mass Measurement 
The single-gas, tracer technique proposed in this paper requires that a known amount of tracer gas 
be injected into the zone(s) of interest. It also requires that the injection take place at a prescribed 
time and, for the pulse-type injection, take place over a relatively short interval. An injection 
system has been developed and implemented which satisfies the above criteria (Figure 6.8). The 
injection system which is described below uses carbon dioxide as the tracer gas. 
Figure 6.9 shows a schematic of the tracer gas injection system. Since the system has three 
separate zones, it was necessary to have the capability to inject tracer into each zone. As a result, 
three separate injection systems were constructed. For each system, the tracer gas is held in a 1.26 
ft3 (35.6 L) pressurized tank manufactured by Midwest Products. The tank has a maximum 
pressure of 140 psia (965 kPa). If it is assumed that each tank can be discharged down to 20 psia 
(138 kPa) (to avoid reevacuating the tanks), then each holds a charge of approximately 1.21 lbm 
(0.55 kg) of carbon dioxide. 
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Figure 6.8 Photograph of Carbon Dioxide Tracer Injection System 
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Figure 6.9 Schematic of Carbon Dioxide Tracer Injection System 
A ball valve, located on each tank, is used to recharge the system between tests. If the pressure in 
the tank is above ambient, the charging process consists of connecting a hose from the low 
pressure side of the regulator on a Type T cylinder containing 99.8% pure liquid carbon dioxide to 
the filling valve. The valve is then opened and the appropriate amount of carbon dioxide is placed 
into the injection tank (Note: care was taken to ensure that the pressure in the tank remained below 
140 psia). If the pressure in the injection tank is approximately ambient then there is a possibility 
that the carbon dioxide within the tank has been contaminated by air drawn into it. In this instance, 
to ensure that the tracer is pure, the tank is first evacuated before it is charged. 
Each tank is equipped with a number of instruments which are either for safety or used during the 
injection procedure. The tanks are each equipped with a 0 to 160 psig (0 to 1103 kPa) analog 
pressure gauge manufactured by Midwest Products. The gauge allows a visual verification of the 
amount of tracer remaining in the tank. It is also used during the filling process to ensure that the 
appropriate amount of tracer gas is placed in the tank. To prevent accidental overfilling of the 
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tanks, they are equipped with 1/2" (12.7 mm)NPT, 230 psig (1586 kPa), pressure relief valves 
manufactured by MBCO. 
Two-way solenoid valves, Model 200RB 6F4T, manufactured by Alco Controls are used to inject 
the tracer into the room. The 120 VAC solenoids are computer controlled. The flow rate of the 
injected tracer is controlled by a 1/4" (6.35 mm) needle valve manufactured by Hoke, Inc. located 
immediately downstream of the solenoid. A pneumatic exhaust muffler, manufactured by 
Speedair, is located downstream of the needle valve. The muffler acts to disperse the tracer 
uniformly in all directions. 
The pressure in the tanks are monitored by Model 280E Electronic Pressure Transducers 
manufactured by Setra Systems, Inc. The pressure transducers have a range of 0 to 250 psia (0 to 
1724 kPa) with a linear 0 to 5 VDC output. The output of the sensors are monitored by the 
computer during a test The temperature in the tanks are measured with shielded Type T 
thermocouples produced by Omega. The thermocouple is mounted to the bottom external surface 
of the tank. 
The mass of carbon dioxide in each tank can then be calculated using the equation of state (Stewart 
(1986)) 
Ptank _
 z 
PC02RT,ank 
9 Ji 
= l + w % % Aij(T-T)J(W-l)i 
i=0 j=0 
where Co = Pco 2 /P l . x = Ti/T, (pi = 0.01063 mol/cm3,Ti = 304.2 K and R = 8.3143 J/mol«K). 
The coefficients, Ay, are constants which are listed in Appendx C.2. The variable, Ptank. which 
(6.7a) 
(6.7b) 
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appears in Equation (6.7a) represents the absolute pressure in the tank (in Pa). The variable, 
pC02, is the density of the carbon dioxide (unknown) and T%nk is the temperature of the carbon 
dioxide in the tank (K). 
Since Equation (6.7) is nonlinear in the unknown, PQOV a Newton-Raphson technique was used 
to solve it (Stoecker (1989)). The Newton-Raphson method is an iterative technique which can be 
used to solve nonlinear algebraic equations. As with most nonlinear equation solving techniques, 
it is important to have a relatively accurate initial guess for the unknown variable. The initial guess 
for the iterations is obtained by using the ideal gas law to predict the density of carbon dioxide if it 
was acting as an ideal gas. Appendix C.2 shows the Turbo Pascal computer code which 
implements the Newton-Raphson technique to solve for the density of the carbon dioxide in the 
tracer injection tanks. 
6.5 Tracer Gas Detection 
The proposed tracer technique requires that the concentration of tracer gas be recorded at each 
sample interval. To accomplish this, a tracer gas detection system was developed (Figure 6.10). 
The system consists of a single gas detection sensor, an array of solenoids and tubing, and a pump 
for drawing the concentration samples. The system sample rate is limited by the volumetric flow 
rate of the pump and the time constant of the gas detection sensor. 
Figure 6.11 shows a schematic of the tracer gas detection system. The main component in the 
system is the nondispersive infrared carbon dioxide analyzer. For the test results which will be 
described in the following chapters, two different analyzers were used. The initial tests were 
conducted using a Horiba, Model APBA-250E, Indoor CO2 Monitor. The range of measurement 
for the Horiba is 0 to 3000 ppm. The response time for the instrument is approximately 20 
seconds for 95% of the final value. The sensor operates on 120 VAC and has a nonlinear output 
of0to5VDC. 
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Due to the relatively slow sampling period of the Horiba, it was necessary to obtain a second 
carbon dioxide analyzer capable of a greater sampling rate. A Lira, Model 300, Non-dispersive, 
Infrared, CO2 Analyzer was obtained. The Lira has a response time of approximately 5 seconds 
for 95% of the final value and is limited by the rate at which the sample volume can be purged. 
The Lira has three different, switch selectable, measurement ranges: 0-2500, 0-5000, and 0-
10,000 ppm by volume. The sensor operates on 120 VAC and has a linearized 0 to 5 VDC output. 
Figure 6.10 Photograph of Tracer Gas Detection System 
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Figure 6.11 Schematic of Tracer Gas Detection System 
Since only one CO2 analyzer was used, it was necessary to draw the samples from the zones to be 
analyzed at a central location. Samples of the tracer concentration in each zone were brought to the 
infrared gas analyzer by a Cole-Parmer, Air Cadet, Model 7059-40, vacuum pump. The pump has 
a capacity of approximately 0.07 cfm (2 L/min) when subjected to the AP of normal operating 
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conditions. The samples were drawn through 1/4" (6.35 mm) polyflow tubing with a nominal 
length of 12' (3.66 m). The measured transport lag of the air sample was approximately 2 
seconds. The tubing inlets were attached to tripods so they could be placed at various positions 
within the experimental facility. The zone to be sampled was selected by activating one of four, 
Model 4A794, two-way, normally closed, solenoid air valves manufactured by Schrader Bellows. 
The valves have an exhaust port opening of 5/32" and a rated Cv value of 0.37. When a sample 
period begins, the solenoid valves are sequenced by the computer until all of the zones are sampled 
(Note: This results in a sequential rather than simultaneous sampling of the tracer concentrations). 
Since the data were collected sequentially, it was necessary to shift it so that the concentrations 
recorded for each zone coincide to an identical point in time. Figure 6.12 shows the shifting 
procedure for the data from Zone 1. In the example shown, the data is collected in the order 1,2,3, 
and 0 (Zones 1 through 0 respectively). The sample period, corresponding to the aggregate time 
between samples of any one zone, is labeled as T. The measurement period, corresponding to the 
time required to sample the tracer concentration in any single zone, is labeled as A. The value of A 
is also the length of time that any of the solenoids in the sampling line are energized to the open 
state. 
Since for any time step, k, the pulse input of tracer into a zone are not applied until after the tracer 
concentrations in all the zones have been measured, the pulse inputs will occur after the 
concentration of Zone 0 (the outdoors) has been sampled. Consequently, it is necessary to shift 
the measured concentration data points forward in time so that they coincide with the measurement 
taken for Zone 0. For the case of Zone 1, this means that the measured concentration must be 
shifted forward in time a total of 3A. The remaining zones must also be shifted, but by lesser 
amounts. For measured data points corresponding to periods between applied inputs for Zone i, 
the data is shifted by linear interpolation as follows 
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Q,shifted(k) = Q^easuredOO - [Ci^ neasuied(k)-Ci^ neasured(k+1)](3AAT) (6.8) 
where Q n^easuredOO and Ci^ hifted(k) are the measured and shifted values of the tracer concentration 
for Zone i. For measured data points corresponding to the period at which the input is applied to 
Zone i, the data is shifted by linear extrapolation as follows 
Ci,shitted(k) = Ci,measured(k) - [Ci^ neasuied(k- l)-Ci^ ieasuKd(k)](3A/iT) (6.9) 
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Figure 6.12 Data Shifting Procedure for Data from Zone 1 
To ensure accurate tracer concentration measurement, it was necessary to have the capability to 
calibrate the infrared CO2 analyzers. A flowmeter calibration stand was constructed for this 
purpose. The calibration stand consists of two variable area flow tubes calibrated for nitrogen and 
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carbon dioxide. The flowmeter, manufactured by Cole-Parmer Instrument Company, is a multi-
tube rotameter arrangement that allows the two metered gases to be mixed at the outlet. The 
nitrogen is metered through a 5.91" (150 mm) long tube with a nominal flow range of 0.035 to 
0.848 cfm (1 to 24 L/min). The carbon dioxide is metered through a second 5.91" (150 mm) 
long tube with a nominal flow range of 7.06e-5 to 1.24e-3 cfm (0.002 to 0.035 L/min). This 
arrangement permits the mixing of calibration gas in the range of 0 to 10,000+ ppm of carbon 
dioxide. 
To ensure precise results, it was necessary to verify the absolute accuracy of the calibration stand. 
This was done by comparing the concentration of the metered gas to that of pre-mixed bottled 
calibration gas. The bottled calibration gas, manufactured by Horiba Instruments, Inc., had a rated 
concentration of 1680 ppm of carbon dioxide. Upon comparing the bottled calibration gas to the 
mixed calibration gas, it was determined that the calibration system was overpredicting the 
concentration of the mixed gas. If the concentration of the mixed calibration gas was divided by 
1.3, it matched the calibration of the bottled gas. This constant was then used thereafter for 
adjusting the calibration of the infrared CO2 analyzer. 
6.6 Data Acquisition Set-up 
During a test, the data were collected by an automated computer data acquisition system An Apple 
Macintosh II computer with a 13" color RGB monitor was used to provide real-time monitoring of 
the test progress. The computer has six peripheral slots. One is used for the color monitor and 
two of the remaining five hold data acquisition boards manufactured by Strawberry Tree 
Computers. The data acquisition boards are connected by shielded ribbon cables to input panels 
which are mounted on the exterior of Zone 2. Appendix C.3 contains a summary of the data 
acquisition channel assignments. 
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One of the boards is a Model ACM2-12-16, 12-bit resolution, 16 differential channel, data 
acquisition board. The board is used to monitor eight thermocouple channels and eight general 
voltage channels. A Model T-21 Thermocouple Panel, equiped with an isothermal block, is used 
as the input panel for the thermocouple channels. A Model T-51 General Purpose Panel is used as 
the input panel for the voltage channels. The T-51 General Purpose Panel is also equipped with 4 
OAC5 AC output relays and 4 ODC5 DC output relays. 
Data were also collected by a Model ACM2-12-8A, 12-bit resolution, 8 differential input 2 analog 
output data acquisition board. The board is used to monitor eight, general voltage channels. A 
Model T-51 General Purpose Panel is used as the input panel for the channels. In addition to the 
two analog outputs, the T-51 General Purpose Panel is also equipped with eight OAC5 AC output 
relays. 
A data acquisition program, written in Turbo Pascal, was used to control the test parameters and 
record the data (Appendix C.1). During a test the computer program would calculate and control 
the airflows throughout the system, control the tracer injections, control the sampling system, and 
monitor the various data points. For a simple constant flow test, in which each zone was pulsed 
once with tracer, an input file containing the following information was used by the data 
acquisition program to start a test: 
- Time between recorded data points (seconds) 
- Total time for the experiment (seconds) 
- Fni (cubic meters/s) 
- F21 (cubic meters/s) 
- F32 (cubic meters/s) 
- F13 (cubic meters/s) 
- F23 (cubic meters/s) 
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- Pulse quantities in zones 1,2, and 3 (kg) 
- Pulse times for zones 1,2, and 3 (seconds from start of simulation) 
Upon the completion of a test, the program records the following information in an output file 
(Appendix C.4): 
- Time between recorded data points (seconds) 
- Total time for the experiment (seconds) 
- Initial pressure in each tracer injection tank (psia) 
- Final pressure in each tracer injection tank (psia) 
- Duration of tracer pulse in each zone (seconds) 
- Pulse quantities in zones 1,2, and 3 (kg) 
- Pulse times for zones 1,2, and 3 (seconds from start of simulation) 
- Measured tracer concentrations in zones at each sample interval (kg/m3) 
- Measured interzonal airflows at each sample interval (m3/s) 
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7. IDENTIFICATION OF MULTIZONE PARAMETERS USING 
EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
7.1 Overview 
When generating the simulated data, a number of simplifying assumptions were made. One of the 
most important of these was knowing the number and locations of the different zones within the 
system. Included within this is the requirement that each zone represent a single effective volume. 
The next assumption is that the tracer inputs be applied directly to each effective volume and that 
the concentration of each be measured concurrently at each sampling interval. The primary 
remaining assumption is that there is no transport lag of the interzonal airflows. 
The experimental results to follow will show that the above assumptions can be met by an actual 
physical system. For the experimental facility described in Chapter 6, zone locations were readily 
identified due to physical barriers-walls, floors, and ceilings. The single effective volume 
assumption for the zones was ensured by placing mixing fans within the experimental facility. 
Transport lag was rninimized by the relatively high velocities of the interzonal airflows and the 
short ducts. 
The following sections will show how the least-squares identification algorithm developed in 
Chapter 3 performs on data obtained from the experimental facility. The test facility was operated 
as a one-, two-, and three-zone system. In all of the tests described below, the input was a short 
duration pulse of carbon dioxide controlled by the tracer gas injection system described in the 
proceeding chapter. The tracer gas concentrations were monitored using the sequential sampling 
system described in Section 6.5. The data was shifted to correspond to a coincident point in time 
according to the technique described in that section. 
The experimental results will show that the simulations performed in Chapters 4 and 5 are 
representative of actual systems with well defined zones and adequate mixing within them. 
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Chapter 8 will look at the characteristics of systems which have non-ideal mixing characteristics 
and the effect of mixing upon the identification procedure. 
7.2 One-Zone Experimental System 
The least-squares identification technique was first tested on a single-zone system. For this series 
of tests, the largest zone, Zone 1, with a physical volume of 25.5 m3 was carefully sealed off from 
the rest of the system. The only flow into Zone 1 for this series of tests was the flow from the 
outdoors, Fni. The flow was constant for the duration of the test 
Figure 7.1 shows the experimental data for a single-zone test The total length of the test was 
arbitrarily chosen to be 3 hours (10800 seconds). The tracer input to the zone was a single pulse 
injection of 0.072 kg applied at t = 1200 seconds. The duration of the pulse input was 
approximately 8 seconds. The figure shows that the data is not corrupted with high frequency 
noise. The concentration data is fairly smooth and corresponds very well (as will be shown) to a 
first-order system model. Figure 7.1 also indicates that, with the mixing fans in operation, the 
tracer gas pulse mixes within a single sample period (240 seconds). The outdoor tracer 
concentration remained relatively constant for the duration of the test 
The airflow rate, Fni, was chosen nominally to be 340 L/min. The average value was measured 
using flow nozzles and found to be 335 L/min with a standard deviation, a, of 2 L/min. This 
resulted in a nominal air change rate of 0.8 air changes per hour. Since this is a single-zone 
system, the number of air changes per hour is also equal to the time constant, %h, for the system. 
The total test time was thus equivalent to approximately 2.4 time constants for the single-zone 
system. The sample period was arbitrarily selected as 240 seconds which corresponds to sampling 
at T « 0.05TJ,. 
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Figure 7.1 Experimental Tracer Concentration Data for Single-Zone System 
The values of the parameters are identified using the method of recursive least-squares (Equation 
(3.12)) and a computer program similar to that shown in Appendix B. The identified parameters 
are compared to the actual values by introducing the dimensionless parameter ratio, CI. The 
parameter ratio is defined as the ratio between the predicted value of a parameter and its actual 
measured value 
flFij prated 
1
 ry actual (7.1) 
for airflow rates Fjj (i^) and 
Q.
 = Vi predicted 
Vi actual (7.2) 
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for effective volumes. The actual values of the flows are calculated using the nozzles and the 
method described in Section 6.3. The actual values of the effective volumes are assumed to be 
equal to the physical volumes of the zones (since it is assumed to be well mixed). 
Figure 7.2 shows the parameter ratio, Qni. for the infiltration flow (Fni) as a function of time for 
the data of Figure 7.1. The figure indicates that after the application of the pulse input, the 
unknown parameter was identified to within 10% of its actual value after only 1000 seconds 
(= 0.2th). Figure 7.2 also shows that the unknown flow parameter reaches a final value, which is 
5% higher that the actual infiltration rate, at t = 5500 seconds. Thus, it took approximately 4300 
seconds or one time constant, ih, to complete the identification of the flow parameter following the 
application of the tracer input 
0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 
Time (s) 
Figure 7.2 Parameter Ratio as a Function of Time for Single-Zone Row FQI 
Figure 7.3 shows the parameter ratio, Q\, for the effective volume (Vi) as a function of time for 
the data of Figure 7.1. The figure indicates that after the application of the pulse input, the 
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unknown parameter was identified to within 5% of its actual value after only 240 seconds 
(= 0.05th). This corresponds to the first sample following the input Figure 7.3 also shows that 
the unknown effective volume parameter reaches a final value, which is 1% higher that the actual 
effective volume, at t= 1680 seconds. Thus, it took approximately 480 seconds (0.11th) to 
complete the identification of the effective volume following the application of the tracer input 
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Figure 7.3 Parameter Ratio as a Function of Time for Single-Zone Volume Vi 
7.3 Two-Zone Experimental System 
Once single-zone results were established, the system order was increased to 2. For this series of 
tests, the largest zone, Zone 1, with a physical volume of 25.5 m3, and Zone 2, with a physical 
volume of 12.5 m3 were carefully sealed off from the rest of the system. There were two 
independently controlled flows into Zone 1-Fni and F21. Zone 2 had one independently controlled 
flow-F2i. Both flows were constant for the duration of the test 
Figure 7.4 shows the experimental data for a two-zone test. The total length of the test was 
arbitrarily chosen to be 1.66 hours (6000 seconds). The tracer input to each zone was a single 
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pulse injection. For Zone 1, the mass of tracer injected was 0.0581 kg and it was applied at t = 
1200 seconds. For Zone 2, the mass of tracer injected was 0.0477 kg and it was applied at t = 
3600 seconds. The injected amount into Zone 2 was smaller than that for Zone 1 because of its 
smaller physical volume. The duration of each of the pulse inputs was approximately 9 seconds. 
The figure shows that, as in the single-zone case, the data is not corrupted with high frequency 
noise. The concentration data is fairly smooth and corresponds very well (as will be shown) to a 
second-order system model. Figure 7.4 also indicates that, with the mixing fans in operation, the 
tracer gas pulses mix within a single sample period. The outdoor tracer concentration remained 
relatively constant for the duration of the test 
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Figure 7.4 Experimental Tracer Concentration Data for Two-Zone System 
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The airflow rate, Fni, was chosen nominally to be 920 L/min. The average value was measured to 
be 920 L/min and had a standard deviation, o, of 2 L/min. The other controlled flow rate, F21, 
was chosen nominally to be 340 L/min. The average value was measured to be 336 L/min and had 
a standard deviation of 0.8 L/min. If no additional leakage is assumed in either of the zones, these 
flows result in nominal air change rates of 3.0 and 1.6 ach for Zones 1 and 2, respectively. 
Since this is a two-zone system, the number of air changes per hour are not necessarily equal to the 
time constants, th, for the system. Since there are interzonal airflows, the time constants of the 
system are equal to the reciprocal of the eigenvalues of the state coefficient matrix V'*F (Equation 
(2.7)). For the two-zone system described above, the eigenvalues, u,, are approximately -0.001 
and -0.0003 s_1. Thus, the time constants, 11/u.l, are 0.3 and 0.9 hours. The total test time was thus 
equivalent to approximately 6 "fast" time constants and 1.5 "slow" time constants. The sample 
period was arbitrarily selected as 120 seconds which corresponds to sampling at T = 0.12tmin 
where, tmin> is the fastest time constant in the system. Since the fastest time constant is also the 
limiting one for the purpose of sampling interval, the criterion established in Section 5.3 is 
satisfied. 
Figure 7.5 shows the parameter ratio, QQI, for the infiltration flow (Fni) as a function of time for 
the data of Figure 7.4. The figure indicates that the unknown parameter was identified to within 
10% of its actual value after 2300 seconds (= 2.3tmin). This corresponds to a point in time 
between the two applied pulse inputs. Figure 7.5 also shows that the unknown flow parameter 
reaches a final value, which is 3% lower that the actual infiltration rate, at t = 4700 seconds. Thus, 
it took approximately 3500 seconds or one "slow" time constant, tmax» to complete the 
identification of this particular flow parameter following the application of the first tracer input. 
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Figure 7.5 also shows the parameter ratio, % i , for the interzonal flow (F21) as a function of time. 
However, unlike the previous flow, it takes considerably longer for the identification algorithm to 
accurately predict the interzonal flow. The figure indicates that the unknown parameter was 
identified to within 10% of its actual value only following the application of the second pulse input. 
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Figure 7.5 Parameter Ratios as a Function of Time for Two-Zone Flows Fni and F21 
Figure 7.5 also shows that the unknown flow parameter reaches a final value, which is 7% higher 
that the actual interzonal airflow rate, at t = 4900 seconds. This corresponds very closely to the 
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time required to complete the identification of the infiltration rate. Thus, it took approximately 
3700 seconds or one "slow" time constant, tmax. to complete the identification of both the flow 
parameters following the application of the first tracer input 
Figure 7.6 shows the parameter ratio, Qi, for the effective volume (Vi) as a function of time for 
the data of Figure 7.4. The figure indicates that the unknown parameter was identified to within 
3% of its actual value immediately following application of the pulse input to Zone 1. Figure 7.6 
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also shows that the effective volume of Zone 1 is relatively unaffected by the second pulse input 
which was applied at t = 3600 seconds. 
Figure 7.6 also shows the parameter ratio, % , for the effective volume (V2) as a function of time. 
The figure indicates that the unknown parameter was identified to within 5% of its actual value 
immediately following application of the pulse input to Zone 2. The response is very similar to that 
shown for the effective volume of Zone 1. Figure 7.6 also shows that the effective volume of 
Zone 2 is relatively unaffected by the first pulse input which was applied at t = 1200 seconds. 
Thus, as seen in the simulations of Chapters 4 and 5, the effective volume of zone i is essentially 
identified immediately after the pulse input is applied to that zone. It also appears to be relatively 
insensitive to noise associated with the data, as well as other inputs applied to zones other than i. 
However, as will be shown in the following chapter, the effective volume is strongly dependent 
upon the mixing characteristics of the zone. 
So far the analysis has centered upon identification of the independently controlled flow 
parameters. For the two-zone system described above, there were two independent flows (Fni and 
F21) and two dependent flows (Pm and F12). Ideally, if the system were perfectly sealed, Fni 
should equal Fin and F21 should equal F12. Also, the flows F02 and F20 should be zero. Since 
the identification procedure also predicts the values of these dependent parameters, it is appropriate 
to include a short discussion on them . For the data shown in Figure 7.4, the final values of the 
dependent parameters are as follows: 
F20 = 36 L/min Ideal value = 0 L/min 
FQ2 = 30 L/min Ideal value = 0 L/min 
Fio = 906 L/min Ideal value = 912 L/min 
F12 = 371 L/min Ideal value = 365 L/min 
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Due to the relatively high pressurization of the fan boxes (up to 5" w.c), it is believed that some 
small leakage occurs in all of them. It is believed that the nonzero values of F20 and F02 can be 
attributed largely to this. Also, the flows into the zones result in a net pressurization or 
depressurization of the physical volumes. This is likely the cause of most of the remaining 
discrepancies. 
7.4 Three-Zone Experimental System 
For the final set of results discussed below, the system order was increased to 3. For this series, 
Zones 1, 2, and 3,with physical volumes of 25.5, 12.5, and 12.5 m3, respectively, were used to 
determine the accuracy of the identification procedure developed in Chapter 2 on a three-zone 
system. For the three-zone configuration tested, there was a total of five independently controlled 
flows-Fni, F21, F13, F23, and F32. All flows were constant for the duration of the test. 
Figure 7.7 shows the experimental data for a three-zone test The total length of the test was 
arbitrarily chosen to be 3 hours (10800 seconds). The tracer input to each zone was a single pulse 
injection. For Zone 1, the mass of tracer injected was 0.0593 kg and it was applied at t = 1200 
seconds. For Zone 2, the mass of tracer injected was 0.0502 kg and it was applied at t = 3600 
seconds. For Zone 3, the mass of tracer injected was 0.0528 kg and it was applied at t = 7200 
seconds. Again, injected amounts for Zones 2 and 3 were lower than that for Zone 1 because of 
their smaller physical volumes. The duration of each of the pulse inputs was approximately 9 
seconds. 
The figure shows that, as in the single- and two-zone cases, the data is not corrupted with high 
frequency noise. The concentration data is fairly smooth and corresponds very well (as will be 
shown) to a third-order system model. Also, as seen in the single- and two-zone tests described 
above, the tracer gas pulses mix within a single sample period. Thus, each of the three physical 
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volumes correspond well to an individual effective volume. Figure 7.7 also shows that the outdoor 
tracer concentration remained relatively constant for the duration of the test 
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Figure 7.7 Experimental Tracer Concentration Data for Three-Zone System 
All of the five independently controlled airflow rates were chosen to have nominal values of 330 
L/min. The actual average values and standard deviations are summarized in Table 7.1. If no 
additional leakage is assumed in any of the zones, these flows result in nominal air change rates of 
2.3 ach for Zone 1 and 3.2 ach for Zones 2 and 3. 
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Table 7.1 Average Measured Flow Rates and Standard Deviations for Three-Zone System 
Controlled Flow 
Average (L/min) 
O (L/min) 
Fni 
334 
3 
F21 
336 
1 
F32 
331 
2 
F13 
330 
1 
F23 
331 
1 
As discussed in Section 3.4, the air change times are not necessarily equal to the time constants, 
th, for the system. For the three-zone flow system described above, the eigenvalues, |i, are 
approximately -0.0014, -0.0010, and -0.00013 s-1. Thus, the time constants, ll/uj, are 0.20,0.28 
and 2.1 hours. The total test time was thus equivalent to approximately 15 "fast" time constants 
and 1.4 "slow" time constants. The sample period was arbitrarily selected as 120 seconds which 
corresponds to sampling at T = 0.16tmin where tmin is the shortest time constant in the system. 
This sampling interval is slightly longer than that recommended in Section 5.3. Unfortunately, a 
faster sampling rate was not possible due to the relatively slow response of the Horiba non-
dispersive infrared CO2 analyzer. 
Figure 7.8 shows the parameter ratios Qni. % i , O32, O13, and %3 as a function of time for the 
data of Figure 7.7. These are the parameters corresponding to the interzonal airflows-Fni, F21, 
F32, F13, and F23. The figure indicates that all of the interzonal airflows are identified to within 
20% of their actual value. In fact, all but one are identified to within 10%. Following is a 
discussion of the characteristics of each individual flow during the identification procedure. 
The figure indicates that the unknown infiltration flow, Fni, was identified to within 20% of its 
actual value after 4000 seconds (= 5.5tmin). This corresponds to a point in time following the 
application of the pulse input to Zone 2. Figure 7.8 also shows that this particular unknown flow 
parameter reaches an approximate final value, which is 15% higher that the actual infiltration rate, 
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Figure 7.8 Parameter Ratios Versus Time for Three-Zone Flows-Fni, F21, F32, Fn, and F23 
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at t = 8000 seconds. Thus, it took approximately 6800 seconds or one "slow" time constant tmax, 
to complete the identification of the infiltration rate following the application of the first tracer 
input There is also a small oscillatory behavior evident in the least-squares algorithm for this 
particular flow. Unlike the other identified flows which will be discussed below, the identified 
infiltration flow, Fni, does not reach as steady of a final value during the test 
Figure 7.8 shows that the interzonal airflow (F21) was identified to within 15% of its actual value 
only following the application of the second pulse input (t = 4000 s). The figure also indicates that 
the unknown flow parameter reaches a final value, which is 7.5% higher that the actual interzonal 
airflow rate, at t = 8000 seconds. This corresponds very closely to the time required to complete 
the identification of the infiltration rate, Fni. The figure also shows that, unlike the identified value 
of the infiltration rate, the interzonal airflow, F21, reaches a steadier value and is not subject to 
small amplitude fluctuations at the termination of the test 
The remaining three flows, F32, F13, and F23, have similar identification characteristics. Figure 
7.8 shows that the flows are not accurately identified until after the pulse input is applied to Zone 
3. Flows F13 and F23 are not identified to within 20% of their actual values until t = 7300 seconds 
after which time they are within 5% and remain approximately constant. The flow, F32, is 
identified to within 20% of its actual value approximately 2000 seconds earlier (t = 5300 seconds). 
However, in a manner similar to the other interzonal airflows, F32 does not settle to a steady-state 
value until t ~ 8000 seconds. 
Thus, for the case of identification of interzonal airflows within a three-zone system, the recursive 
least-squares algorithm was able to predict the value of the actual parameters to within 15% for the 
5 independently controlled flows. As indicated in Section 5.1, the parameters are not completely 
identified until a pulse input has been applied to each zone in the system. 
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Figure 7.9 shows the parameter ratios Oi, % , and Q3 as a function of time for the data of Figure 
7.7. These are the parameters corresponding to the effective volumes-Vi, V2, and V3. The figure 
indicates that all of the effective volumes are identified to within 3% of their actual value. As seen 
during the single- and two-zone results, the effective volume of zone i is identified within a few 
samples following the input of tracer pulse to that zone. The identified effective volume is 
relatively insensitive to inputs applied to other zones. Finally, the estimated values of the effective 
volumes also appear to be only slightly affected by noise associated with the data. 
As discussed during the two-zone analysis, there are also several dependent flows which are 
estimated during the identification procedure. For the three-zone system described above, there 
were five independent flows (Fni, F21, F32, F13, and F23) and seven dependent flows (Fin, F20, 
F30, F02, F03, F31, and F23). Ideally, if the system was perfectly sealed, Fni should be equal to 
Fin and the flows F02, F20, F03, F30, should be zero. For the data shown in Figure 7.7, the final 
values of these dependent parameters are as follows: 
Fio = 258 L/min Ideal value = 334 L/min 
F20 = 54 L/min Ideal value = 0 L/min 
F02 = 6 L/min Ideal value = 0 L/min 
F30 = 84 L/min Ideal value = 0 L/min 
F03 = -6 L/min Ideal value = 0 L/min 
F31 = 312 L/min Ideal value = 330 L/min 
F23 = 360 L/min Ideal value = 331 L/min 
Once again, it is believed that leakage from the pressurized fan boxes and pressurization of the 
zones are responsible for the majority of the differences between the actual and ideal values of 
these flows. 
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Figure 7.9 Parameter Ratios as a Function of Time for Three-Zone Volumes Vi, V2, and V3 
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7.5 Identification of the Off-Diagonal Elements of the Volume Matrix 
The identification procedure actually estimates all of the elements in the volume matrix. It is useful 
to consider the identification of the volume matrix in more detail. For a system with n distinct 
zones, the tracer gas mass conservation equation results in a volume matrix, V(t), which has the 
following form 
V(t) = 
•Vi(t) 0 . . . 0 
0 V2(t)... 0 
L O O . . .V „ ( t ) J 
(7.3) 
As derived in Section 2.4, the volume matrix, V(t), is a diagonal matrix with elements equal to the 
effective volume of each zone in the system. In the ideal case, the off-diagonal elements are zero. 
However, during the identification procedure, the discrete-time matrices A and B are identified. 
These discrete-time matrices are then used to estimate the continuous-time system matrices F(t) and 
V(t) by transforming them using one of the methods described in Section 3.3. 
As a result of this transformation and a number of other factors, the volume matrix which the 
identification procedure estimates has off-diagonal elements which, in general, are nonzero. Other 
factors which likely contribute to this include the following: 
- noise associated with the tracer gas concentration data 
- finite-time injection intervals for the pulse inputs 
- imperfect mixing within the zones 
- finite transport lag for interzonal airflows 
- quantization errors 
- sequential rather than simultaneous tracer concentration monitoring 
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Thus, the magnitude of the off-diagonal elements provides some information as to how well the 
assumptions which go into the development and use of the tracer gas mass conservation equations 
are met. If one or more of the off-diagonal elements are large (relative to the diagonal elements), 
then the researcher should be concerned about the accuracy of all of the identified parameters since, 
as indicated above, one of the assumptions has likely been violated. 
Since the off-diagonal elements should be zero in the ideal case, the question of whether they could 
be artifically constrained arises. Ossman (1987), Jensen (1988), and Hedin (1989) all present 
methods for constraining parameters during the identification procedure. However, while this may 
result in volume and flow matrices which meet all of the constraints, one must question how the 
constraining procedure affects the absolute accuracy of the identified parameters. 
Some investigation into constraining the identified parameters was made using a method similar to 
that presented by Ossman (1987). While the application of constraints did force the off-diagonal 
elements to zero, in some cases, it simultaneously decreased the accuracy of the identification of 
some of the interzonal airflows and effective volumes. For this reason, and the fact that the degree 
to which the identified parameters violate the constraints provides important information about the 
validity of the assumptions, the idea of artificially constraining the parameters was abandoned. 
Since it has been established that the magnitude of the off-diagonal elements of the volume matrix 
can provide important information as to the validity of the assumptions, it is useful to examine the 
actual volume matrices for the two- and three-zone systems described above (Note: the single-zone 
volume matrix consists of one element which is equal to the effective volume of the zone). For the 
two-zone system of Section 7.2, the identified volume matrix is 
V(two-zone) = 
4.85 -0.01 1 
).01 11.83 J 
2
o " ' <7 '4) 
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The off-diagonal elements of this two-zone volume matrix are thus V12 = -0.01 and V21 = 0.01. If 
these values are compared to the diagonal elements, it is apparent that their magnitudes are less than 
0.1% of the predicted effective volumes of Vn = 24.85 and V22 = 11.83 m3. Since the 
identification of this two-zone system was successful (all parameters were identified to within 8% 
of their actual values), this is apparently satisfactory for this case. 
For the three-zone system of Section 7.3, the identified volume matrix is 
V(three-zone) = 
25.37 -0.14 -0.05 1 
-0.15 12.19 0.02 (7.5) 
-0.08 -0.12 12.94 J 
The off-diagonal elements of this two-zone volume matrix are thus V12 = -0.14, V13 = -0.05, 
V21 = -0.15, V23 = 0.02, V31 = -0.08, and V32 = -0.12. If these values are compared to the 
diagonal elements, it is apparent that their magnitudes are less than 1.3% of the predicted effective 
volumes of Vn = 25.37, V22 = 12.19, and V33 = 12.94 m3. Since the identification of this three-
zone system was successful (all parameters were identified to within 15% of their actual values), 
this is apparently satisfactory for this three-zone case. 
7.6 Effect of Sampling Interval Upon Identification Accuracy 
The effect of sampling interval upon the accuracy of the predicted parameters was also 
investigated. Figure 7.10 shows a selection of part of the series of experimental data for a single-
zone system (Zone 1) in which the tracer concentration was monitored at varying sample intervals. 
The figure shows a range of sampling intervals which covers an order of magnitude. The tests 
were run in a manner similar to that of the test described in Section 7.2. However, the infiltration 
flow rate was raised to 912 L/min (0 = 3 L/min) to increase the air change rate, ach, and thus 
decrease the time constant for the system. 
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The total duration of all the tests, 90 minutes, was equal to approximately 3 time constants. Figure 
7.11 shows how the parameter ratios of the single-zone parameters (Fni and Vi) changed as the 
sampling interval was varied. The figure shows that, for the single-zone case, selecting a sampling 
interval anywhere between 0 < T :£ 0.7t results in an maximum error of approximately 10%. The 
figure also shows that as the sampling interval is increased past 0.7th, the maximum error rises 
rapidly to 88% at T = l.Ot. Thus, the criterion established in Section 5.3, namely that the 
sampling interval should be ~ O.lt, appears to be too conservative for this particular single-zone 
test. For this particular case, the sampling interval can vary over a wide range (relative to t) and 
still result in accurate identification of the unknown system parameters. It is believed that this is 
due to the relatively small amount of noise associated with the data. 
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In Section 5.3 it was shown that, for a system with moderate measurement noise, selection of a 
sampling interval which was too small relative to the system time constants could result in 
decreased accuracy of the parameter identification. To determine if this effect could be observed on 
the experimental system, a test was run on the single-zone system in which the concentration 
measurements were taken as rapidly as possible. Since, in general, the outdoor concentration does 
not change during a test, it was recorded before the test and not sampled while the test was in 
progress. This allowed the sampling interval to be decreased from 30 to 15 seconds which was the 
limiting sample interval based upon the time constant of the MSA infrared analyzer. With the 
outdoor airflow set at approximately 300 L/min, this resulted in an a sampling rate ofT~ 0.003 % 
When the least-squares analysis was run on the resulting data, the airflow rate and effective volume 
were identified to within 6% of their actual value and the overall response of the identification was 
similar to that of the system examined in Section 7.2. Thus, with the equipment available, it was 
not possible to sample rapidly enough to degrade the identification accuracy of the single-zone 
system. This was also found to be the case for the two- and three-zone cases described below. 
The effect of sampling interval upon the accuracy of the predicted parameters for the two-zone case 
was also investigated. The tests were run in a manner similar to that of the test described in 
Section 7.3. However, the infiltration flow rate, Fni was raised to 1120 L/min (a = 2 L/min) to 
increase the air change rate, for Zone 1 and thus decrease the time constants for the system. The 
interzonal airflow, F21, was 1336 L/min (o = 1 L/min). The tracer injections took place at 
approximately t = 1200 and 4800 seconds. Some slight variation in injection times was necessary 
to ensure that the injection took place immediately following a sample interval. 
For the above flow rates and effective volumes of 25.5 and 12.5 m3)for Zones 1 and 2, the time 
constants, t, (based upon eigenvalues of the system matrix) were approximately 0.2 and 0.8 hours 
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(tmin and tmax respectively). The total duration of all the tests, 2 hours, was thus equal to 
approximately 2.5tmax and lOtmin- Figure 7.12 shows how the final parameter ratios (Qni, &21, 
fll, and Q.2) changed as the sampling interval was varied. The figure shows that, for this 
particular two-zone case, selecting a sampling interval anywhere between 0 < T <, 0.2tmjn results 
in identification of all the system parameters to within 10%. 
The figure also shows that as the sampling interval is increased past 0.2xmin, errors associated 
with the identified parameters begin to rise. Once again, the criterion established in Section 5.3 
(T = 0.1 tmin) appears to apply and when satisfied results in an accurate identification of the 
unknown system parameters. However, for this particular two-zone case, selecting a sampling 
interval anywhere in the range 0 < T <, 0.3tmin results in a maximum error in the parameters of 
only 17%. As in the single-zone case, is believed that this large allowable range of sampling 
interval is due to the relatively small amount of noise associated with the data. 
A second series of two-zone tests were run to determine if the above results were applicable to only 
the tests described or if they appeared to apply to most two-zone systems. For this series of tests, 
the air change times of both zones were changed significantly (relative to one another). This was 
done by decreasing the infiltration flow rate, Fni, to 335 L/min (a = 2 L/min) and increasing the 
interzonal flow rate, F21, to 31000 L/min (o = 4 L/min). This decreased the fastest time constant, 
tmin, from 0.20 to 0.13 hours and doubled the slowest time constant, tmax, from 0.8 to 1.6 
hours. The results of this series of tests were superimposed upon the previous two-zone test 
results (Figure 7.12). For simplicity, only the point with the largest error was plotted. The figure 
indicates that the same criterion, namely sampling in the range 0 < T < 0.2tmin will result in 
acceptable accuracy of the identified parameters for this faster two-zone system. 
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Figure 7.12 also shows that the identification of the interzonal airflow, F21, appears to be the most 
sensitive parameter with respect to sampling interval. This parameter generally has the largest error 
as the sampling interval is increased past 0.2tn,min. 
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Figure 7.12 Final Parameter Ratios for Different Sampling Intervals (Two-Zone System) 
Finally, the effect of sampling interval upon the accuracy of the predicted parameters for the three-
zone case was investigated. The tests were run in a manner similar to that of the test described in 
Section 7.4. However, the flow rates were all reduced to the minimum possible (Table 7.2). This 
was to increase the minimum time constant as much as possible to allow rapid sampling-relative to 
this time constant. The tracer injections took place at approximately t = 1200, 4800 and 7200 
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seconds. Some slight variation in injection times was necessary to ensure that the injection took 
place immediately following a sample interval. 
Table 7.2 Average Measured Flow Rates for Three-Zone Sampling Interval Tests 
Controlled Flow 
Average OVmin) 
a (L/min) 
Foi 
282 
1 
F21 
288 
1 
F32 
282 
0 
F13 
287 
2 
F23 
282 
0 
For the above flow rates and effective volumes of 25.5,12.5 and 12.5 m3 for Zones 1, 2 and 3, 
respectively, the time constants, t, were approximately 0.2,0.3, and 2.5 hours (tmin, "[intermediate, 
and tmax, respectively). The total duration of all the tests, 3 hours, was thus equal to 
approximately 1.2tmax and 15tmin. Figure 7.13 shows how the final parameter ratios (Qni> O21, 
O32, O23, O32, Qi, % , and O3) changed as the sampling interval was varied. The figure 
indicates that, for this particular three-zone case, selecting a sampling interval anywhere between 0 
< T £ 0.2tmin results in an estimation of all the system parameters to within 10%. This result is 
similar to that observed for the two-zone system. 
The figure also shows that as the sampling interval is increased past 0.2tmin, errors associated 
with the identified parameters begin to rise. The criterion established in Section 5.3 (T = 0.1tmin) 
appears to apply and when satisfied results in an accurate identification of the unknown system 
parameters. However, for this particular three-zone case, selecting a sampling interval anywhere 
in the range 0 < T < 0.45tmun results in a maximum error in the parameters of only 17%. Once 
again, is believed that this large allowable range of sampling interval is due to the relatively small 
amount of noise associated with the data. 
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Figure 7.13 Final Parameter Ratios for Different Sampling Intervals (Three-Zone System) 
It is useful to compare the results of the sampling interval analysis for the one-, two-, and three-
zone systems examined above. Table 7.3 compares the maximum allowable sampling intervals for 
10% accuracy. The table shows that, for the tests conducted, selection of a sampling interval, T, 
such that T <, 0.2t will result in less than 10% error for systems with order three or less. The 
table also shows how the minimum sampling interval compared to other important time based 
parameters of the system There does not appear to be an obvious correlation between T and tmax 
or tamax- However, there appears to be a relationship between T and both tamin and tmin-
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In Section 3.4 it was shown that for a two-zone system, the minimum air change time, tamin was at 
most twice as large as tmin- If the limiting case is examined, this results in two different sampling 
interval criterions which, if met should result in accurate identification of the unknown system 
parameters. 
_0.2 (7.6) 
fcmin 
or 
tamin _0.1 (7.7) 
Equation (7.7) is clearly the more restrictive of the two criterions. However, if it is satisfied, 
Equation (7.6) will also be satisfied-which should result in acceptable identification accuracy. 
Table 7.3 shows that Equation (7.7) is more restrictive than necessary for the systems examined 
and that a slightly larger sample interval will still result in 10% accuracy. 
Table 7.3 Comparison of Approximate Maximum Sampling Intervals for 10% Accuracy 
Number 
of Zones 
1 
2 
3 
Maximum 
based upon 
T 
tmin 
0.70 
0.20 
0.20 
sampling i 
T 
tamin 
0.70 
0.13 
0.13 
nterval for 10% error 
T 
tmax 
0.70 
0.05 
0.02 
T 
tamax 
0.70 
0.06 
0.09 
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8. MIXING OF TRACER GAS INPUTS DURING PARAMETER 
IDENTIFICATION 
8.1 Overview 
When identifying flow and volume parameters using either simulated or experimental data, a 
number of simplifying assumptions were made. One of the most important of these was the 
assumption that each of the zones represent a single effective volume. As defined in Section 2.6, 
an effective volume is one in which the air is well-mixed within a given period of time. Ideally, the 
mixing occurs very rapidly with respect to the time constants of the flow system. If this is true, 
any disturbance which occurs within the effective volume will propagate very rapidly throughout 
and thus, applied inputs will be dispursed uniformly. 
For the simulated data of Chapters 4 and 5, this assumption was met by requiring that the input of 
tracer result in an instantaneous rise in concentration. For the experimental data, fans placed within 
the system ensured rapid mixing. For example, in the numerous experiments shown in Chapter 7, 
these fans forced the tracer inputs to mix within one sample interval. 
The characteristics of tracer input mixing also relate to how accurately the order of the system is 
identified. Obviously, before the parameters of a multizone flow system can be identified, it is 
necessary to know how many zones must be analyzed. This information then dictates the required 
number of tracer injection and measurement devices. Also, it is not adequate to merely determine 
the order of the system. Correct identification of all the flow and volume parameters requires that 
the physical locations of these zones be known a priori. If the correct zone locations are not 
determined, a number of complications may result. For example, it may be possible to place the 
sensor and tracer injection devices meant for a single zone in two different zones. In this case, the 
injection will not result in an instantaneous rise in concentration in the sensed zone as required by 
the present model. Also, if the correct zone locations are not known, it may be possible to place 
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two different sensors and injection devices within the same effective volume. In this case, the 
system will not be accurately identified due to the reduced order of the input-output data. 
As discussed in Section 2.6, a physically defined volume within an enclosure is actually composed 
of an infinite number of infinitesimally small effective volumes. Thus, regardless of how close the 
tracer gas sensor is to the injection point, it will always be in a different effective volume. The data 
presented in Chapter 7 indicate that the concentration of tracer in the zones rises instantaneously 
(within a single sample interval). As Section 8.2 will show, this would not have been true had it 
been possible to sample the tracer concentrations within the zones more rapidly. Thus, as will be 
discussed in Section 8.3, one method for circumventing possible mixing problems is to increase 
the sampling interval until such time that the zone in question is well-mixed within a single sample 
interval following application of the pulse input. 
Increasing the length of the sampling interval is one method for handling mixing problems during a 
tracer gas test However, as discussed in Chapters 5 and 7, there are limitations on how much the 
sampling interval can be increased before the accuracy of the identified parameters is significantly 
reduced. This is related to the fastest time constants within the system. For example, in a two-
zone system in which one zone mixes slowly relative to tmin then increasing the sampling interval 
much past 0.2tmin will result in decreased accuracy of the identification. In this case, a different 
method is required to handle the poor mixing. This most obvious is to simply break-up the system 
into more zones and repeat the test Since the zone with the poorest mixing characteristics can be 
identified simply by observation, it is a relatively simple matter to divide that zone up into two or 
more zones and repeat the tracer gas test. 
Due to time or equipment limitations, further subdividing the system may not always be a 
desireable option. In order to analyze a system in which it is not possible to increase either the 
sampling interval or the number of zones, it is necessary to change the model to somehow account 
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for the observed mixing characteristics. Section 8.4 presents a method where a new multizone 
flow model is introduced in an attempt to account for slow mixing relative to die time constants of 
the system. 
8.2 Tracer Gas Mixing Within a Single Zone 
To begin the analysis of imperfect mixing, it is useful to examine the case where the mixing fans 
within the experimental facility are not activated. This series of tests looks closely at what can be 
considered to be a "dead" air space. Here, the terminology of dead air space refers to a physically 
enclosed region of air with no obvious incoming or outgoing airflows and no artificially induced 
mixing. For experimental purposes, a dead air space was created by completely sealing off Zone 1 
of the experimental facility from the outside as well as the two rernaining zones within the facility. 
For the first series of tests, the effects of tracer injection and monitoring points upon the mixing 
characteristics of the dead air space are examined. Figure 8.1 shows the size of the zone as well as 
the various injection and monitoring points utilized. Point A is in the center of the 16' x 8' floor 
section at a distance of approximately 1' from the floor. Point B is directly above it at a distance of 
approximately 1' from the ceiling. Points C and D are in the center of the 8' x 8' wall sections at a 
distance of approximately 1' from the walls. 
Figures 8.2 through 8.4 show the variation in tracer concentration for different 
measurement/injection pairs for the dead air space shown in Figure 8.1. The sampling period used 
for the three tests was 30 seconds and approximately 0.08 kg of CC_ was injected into the zone. 
The total test times were between 5000 and 6000 seconds. For all three of the tests, the pulse 
injection took place over a period of 5 to 7 seconds and began at t = 900 seconds. Recall from 
Chapter 6 that the tracer injection is through an exhaust muffler which disperses it in an 
approximately spherical pattern and prevents it from entering the zone in a single, high velocity jet 
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Figure 8.1 Cross-Section Showing Injection and Monitoring Points for Single-Zone Mixing Tests 
Figure 8.2 shows the tracer concentration as a function of time for the case where the tracer is 
injected at Point D and measured at Point C. The figure indicates that, although the tracer injection 
and measurement points are as far from one another as possible, the injection is detected within the 
first sample interval following the pulse. There is also a significant amount of oscillation which 
takes place in the measured tracer concentration until it steadies at t = 4000 seconds. 
It is believed that the rapid propogation of the tracer as well as the oscillations in the concentration 
are due to the differences between the density of the carbon dioxide and the air in the room. 
Carbon dioxide, with a molecular weight of 44.01, is 1.52 times heavier than air with a molecular 
weight of 28.97. Also, due to the large positive value of the Joule-Thompson coefficient for 
carbon dioxide (even at relatively low pressures), it generally enters the room with a lower 
temperature than the air. This also contributes to its increased density. 
It is believed that the observed concentration can be explained as follows: upon injection, the 
carbon dioxide flows from Point 0 and, due to the force of gravity, is pulled towards the floor. 
The tracer then moves along the floor, moving past Point A until it encounters the wall beneath 
Point C. Here, its momentum carries it up along the wall where it passes the detection device 
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located at Point C. With gravity acting upon it, the momentum of the wave decreases and it 
reverses direction and flows back down the wall. The wave then flows back towards Point D 
where the process repeats itself. The overall phenomenon is similar to waves sloshing back and 
forth in a tank. However, in this case, as each wave moves back and forth, it mixes somewhat 
with the air in the room and the magnitude of the oscillations decreases due to this dilution. 
Eventually, the tracer is distributed throughout the room and the oscillations cease completely. 
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Figure 8.2 Tracer Concentration Versus Time for Dead Air Space Mixing 
(Injected-D, Measured-C) 
Once the oscillatory behavior ceases, the concentration is observed to be decaying at a very slow 
rate. Thus, even though all the visible airflow paths for the zone were sealed, there is still 
infiltration into the zone. This decay can be used to calculate the air change rate and hence, the time 
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constant for the dead air space. For the data shown in Figure 8.2, the air change rate, ach, was 
calculated to be 0.062 hour1. This results in a time constant, t, of 16 hours. If the effective 
volume of the space is assumed to equal its physical volume, the infiltration into the space is 
calculated to be approximately 25 L/min. 
In Chapter 7, the relationship between the sampling interval and the time constant of a single-zone 
system was examined. The results of numerous tests indicated that the sampling interval for a 
single-zone system should be approximately T _ 0.7 X. Using this criterion, a sampling interval of 
T = 0.7(16) = 11.2 hours could be used and still result in satisfactory identification of the effective 
volume and infiltration rate for this system. Since the tracer is well-mixed within approximately 
0.85 hours, a relatively fast sampling interval of T = 0.06 X could have been used to identify the 
effective volume and infiltration rate. Thus, even this dead air space is well-mixed relative to the 
time constant. 
Figure 8.3 shows the tracer concentration as a function of time for the case where the tracer is 
injected at Point A (floor) and measured at Point B (ceiling). The figure indicates that there is a 
noticable time lag between the pulse injection and an increase in tracer concentration at the detector. 
For the particular test shown, it takes approximately 4 samples before the injection is detected. 
After this point, the concentration rises steadily over a period of approximately 2000 seconds 
before beginning to decay. The decay rate is roughly equal to that observed in Figure 8.2. Due to 
the rapid mixing, relative to the decay rate, the system could be sampled as fast as T = 0.04 X and 
still appear well-mixed. 
It is believed that the oscillations which were observed in the previous test do not appear in the data 
of Figure 8.3 due to the location of the detection device relative to the injection point There is no 
available mechanism for the concentrated waves of carbon dioxide to reach the detector. As a 
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result the concentration will rise slowly due to small scale mixing or diffusion within the zone 
which slowly transports the tracer up to the detection device. 
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Figure 8.3 Tracer Concentration Versus Time for Dead Air Space Mixing 
(Injected-A, Measured-B) 
Figure 8.4 shows the tracer concentration as a function of time for the case where the tracer is 
injected at Point B (ceiling) and measured at Point A (floor). The figure indicates that, immediately 
following the pulse injection there is a rapid increase in tracer concentration at the detector. For the 
test shown, the concentration reaches a maximum 2 samples following the injection. After this, the 
concentration decreases continually until t = 3600 seconds. At this point, the decay rate is roughly 
equal to that observed in Figures 8.2 and 8.3. Also, as in the previous two cases, due to the rapid 
mixing relative to the decay rate, the system could be sampled as fast as T = 0.05 X and still appear 
well-mixed. 
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Figure 8.4 Tracer Concentration Versus Time for Dead Space Mixing (Injected-B, Measured-A) 
Once again, it is believed that the spike in concentration which appears in Figure 8.4 is due to the 
location of the detection device in relation to the injection point. Since the injection point is directly 
above the detection device, and the carbon dioxide is denser than the surrounding air, the pulse 
injection essentially "pours" directly onto the detector. To prevent the detector from saturating, a 
small platform was located directly above the sampling point to deflect the incomming carbon 
dioxide and dilute it somewhat before it is sampled. The measured concentration then continually 
decreases as the carbon dioxide is mixed with the remaining air in the zone. 
Figure 8.5 shows the results of a test similar to that shown in Figure 8.2 with the exception that the 
infiltration rate has been artifically increased to 280 L/min. This produces an air change rate of 
approximately 0.67 hours"1 and a corresponding time constant of X = 1.5 hours. The figure 
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indicates that the mixing characteristics of the zone have changed significantly. In this case, the 
zone appears to be well mixed after only 300 seconds. This is approximately ten times faster than 
for the case where there is no artifically induced airflow into the zone. The criterion for sampling 
interval established in Chapter 7 can be met since any value of T greater than T = 0.125 X will 
allow sufficient time for the tracer to mix following application of the pulse input. 
While the figure indicates that mixing takes place significantly faster than the case where there is no 
forced infiltration flow, it does exhibit a noticible spike initially after the injection. The oscillations 
which were apparent in Figure 8.2 may have been significantly reduced in this case due to the 
location of the nozzle supplying the outside air to the zone-it is located near the center of the zone-
approximately 1' from the floor. 
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Figure 8.5 Tracer Concentration Versus Time for Induced Flow Mixing (Injected-D, Measured-C) 
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Figure 8.6 shows the results of a test similar to that shown in Figure 8.3 again with the exception 
that the infiltration rate has been artifically increased to 280 L/min. This produces an air change 
rate of approximately 0.67 hours"1 and a corresponding time constant of X = 1.5 hours. The figure 
indicates that the mixing characteristics of the zone have changed significantly. Once again, the 
zone appears to be well mixed after only 300 seconds and it is possible to sample at a rate 
significantly faster than the necessary maximum established in Chapter 7 and still avoid mixing 
problems. 
While the tracer gas input mixes significantly faster than the case where there is no forced 
infiltration flow, it does exhibit a behavior comparable to that shown in Figure 8.3. In both cases, 
the concentration rises smoothly up to the well-mixed point and then decays thereafter. 
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Figure 8.6 Tracer Concentration Versus Time for Induced Flow Mixing (Injected-A, Measured-B) 
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Figure 8.7 shows the results of a test similar to that shown in Figure 8.4-again with the exception 
that the infiltration rate has been artifically increased to 280 L/min. The figure shows the same 
rapid mixing observed in the previous two cases where the zone appears to be well mixed after 
only 300 seconds. This is approximately ten times faster than for the case where there is no 
artifically induced airflow into the zone and the sampling criterion can once again be satisfied. 
In a manner similar to that of Figure 8.5 where there was no forced infiltration flow, the 
concentration does exhibit a noticible spike initially after the injection. The concentration then 
appears to quickly approach that of a well-mixed zone. 
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Figure 8.7 Tracer Concentration Versus Time for Induced Flow Mixing (Injected-B, Measured-A) 
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Thus, as can be seen in the proceeding figures, the location of the tracer gas input relative to the 
detection device can have an impact upon the mixing characteristics of the zone in which they are 
placed. The phenomenon may be particularly obvious when a tracer such as carbon dioxide, with 
a density significantly different from air is used. In this case, stratification may slow the mixing 
process. 
While the systems described by Figures 8.2 to 8.7 indicate poor mixing compared to the systems 
examined in Chapters 4 and 7, the mixing still takes place quickly relative to the time constant of 
the zone. If the time it takes for the zone to reach apparent uniform concentration is tmix, and the 
time constant, t, is equal to the inverse air change rate, then all these systems are well-mixed so 
that tmix/t^ 0.08. 
One of the primary goals of the proceeding tests was to gain some qualitative knowledge of the 
mixing which takes place within a single physical enclosure. However, the tests were also 
conducted with the anticipation that some of the characteristics which were observed under the 
controlled conditions of the experimental facility would also be observed in the field. To examine 
this possibility, a tracer gas test was conducted in a single, large classroom within the Mechanical 
Engineering Building at the University of Illinois. 
The test shown in Figure 8.8 was conducted in Room 335 of the Mechanical Engineering 
Building. The room has overall dimensions of 25'x40'xl2' and contains approximately 60 desks 
spread out over most of the floor area. One 40' wall contains windows along its entire length. 
The other 40' wall has two doors-one on either end. The injection and measurement points 
correspond closely to those of Points D and C of Figure 8.1 with the exception that they are located 
approximately 40' from one another. The sample interval was 1 minute and 0.4 kg of carbon 
dioxide (the maximum the injection tanks can safely hold) was injected into the zone at time t = 600 
seconds. The room was sealed with the exception that one of the exit doors was left slightly ajar. 
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The figure appears to exhibit characteristics similar to those of Figures 8.2 and 8.5. The tracer 
concentration shows some oscillation and significantly overshoots the well-mixed concentration of 
approximately 0.0017 kg/m3. The period of time required from the introduction of the tracer to the 
well-mixed point is approximately 700 seconds. The tracer decay curve can be used to calculate an 
air change rate of approximately 1.0 hours"1. Thus, a sample period of T > 0.21 is necessary to 
avoid complications due to mixing. According to the results of Chapter 7, this is satisfactory for 
single-zone systems. 
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Figure 8.8 Tracer Concentration Versus Time Field Test Conducted in 335 MEB 
8.3 Sampling Interval as a Compensation Tool for Inadequate Input Mixing 
One of the most powerful tools with which to handle non-ideal mixing within a multizone system 
is the careful selection of the sampling interval. During the discussions in the previous section, 
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frequent mention was made of how an appropriate choice of sampling interval would permit the 
system to be analyzed using the proposed identification technique. This topic was also discussed in 
detail in Section 5.3.2 where the results of numerous simulations were presented. These results 
suggested that, under appropriate conditions, higher order systems can be accurately represented 
by reduced order models. 
The purpose of this section is to reemphasize the importance of the sampling interval and to present 
some experimental results to further illustrate its use. Recall from the modelling discussion of 
Chapter 2 that each zone within the system is considered to be a single effective volume. By the 
definition of effective volume, this requires that the input rapidly mix with the air in the zone. This 
rapid mixing requirement means that the proposed pulse-type inputs must be completely mixed 
before the first concentration sample is recorded in the zone following application of that input If 
this condition is not met, then the model developed in Chapter 2 does not apply. If this is the case, 
then three options are available. 
First, the sampling interval can be increased to allow more time for the tracer input to mix within 
the system. For the single-zone tests described in the proceeding section, and for some of the 
following examples, this method can produce good results. However, as will be shown, there are 
limitations to this method based upon system time constants. Second, the system can be 
subdivided into more zones and the tracer test can be repeated. As discussed in Section 5.3.2, and 
illustrated in a following example, this becomes necessary when the mixing is slow compared to 
the system time constants of interest. An alternative to dividing the system up into more zones is to 
develop a new model which can account for non-ideal mixing. This is the topic of the following 
section. 
For the first example, the experimental facility was used to emulate an actual two-zone system in 
which the tracer is injected into Zone 2 and the concentration of Zone 1 is used to determine the 
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infilttation flow and effective volume of an "equivalent" single-zone system. Figure 8.9 shows a 
simple schematic of the system. 
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Figure 8.9 Test Configuration for Actual Two-Zone, Equivalent Single-Zone System 
Figure 8.10 shows the recorded tracer concentration data for the experiment A pulse injection of 
0.13 kg was applied to Zone 2 at time t = 720 seconds. The total test time was 6000 seconds and 
the sample interval was 80 seconds. The interzonal airflow, F21, was set to 82 L/s and the 
infiltration flow, Fni, was set to 22 L/s. If it is desired to model this system as a single-zone, then 
the tracer concentration curve for Zone 1 (ci) would be used to evaluate the infiltration airflow rate 
and the effective volume. Examination of Figure 8.10 shows that Zone 1 does not experience an 
instantaneous rise in concentration following the application of the input Clearly, the assumption 
of uniform mixing is not satisfied in this case. If the least-squares algorithm is applied to this data 
(with a sampling interval of 80 seconds), the predicted value of the equivalent single-zone 
infiltration flow is Fni= 13.3 L/s and the predicted effective volume is V%= 53.3 m3. When 
compared to the actual values of 22 L/s. and 25.5 m3, the errors in the estimated parameters are 40 
and 110%, respectively. 
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Figure 8.10 Experimental Tracer Concentration Data for Two-Zone System 
While the system actually consists of two-zones, the relatively large value of the interzonal airflows 
keeps the concentrations in each zone close to one another-except during the period immediately 
following the pulse input. If a larger sampling interval can be found which skips over this period 
where the two concentrations differ significantly, yet is fast enough to satisfy the sampling 
criterion established in Section 7.6 then it may be possible to model the two zones as an equivalent 
single-zone system. For this system, the effective volume would equal the sum of the two 
physical volumes and the infiltration airflow rate would be Fni. 
Figure 8.11 shows how the data from a single-zone test would appear if you recorded only every 
fifth data point of Figure 8.10. This corresponds to a sampling interval of 400 seconds. The data 
in the figure appears to come from a single-zone system similar to that described in Section 7.2. 
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The assumption of a single effective volume appears to be satisfied since the pulse injection 
appears to be mixed within one sample interval following the input If the two-zone system can be 
modelled as an equivalent single-zone system with an effective volume of Vi= 25.5+12.5 = 38 m3 
and an infiltration flow of Fni= 22 L/s, then the time constant for the system is X = 1700 seconds. 
Thus, the sampling interval corresponds to T = 0.23 X. 
Using the least-squares algorithm on this data (with a sampling interval of 400 seconds), the 
predicted value of the equivalent single-zone infiltration flow is Fni= 21.5 L/s and the predicted 
effective volume is Vi= 43.1 m3. Thus, if the equivalent single-zone model were exact, the 
estimated infiltration flow is in error by 2.5% and the effective volume by 14%. Since the 
concentration in Zone 1 was somewhat below that which would have occured if the two zones 
were completely mixed, this may explain the over prediction of the effective volume. 
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Figure 8.11 Experimental Tracer Concentration Data For Equivalent Single-Zone System 
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For the second example, the experimental facility was used to emulate an actual three-zone system 
in which the tracer is injected into Zones 1 and 3. The concentrations are monitored in Zones 1 and 
2 and are used to determine the infiltration flow, interzonal flows and effective volumes of an 
equivalent two-zone system with Zones 2 and 3 assumed to be a single zone. Figure 8.12 shows a 
simple schematic of the system. 
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Figure 8.12 Test Configuration for Actual Three-Zone, Equivalent Two-Zone System 
Figure 8.13 shows the recorded tracer concentration data for the experiment. A pulse injection of 
0.062 kg was applied to Zone 1 at time t = 1200 seconds. A second pulse injection of 0.051 kg 
was applied to Zone 3 at time t = 3600 seconds. The total test time was 7200 seconds and the 
sample interval was 60 seconds. The interzonal airflow, F21, was set to 5.6 L/s and the infiltration 
flow, F01, was set to 5.7 L/s. The pair of interzonal airflows, F23 and F32, were 82 L/s. If it is 
desired to model this as a two-zone system, then the tracer concentration curves for Zones 1 and 2 
(ci and C2) would be used to evaluate the infiltration and interzonal airflow rates as well as their 
effective volumes. Examination of Figure 8.13 indicates that Zone 2 does not experience an 
instantaneous rise in concentration following the application of the input. Once again, the 
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assumption of uniform mixing is not satisfied in this case. If the least-squares algorithm is applied 
to this data (with a sampling interval of 60 seconds), the predicted values of the equivalent two-
zone parameters are F0i= 6.1 L/s,F2i= 10.7 L/s, Vi= 25.6 m3, and V2= 52.2 m3. The 
estimated values of F21 and V2 are over predicted by approximately 100%. 
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Figure 8.13 Experimental Tracer Concentration Data for Three-Zone System 
While the system actually consists of three-zones, the relatively large value of the interzonal 
airflows between Zones 2 and 3 keeps the concentrations in each close to one another-except 
during the period immediately following the pulse input If a larger sampling interval can be found 
which skips over this period where the two concentrations differ significantly, yet is fast enough to 
satisfy the sampling criterion established in Section 7.6 then it may be possible to model the three 
zones as an equivalent two-zone system. The new effective volume of Zone 2 would then equal 
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the sum of the physical volumes of Zones 2 and 3. The only independent interzonal airflow of 
interest would be F21. The only infiltration flow would be Fni-
Figure 8.14 shows how the data from a two-zone test would appear if you recorded only every 
fifth data point of Figure 8.13. This corresponds to a sampling interval of 300 seconds. The data 
in the figure appears to come from a two-zone system similar to that described in Section 7.3. The 
assumption of two effective volumes appears to be satisfied since both pulse injections appear to be 
mixed within one sample interval following the input. If the three-zone system can be modelled as 
an equivalent two-zone system, the relevant effective volumes are Vi = 25.5 and V2 = 12.5+12.5 
= 25 m3. Only Zone 1 has an infiltration flow with a value of Fni= 5.7 L/s and the interzonal 
airflow, F21 = 5.6 L/s. These parameters result in time constants of Xmjn = 1700 seconds and 
Xmax = 11,850 seconds. Thus, the sampling interval corresponds to T = 0.18 Xmin which satisfies 
the sampling criterion of Section 7.6. 
If the least-squares algorithm is applied to this data (with a sampling interval of 300 seconds), the 
predicted value of the equivalent two-zone airflows are Fni = 6.2 L/s and F21 = 6.1 L/s. Both of 
these parameters are accurate to within 10% of their actual values of 5.7 and 5.6 L/s, respectively. 
The predicted effective volumes are Vi= 26.9 m3 and V2= 26.6 m3. These values are accurate to 
within 7% of their actual values of 25.5 and 25 m3, respectively. 
Clearly, there are a number of instances in which increasing the sampling interval is a valuable tool 
which can be used to evaluate systems in which the non-ideal mixing occurs. However, in some 
systems, the mixing may take place on a scale which is slow, relative to the time constants of the 
system. In such a system, the sampling interval cannot be sufficiently increased without seriously 
violating the sampling criteria. 
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Figure 8.14 Experimental Tracer Concentration Data For Equivalent Two-Zone System 
Figure 8.15 shows a system in which Zone 2 is poorly mixed with respect to its input. The 
experimental data were obtained by running a test identical to that shown in Figure 8.13 with the 
exception that the interzonal airflows F23 and F32 were decreased from 82 to 25.3 L/s. As a result, 
the concentration difference between Zones 2 and 3 remains large for an extended period of time. 
To model this as an equivalent two-zone system, using the tracer concentration from Zones 1 and 
2, the sampling interval would need to be increased from 60 to approximately 1000 seconds. A 
sampling interval of 1000 seconds corresponds to sampling atT~ 0.6 Xmin, which is too large for 
accurate identification. 
At this point the researcher is left with two alternatives. The most obvious may be to simply break 
up the second zone into two or more zones and repeat the test. This should improve the mixing 
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characteristics provided the number and locations of the new zones can be determined. However, 
the addition of more zones also assumes that the necessary equipment is available. The second 
alternative is to improve the multizone modelling technique so that it can account for mixing 
characteristics similar to those observed in Figure 8.15. As the next section will show, this 
method can be used to identify some of the relevant system parameters without the requirement of 
additional equipment or tests. 
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Figure 8.15 Experimental Tracer Concentration Data For Three-Zone System-Inadequate Mixing 
8.4 Modelling of Non-Ideal Mixing using the Injection Cell Technique 
As described above, there are instances in which the mixing is too slow to allow the sample 
interval to be increased to compensate. In such cases, the researcher is left with two alternatives-
subdivide the system into more zones or somehow account for the non-ideal mixing by introducing 
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a modified system model. This section describes a method, which will be called the injection cell 
technique, that allows the investigator to determine the interzonal airflows and volumes in a system 
with mixing characteristics similar to those of Figure 8.15. 
Since the air within any real zone takes a finite amount of time to mix, it can be considered to be an 
infinite number of effective volumes. Thus, since no zone of nonzero volume is truly comprised 
of a single-cell, a potentially more accurate model of the system may be developed by representing 
each zone as having multiple cells. Figure 8.16 shows a three-zone system in which each zone is 
comprised of two cells. One cell, called the injection cell, is considered to be a well-mixed volume 
into which the tracer g%, is injected. The injection cell is located within a second cell, called the 
detection cell, in which the tracer gas concentration is monitored. 
The injection cell of Zone i has an effective volume of Vy and a tracer gas concentration of CJJ. As 
modelled, the injection cell communicates only with the corresponding detection cell in the same 
zone. The detection cell of Zone i has an effective volume of V{j) and a tracer gas concentration of 
Cij). The intercellular mixing flow between the injection and detection cells is denoted as F ^ . All 
of the interzonal airflows are considered to communicate between detection cells only. 
Tracer gas mass balances can be written for both the injection and detection cells within the zones. 
If the airflows and effective volumes are constant with respect to time, a mass balance for detection 
cell i (in Zone i) can be written as 
n n 
ViDc'iD(t) = %(l-8ij)FjiC'jD(t)-c'iD(t)Z(l-5ij)F;j + Fi,m[c'i,i(t) - c'iD(t)] (8.1) 
j=0 j=0 
where 
V_ = effective volume of detection cell i 
c'io(t) = tracer concentration in detection cell i (mass/volume) 
c'„(t) = tracer concentration in injection cell i (mass/volume) 
c'io(t) = time derivative of tracer concentration in detection cell i (mass/volume«time) 
Fy = flow from detection cell i to j (volume/time) 
Fi,m = mixing flow from detection to injection cell (volume/time) 
Sij = Dirac delta function (5y = 0 for i#j; 5y = 1 for i=j) 
n = total number of zones 
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Figure 8.16 Three-Zone System Modelled Using the Injection Cell Technique 
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The subscript "0" represents outdoor air. If the concentration of tracer in the outdoors is 
considered constant or relatively slowly changing, a change of variables can be made. If this 
approximation is incorporated, the outdoor concentration, c'n, can be eliminated from Equation 
(8.1) by defining the other concentration terms to be the difference between the actual zone 
concentration and the outdoor value 
CiSC ' i -C '0 (8.2) 
For the three-zone system of Figure 8.16, Equation (8.1) can then be written in state-space form as 
VID 0 0 "1 
0 V_,0 
0 0 V3D J 
CID(0 
c_,(0 
- C3 D( t)_ 
= 
(Ql+Fi.m) F2i F 3 , 
F12 - (Q2+F2,m) F 3 2 
F13 F2 3 - (Qi+F3 ,m) J 
r(Fi., (Fi,m) 0 0 (F2.m) 0 
0 (F3,m) 
CID(0 
C2D(t) 
C3D(0 
Cu(t) 
C2j(t) 
CM(t) 
(8.3) 
where 0_ is defined as in Equation (2.5). Equation (8.3) can be written more compactly using 
matrix notation as 
VD cD(t) = FD cD(t) + Fm ci(t) (8.4) 
In a similar fashion, a tracer gas mass balance can be written for an injection cell, i, as follows 
Viica(t) = Fi>m cu(t) - Fi,m ciD(t) + g;(t) (8.5) 
where Vu is the effective volume of the cell and g;(f) is the mass of tracer into the cell. For the 
three-zone system of Figure 8.15, Equation (8.5) can be written in state-space form as 
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- V H O 0 "I 
O V 2 0 
. 0 OV,,J 
Cn(t) 
C_(t) 
L C_(t). 
(Fi,m) 0 0 
0 (F^m) 0 
0 0 (F3.m) 
c,D(t)-| 
C2D(t) 
C3D(t)J 
rcFi.i ( l,m) 0 0 
(F2jn) 0 
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Cn(t) 
C2i(t) 
C3,(t) 
\ 82 
(0 
g (0 
g3(0 
(8.6) 
Equation (8.6) can be written more compactly in matrix form as 
Vi ci(t) = Fm [cD(t) - ci(t)] + g(t) (8.7) 
Equations (8.4) and (8.7) represent a set of coupled, linear, time-invariant, differential equations. 
However, for the purpose of parameter identification, the occurrence of the concentration terms, 
en, is undesireable since only concentration information in the detection cells is accessible. Thus, 
before parameter identification is possible, these terms must be eliminated from the system of 
equations. This can be readily accomplished through the use of Laplace transforms. 
Before using Laplace transform techniques, it is useful to multiply Equation (8.4) by V©"1 and 
redefine some terms to produce 
cD(t) = fcD(t) + fvci(t) (8.8) 
where f = VD'1 F D and fv = V D 1 Fm. Likewise, multiplying Equation (8.9) by Vr1 yields the 
following relation 
ci(t) = fm[cD(t)-ci(t)] + vg(t) (8.9) 
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where fm = Vr1 F m and v = Vr1. 
The Laplace transforms of Equations (8.8) and (8.9) can now be taken. If it is assumed that the 
initial conditions are zero, this results in the following 
s cD(s) = f cD(s) + fv ci(s) (8.10) 
s ci(s) = fm [cD(s) - ci(s)] + v g(s) (8.11) 
Equations (8 10) and (8.11) are linear in the complex frequency variable, s. Thus, Equation 
(8.11) can be solved for ci(s) in terms of cg(s). This can then be substituted into Equation (8.10) 
eliminating ci(s). After some algebra during which the property of diagonal matrices, namely 
NM = MN (8.12) 
is frequently utilized, the following relation, which is quadradic in s, is obtained 
[S2l + s(fm- f) - fm(f + fv)] c(s) = fv v g(s) (8.13) 
Inversion back to the time domain produces the following second-order differential equation 
cD(t) + H cD(f) + J cD(t) = E g(t) (8.14) 
where H = fm- f, J = - fm(f + fv), and E = fv v. The coefficient matrices in Equation (8.14) 
contain the flow and volume matrices which are of interest for the multizone system described by 
Figure 8.16. Unfortunately, the coefficient matrices consist of combinations of the parameter 
matrices and, as such, are not particulary useful. However, as shown below, some simple 
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manipulation of the matrices can result in isolation of a number of important flow and volume 
parameters. 
Using the notation of Equations (8.7) and (8.9), the matrices E and J can be written as follows 
E = VD-iFm Vr1 (8.15) 
and 
J = - Vi-lFm (VD-1FD + Vo'iFm) (8.16) 
If E is invertible, the product E"1 J can be formed 
E-1J = -ViF m - l VD Vr1 Fm (VD^FD + VD-iFm) (8.17a) 
= - ( F D + Fm) (8.17b) 
For the three-zone system of Figure 8.16, Equation (8.17b) can be written as 
EV =-
• Qi F2i F3i 
F12 - Q2 F 3 2 
L F13 F23 - Qi (8.18) 
where the properties of diagonal matrices (Vi, Fm , Vp, Vj, and Fm) have been used to go from 
Equation (8.17a) to (8.17b). The usefulness of this procedure is immediately apparent upon 
examination of the terms in the resulting matrix. Equation (8.18) shows that the matrix contains all 
of the necessary information to identify all of the interzonal and infiltration airflows into each of the 
detection cells within the system. It is equivalent to the matrix defined as F in Equation (2.6). 
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Theoretically, other parameters can be obtained by closer examination of the coefficient matrices H 
and E. However, the simulations and experimental results to follow have shown that the only 
parameter which the identification procedure accurately estimates is the total volume of the zone, 
ViD + V_. This parameter is obtained by combining terms from the diagonals of the H and E 
matrices. 
Using the notation of Equations (8.7) and (8.9), the matrix H can be written as follows 
H = V r iF m -V D - iF D (8.19) 
For the three-zone system of Figure 8.16, Equation (8.19) can be written as 
H = 0 Eta* o V21 
0 0 (F3.m) V3I J 
(Ql+Fi.m) 
VlD 
E12. 
V2D 
F_ 
L v3D 
Fa 
VlD 
(Q2+F2.m) 
V2D 
F* 
V3D 
_ _ 
VlD 
__L 
V2D 
(Q3+F3.m) 
V3D 
(8.20) 
and the matrix E can be written as 
E = f^k (8.21) 
By forming the ratio of corresponding elements of the diagonals of H and E, an estimate for the 
total volume of zone i can be formed 
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Equation (8.22) will predict a total volume which is larger than the actual volume. An accurate 
estimate of Vi is obtained when the ratio on the right-side of the equation is small relative to 
ViD + V_. The simulations in the following section will show that for accurate identification of 
the airflows within the system, the ratio on the right-side of Equation (8.22) is generally small. 
Since Equation (8.14) is second-order in CD, the procedure for obtaining the discrete-time 
equivalent used in Section 3.1 is not applicable. Instead, the derivatives appearing in the equation 
can simply be replaced with discrete-time approximations. The first and second derivitives of the 
detection cell concentrations can be approximated as 
t D ( t ) _cD([k+l]T) + cD([k-l]T)-2cD(kT) (g23) 
2T/2 
and 
^ ) = a g k ± i ] T ^ g w m
 (824) 
Equations (8.23) and (8.24) can then be substituted into Equation (8.14) to obtain the following 
discrete-time equivalent 
cD(k+l) = Q cD(k) +R d)(k-l) +W g(k) (8.25) 
where the matrices Q, R, and W are algebraic combinations of H, J, and E and are defined as 
follows 
Q = (I + TH)-1(2I-2T2J) (8.26) 
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R = (I + TH)"1(TH-I) (8.27) 
W = 2T2(I + TH)"1E (8.28) 
Since the modified least-squares procedure described below identifies the Q, R, and W matrices 
which appear in Equation (8.14), the above relation's must be used to solve for H, J, and E. This 
produces the following matrix equations 
H = ^ ( I + R)(I-R)-l (8.29) 
J = 2 p ( I + TH)W (8.30) 
E = - 2 ^ [ ( I + TH)Q-2I)] (8.31) 
The last task to perform before the injection cell technique can be utilized in cases where non-ideal 
mixing occurs is to modify the recursive least-squares technique developed in Chapter 3. The 
procedure is straight forward and follows the method suggested by Ossman and Kamen (1987). 
To do this, it is necessary to modify only the parameter and regression matrices. The parameter 
matrix, corresponding to the system described by Equation (8.25) is 
9 = [ Q R W ] T (8.32) 
and contains, indirectly, the unknown parameters of interest. The regression vector, $(k-l), for 
this system becomes 
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4>(k-l) = [ co(k-l)T co(k-2)T g(k-l)T]T (8.33) 
With these modifications, the least-squares solutions given by Equations (3.11) or (3.12) can be 
used to identify the unknown parameters in the system modelled using the injection cell technique. 
8.4.1 Evaluation of the Injection Cell Technique Using Simulated Systems 
In keeping with the methodology of the previous chapters, the characteristics of the proposed 
injection cell technique will first be examined using computer simulated systems. The use of 
simulation has proven to be a very valuable tool for evaluation of multizone flow system 
identification algorithms. This simulated system will be used to evaluate a number of different 
aspects of the injection cell technique including: 
•The effect of noise 
• The effect of very rapid/slow mixing 
• The effect of different relative injection/detection cell volumes 
• The effect of "leakage flows" into the injection cells 
• The effect of sampling interval 
Once the method has been evaluated using the simulated data, and potential problems have been 
identified, the experimental facility will be used to validate the technique on an actual multizone 
flow system. 
The first simulations consist of a single-zone system. The system consists of one injection and one 
detection cell. The flow and volume parameters of interest in a single-zone system include: Fni, 
Fin, Fi,m, VID, and Vn. Unfortunately, as indicated in the previous section, the only parameters 
which can be identified in the single-zone case are Fni, Fin and Vi. 
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Figure 8.17 shows a sample of tracer concentration data for a simulated single-zone system in 
which non-ideal mixing occurs. The volumes of the detection and injection cells are both equal to 
100 m3 (VID/VH = 1.0). The infilttation flow is 0.1 m3/s and the mixing flow is set to 0.1 m3/s 
(Foi/Fi^n = 1). The sampling interval was 100 seconds. This corresponds to a sampling interval, 
T = 0.1 X, where X is the time constant of the detection cell based upon a volume of 100 m3 and 
total airflow of 0.1 m3/s. A pulse input of 0.5 kg is applied to the injection cell at t = 600 seconds. 
No noise has been added to the data. 
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Figure 8.17 Simulated Tracer Concentration Data For Single-Zone System-Inadequate Mixing 
The injection cell modelling technique described in the previous section can be applied to the 
concentration data of this simulated system. This results in an estimation of the infiltration 
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airflows, Fni or Fio, of 0.13 m3/s and a total volume of Vi = 246 m3. Since the actual values of 
the flows were 0.1 m3/s and the total volume was 200 m3, the injection cell technique was accurate 
to within 30%. This is a vast improvement over the modelling technique which assumes the inputs 
mix instantaneously within the zone. If this technique is used to evaluate the tracer concentration 
data, it predicts an infiltration airflow which is in error by more than an order of magnitude. 
The data shown in Figure 8.17 is just one possible example of a single-zone system in which non-
ideal mixing occurs. It is useful to evaluate the injection cell technique for different relative values 
of the mixing and infiltration flows, injection and detection volumes, sampling intervals, and levels 
of noise. Such an analysis would indicate potential limitations of the technique which should be 
well understood before it is applied to data from real systems. 
Figure 8.18 shows how the final parameter ratios, Qni and Qi, for the infiltration airflow and total 
volume varied as the magnitude of the mixing airflow, Fi jm, changed relative to Fni. The 
remaining parameters are identical to those used in obtaining the data of Figure 8.17. Figure 8.18 
indicates that as the mixing airflow becomes small, relative to the infiltration flow, the accuracy of 
the injection cell technique decreases. As the ratio Fi>m/Foi drops below 1, the error in the 
identified parameters rises rapidly. As the ratio rises above 3, the error drops to less than 10%. 
Thus, it can be concluded that the injection cell has to be strongly coupled to the detection cell. 
This implies the mixing flow, Fi>m, must be of the same order of magnitude (or larger) as the 
infiltration flow. 
Figure 8.19 shows how the final parameter ratios, QQI and Qi, for the infiltration airflow and total 
volume varied as the magnitude of the injection cell volume, Vn, changes relative to VID- The 
remaining parameters are identical to those used in obtaining the data of Figure 8.17 with the 
exception that the mixing airflow, Fi ) in, has been increased to 1 as suggested above 
(Fl.m^Ol = 10). Figure 8.19 indicates that as the injection cell volume becomes large, relative to 
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Figure 8.19 Final Parameter Ratios as a Function of VID/VH 
the detection cell volume, the accuracy of the injection cell technique decreases. The response of 
the detection cell to the input also decreases-which may increase the identification algorithms 
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sensitivity to noise. As the ratio, Vm/Vn drops below 0.2, the error in the identified parameters 
rises rapidly. If the ratio is above 0.2, the error is less than 10%. This implies that the injection 
cell volume, Vn, should be no larger than 5VID for accurate identification of the infiltration 
airflow. 
If the injection cell is very small relative to the detection cell, or the mixing flow is very large 
relative to the infiltration flow, the air within the two cells mixes very rapidly. If the sampling 
interval is large enough, the injection may appear to be completely mixed within the zone within 
one sampling interval. The concentration as a function of time would appear as in Figure 8.20. 
This situation has been evaluated extensively in the preceeding chapters. However, it is interesting 
to note that the injection cell technique works very well on such a system (with the exception that it 
does not estimate the effective volume). In Figures 8.18 and 8.19, the concentration histories 
resemble the well-mixed situation of Figure 8.19 for values of Fiiin/Foi > 10 or Virj/Vn >10. In 
such cases, the injection cell technique provides very accurate estimates of the infiltration flow. 
Figure 8.21 shows how the final parameter ratios, Qni and Q\, for the infiltration airflow and total 
volume varied with T/x. The time constant of the detection cell, x, is based on its volume and the 
infiltration airflow into it. The remaining parameters are identical to those used in obtaining the data 
of Figure 8.17 with the exception that the mixing airflow, Fi,m, has been increased to 1. Figure 
8.21 indicates the that least-squares identification algorithm for the injection cell model produces 
accurate results over a wide range of sampling intervals. For sampling intervals in the range 0.06 
< T/X < 0.4, the procedure estimates the parameters to within 10%. If the sampling interval is 
larger than 0.4 T/X or smaller than 0.06 T/X the error increases significantly. The least-squares 
procedure becomes unstable for T/X > 0.5. 
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A major question which remains unanswered is what effect external air leakage into the injection 
cell has on the predicted infiltration airflow. The injection cell technique was derived under the 
assumption that the only air exchange with the injection cell was the mixing flow between it and the 
detection cell. This is obviously a strict assumption and one which may be violated in numerous 
instances. 
Figure 8.22 shows how the final parameter ratios, Qni and &i> for the estimated infiltration 
airflow and total volume varied as the leakage airflow (from the outdoors to the injection cell) 
changed relative to the infiltration flow into the detection cell. Since the sum of the infiltration 
flows into the injection and detection cells is equal to the overall infiltration into the zone, the 
identified infiltration should account for both flows. The final parameter ratio is computed using 
this criterion. For example, if the infiltration flow into the detection cell is 0.1 m3/s and the leakage 
flow into the injection cell is 0.05 m3/s, and the identification technique estimated an infiltration 
flow, Foi, of 0.16 m3/s then Qni = 0.016/(0.1 + 0.05) = 1.07. 
Figure 8.22 indicates that the algorithm is able to compensate quite well for the case where there is 
a leakage flow into the injection cell. The figure shows that, even for leakage flows which are 10 
times larger than the infiltration flow into the detection cell, the identification procedure is able to 
estimate the overall infiltration (Fni + Fieakage) to within 10%. The error in the total volume 
increases rapidly for Fni/Fieakage < L 
The sensitivity to noise of the injection cell modelling technique was also tested. Since both it and 
the standard modelling technique of Section 2.6 rely upon the method of least-squares, one might 
expect their noise rejection characteristics to be similar. This was found to be the case. For the 
levels of white noise for which the standard modelling technique was tested, up to 5% and 10% of 
the initial concentration (a2 = 0.0004 and 0.002 kg/m3), the method estimated the unknown 
parameters to within 3 and 5% of the actual value, respectively. 
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The second set of simulations will examine the injection cell modelling technique in the context of a 
two-zone system. Each zone within the system consists of one injection and one detection cell. 
The flow and volume parameters of interest in a two-zone system include: Fni, FlO, F02, F20, F12, 
F21, Fi^ m, F2,m, VID,V2D, Vn and V21. However, as indicated in the previous section, the only 
volumes which are accurately identified are the total volumes, Vi and V2. 
Figure 8.23 shows a sample of tracer concentration data for a simulated two-zone system in which 
non-ideal mixing occurs. The volumes of the detection and injection cells for both zones are equal 
to 100 m3 (ViD/Vji = 1.0). The infiltration and interzonal airflows Fni, F10, F02, F20, F12, and 
F21 are 0.1 m3/s and the mixing flows are set to 0.5 m3/s (Fy/Fi,m = 5). The sampling interval is 
100 seconds. This corresponds to a sampling interval, T = 0.1 Xmin> where Xmin is the shortest 
time constant of the system based upon detection cell volumes and flows indicated above. A pulse 
input of 0.5 kg is applied to the injection cells of Zone 1 and 2 at t = 600 and 1200 seconds, 
respectively. No noise has been added to the data. 
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Figure 8.23 Simulated Tracer Concentration Data For Two-Zone System-Inadequate Mixing 
The injection cell modelling technique described in the previous section can be applied to the 
concentration data of this simulated two-zone system. This results in an estimation of the airflows, 
Fni, Fin, Fn2, F20, F12, and F2i of 0.107,0.133, 0.107, 0.106, 0.103, and 0.138 m3/s, 
respectively. Since the actual values of the flows were 0.1 m3/s, the injection cell technique was 
accurate to within 38%. The total volumes, Vi and V2, were estimated to be 230 and 231 m3, 
respectively which are accurate to within 15% of their actual values of 200 m3. Again, this is a 
vast improvement over the modelling technique which assumes the inputs mix instantaneously 
within the zone. If the instantaneous mixing model is used to evaluate the tracer concentration 
data, the least-squares analysis predicts airflows which are in error by over an order of magnitude. 
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The data shown in Figure 8.23 is just one possible example of a two-zone system in which non-
ideal mixing occurs. As in the single-zone case, it is useful to evaluate the injection cell technique 
for different relative values of the mixing and infiltration flows, injection and detection volumes, 
sampling interval, and levels of noise. 
Figure 8.24 shows how the final parameter ratios, Qni, Qio, Onz, &20, &12, ^21, Qi. and _% 
varied with Fi^n/Fij. The remaining parameters are identical to those used in obtaining the data of 
Figure 8.23. Figure 8.24 indicates that as the mixing airflow becomes small, relative to the other 
airflows in the system, the accuracy of the injection cell technique decreases. For ratios of Fi,m/Fij 
greater than or equal to 5, the error in the identified parameters is less than 25%. As the ratio drops 
below 5, the error rises rapidly. Thus, as seen in the single-zone case, it can be concluded that for 
a two-zone system, the injection cells have to be strongly coupled to the detection cells. For the 
two-zone case, the mixing flow, Fi,m, should be at least 5 times larger than the remaining flows in 
the system. 
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Figure 8.25 shows how the final parameter ratios, Ooi, Qio, Q02, %o, Q12, % l , Qi, and Q.2 
varied as the magnitude of the injection cell volumes, V_, changed relative to V_>. The remaining 
parameters are identical to those used in obtaining the data of Figure 8.23 with the exception that 
the mixing airflows, Fi>m, have been increased to 1 as suggested above (Fi,m/Fy = 10). Figure 
8.25 indicates that as the injection cell volumes becomes large, relative to the detection cell 
volumes, the accuracy of the injection cell technique decreases. As the ratio, Virj/Vii drops below 
0.5, the errors in the identified parameters rise rapidly. If the ratio is above 0.5, the error is less 
than 10%. This implies that the injection cell volumes, V_, should be no larger than 2VID for 
accurate identification of the unknown parameters. 
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If the injection cells are very small relative to the detection cells, or if the mixing flows are very 
large relative to the infiltration and interzonal flows, the air within the two zones mixes very 
rapidly. If the sampling interval is large enough, the injections may appear to be completely mixed 
within the zones in one sampling interval. The concentration as a function of time would appear as 
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in Figure 8.26. Again, this situation has been evaluated extensively in the proceeding chapters. As 
was found in the single-zone case, the injection cell technique works very well on such a system. 
In Figures 8.24 and 8.25, the concentration histories resemble the well-mixed situation of Figure 
8.26 for values of Fi,m/Fij > 10 or VjD/Vii >10. As these figures indicate, the injection cell 
technique provides very accurate estimates of the unknown flow parameters. 
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Figure 8.26 Simulated Tracer Concentration Data For Two-Zone System-Rapid Mixing 
Figure 8.27 shows how the final parameter ratios varied as the sampling interval, T, changed 
relative to the time constant, Xmin, of the system. The time constant, Xmin, is the shortest time 
constant-based upon detection cell volumes and infiltration and interzonal airflows. The remaining 
parameters are identical to those used in obtaining the data of Figure 8.23 with the exception that 
the mixing airflows, Fi>m, have been increased to 1. Figure 8.27 indicates that the least-squares 
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identification algorithm for the injection cell model produces accurate results over a moderate range 
of sampling intervals. For sampling intervals in the range 0.1 _ T/Xmin ^ 0.22, the procedure 
estimates the parameters to within 10%. If the sampling interval is larger than 0.22 T/X or smaller 
than 0.1 T/X the error increases significantly. The least-squares procedure becomes unstable for 
T/X > 0.23. 
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A major question which remains unanswered is what effect air leakages into the injection cells have 
upon the predicted airflows. In systems with two or more zones, these leakages can be the result 
of air exchange with one of three different sources-the outdoors, another injection cell, or another 
detection cell. Since the modelling procedure does not explicitly account for any of these 
possibilities, it is necessary to investigate each one individually to determine the effect it has upon 
the predicted values of the airflows and total volumes. 
Figure 8.28 shows how the final parameter ratios varied as the leakage airflow (from the outdoors 
to the injection cell in Zone 1) changed relative to the remaining airflows within the system. The 
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remaining parameters are identical to those used in obtaining the data of Figure 8.23 with the 
exception that the mixing airflows, Fyn, have been increased to 1. Since the sum of the infiltration 
flows into the injection and detection cells of Zone 1 is equal to the overall infiltration into the zone, 
the identified infiltration should account for both flows. The final parameter ratios, QQI and Clio, 
are computed using this criterion. For example, if the infiltration flow into (and out of) the 
detection cell of Zone 1 is 0.1 m3/s and the leakage flow into (and out of) the injection cell is 0.05 
m3/s, and the identification technique estimated an infiltration flow, Fni, of 0.16 m3/s then QQI = 
0.016/(0.1+ 0.05) = 1.07. 
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Figure 8.28 indicates that the algorithm is able to compensate quite well for the case where there is 
infiltration leakage flow into the injection cell of Zone 1-provided it is not too large relative to the 
other flows in the system. The figure shows that if the leakage flow is no larger than the remaining 
airflows within the system, the identification procedure is able to estimate all the parameters to 
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within 10%. As the leakage flow is increased beyond this point, the error in half of the estimated 
parameters increases only slightly while it increases rapidly for F%), F21, Vi, and V2. 
Figure 8.29 shows how the final parameter ratios varied as the leakage airflow (from the injection 
cell in Zone 1 to the detection cell in Zone 2) changed relative to the remaining airflows within the 
system. Since the sum of the interzonal flows into the injection and detection cells of Zones 1 and 2 
is equal to the overall interzonal airflow, the identified flows should again account for both. 
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Figure 8.29 indicates that the algorithm is able to compensate for the case where there is interzonal 
leakage flow into the injection cell of Zone 1 provided it is not too large relative to the other flows 
in the system. The figure shows that if the leakage flow is no larger than the remaining airflows 
within the system, the identification procedure is able to estimate all of the parameters to within 
20%. This error is slightly larger than for the previous case where the leakage was from the 
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outdoors to the injection cell. As the leakage flow is increased beyond this point, the error in the 
estimated parameters increases rapidly. 
Finally, the effect of a leakage airflow between the injection cells of Zone 1 and 2 was examined. 
Figure 8.30 shows how the final parameter ratios varied as the leakage airflow changed relative to 
the remaining airflows within the system. The final parameter ratios, CI21 and Q12, are computed 
using a criterion identical to the one established for Figure 8.29. 
Figure 8.30 indicates that once again, the algorithm is able to compensate for the case where there 
is a leakage flow into the injection cell of Zone 1. The figure indicates that the infiltration airflows 
are very insensitive to this type of leakage flow. However, the accuracy of the interzonal airflows 
and total volumes is dependent upon the leakage flow. The figure shows that if the leakage flow 
is no larger than the remaining airflows within the system, the identification procedure is able to 
estimate all the parameters to within 30%. However, as the leakage flow is increased beyond this 
point, the error in the estimated values of the parameters increases rapidly. 
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The sensitivity to noise of the injection cell modelling technique for a two-zone system was also 
tested. For the levels of white noise for which the standard modelling technique was tested, up to 
5% and 10% of the initial concentration (a2 = 0.0004 and 0.002 kg/m3), the method estimated all 
of the unknown parameters to within 5 and 22%, respectively of the actual value. This is 
comparable to the accuracy obtained using the standard modelling technique. 
The above simulations have shown that the injection cell technique proposed in Section 8.4 is able 
to identify airflows and total volumes within some simulated systems in which non-ideal mixing of 
the inputs occur. The limitations of the technique require that the mixing flows be large relative to 
the other flows within the system. Another requirement is that the injection cell volumes cannot be 
significantly larger than the detection cell volumes. The sampling interval criteria are comparable to 
those developed in Chapters 5 and 7. Finally, the technique appears to be insensitive to leakage 
airflows to the injection cells provided they are not too large relative to the remaining airflows 
within the system. 
8.4.1 Experimental Evaluation of the Injection Cell Technique 
So far, the injection cell technique has been evaluated using only simulated data. These 
simulations have examined the performance of the proposed methods under a variety of conditions 
and have highlighted some of its limitations. In this section, the experimental test-stand will be 
used to artifically induce non-ideal mixing under controlled conditions. The injection cell 
modelling technique will then be used in combination with least-squares to identify the relevant 
airflows in the system. 
Figure 8.31 shows a sample of tracer concentration data for a simulated single-zone system in 
which non-ideal mixing occurs. Zone 2, with a volume of 12.5 m3 (Vn), was used as the 
injection cell. Zone 1, with a volume of 25.5 m3 (VID), was used as the detection cell. This 
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results in a volume ratio Vin/Vii = 2.0. The infiltration flow, Fni, was 0.0181 m3/s and the 
mixing flow (between Zones 1 and 2) was 0.082 m3/s (Fni/Fi,m = 4.5). The sampling interval 
was 120 seconds. This corresponds to a sampling interval, T = 0.09 X, where X is the time 
constant of the detection cell based on a volume of 25.5 m3 and total airflow of 0.0181 m3/s. A 
pulse input of 0.154 kg was applied to the injection cell at t = 1800 seconds. 
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Figure 8.31 Experimental Tracer Concentration Data For Single-Zone System-Inadequate Mixing 
The figure indicates that, for this system, the input is not well mixed within one sample interval 
following the input. Thus, this system is a candidate for either a new sampling interval or the 
injection cell modelling technique. While increasing the sampling interval will work on this 
particular system, the injection cell technique will be used instead. For this single-zone 
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experimental system, the injection cell technique predicts an infiltration airflow of 0.0183 m3/s and 
a total volume of 40.1 m3 which are accurate to within 1 and 6%, respectively. 
While the above example could have been analyzed using a different value for the sampling 
interval, the injection cell technique was developed primarily as a tool which could be used when 
increasing the sampling interval was not a viable option. Such a system was illustrated in Figure 
8.15. For this system, increasing the sampling interval by the necessary amount would result in 
seriously violating the sampling interval criteria established in Section 7.6. 
The proposed injection cell modelling technique was applied to this system. It resulted in estimated 
values of Fni and F21 of 6.0 and 6.3 L/s, respectively. Both of these values are accurate to within 
13% of the actual values of 5.7 and 5.6 L/s. The estimated total volumes were Vi= 30.3 m3 and 
V2- 25.3 m3 which are accurate to within 20% of their actual values of 25.5 and 25 m3. Thus, the 
proposed analysis procedure shows promise in estimating some of die flow and volume parameters 
in systems with non-ideal mixing characteristics. 
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9. CONCLUSIONS 
9.1 Summary 
The proposed single gas tracer technique was evaluated extensively using both simulated and 
experimental multizone systems. The following is a summary of the results: 
1. The single gas tracer technique appears to be a viable alternative to more traditional multizone 
techniques. The decreased complexity of the single gas technique reduces the amount of 
equipment needed and simplifies the injection procedure. A least-squares regression analysis is 
proposed for identifying the unknown interzonal and infiltration airflows and volume parameters 
from the tracer gas concentration history. 
2. Two different techniques are presented for analyzing the tracer gas concentration data. The 
batch method requires that the entire tracer gas test be completed before the data can be used to 
estimate the unknown parameters. The recursive method allows estimation of these parameters as 
each new data point is collected. This permits the investigator to determine, on-line, appropriate 
times for the tracer injections. The method also has the advantage that it can be modified to track 
parameters in a system in which they are varying with respect to time. 
3. The proposed technique requires that an input be applied to each zone in the system. A rapid 
pulse-type injection has proven adequate for airflow and effective volume parameter identification 
for the simulations and experimental system studied. Simulations have shown that the 
identification procedure is completed more rapidly if the inputs to multiple zones are separated by a 
short interval-rather than applied simultaneously. 
4. Computer simulations of multizone flow systems have been used extensively. The use of 
simulation has proven to be a valuable tool in evaluating the identification procedure under a variety 
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of conditions. For the case where no noise was added to the simulated data, the identification 
procedure was able to estimate all of the interzonal airflows and effective volumes to within 5%. 
For low to moderate levels of noise, the algorithm was able to estimate most parameters to within 
10%. 
5. The recursive least-squares algorithm can be used to track flow and volume parameters in a 
system in which they vary. Simulations have shown that if the algorithm is modified to employ 
exponential forgetting of the data, it can successfully track low frequency parameter variations in 
the multizone systems studied. The use of forgetting factors greater than 0.95 is recommended to 
reduce sensitivity to noise. 
6. Numerous simulations have shown that proper selection of the sampling interval is important 
for accurate parameter identification. Sampling intervals in the range of 0.1 _ T/xmin ^ 0.2 have 
been shown to be sufficiently fast, relative to the fastest system time constant (Xmin), to capture the 
dynamics of importance while still allowing time for the tracer inputs to mix adequately. 
7. The three-zone experimental test facility proved to be a valuable compliment to simulation for 
evaluation of the proposed parameter identification technique. In most cases, the procedure was 
able to estimate the flows and effective volumes of the experimental system to within 10% of their 
measured values. The experimental results also indicate the sampling interval criterion established 
using simulation holds for these tests as well. 
8. The mixing characteristics of the inputs within the zones have been shown to have a significant 
impact upon the estimation of the system parameters. The standard modelling procedure of 
Chapter 2 requires that the inputs be well-mixed within the zones before the first concentration 
sample is recorded following the application of those inputs. If the input is not well-mixed, three 
different methods have been proposed for altering the identification procedure to compensate-
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lengthening the sample interval, sub-dividing the poorly mixed zones into a larger number of 
zones, and changing the multizone model to account for non-ideal mixing. Each method was 
shown to be appropriate under different conditions. 
9. The injection cell modelling technique proposed in Chapter 8 shows promise for analyzing 
systems in which non-ideal mixing occurs. The technique can be used to estimate all of the 
interzonal and infiltration airflows as well as the total volumes of the zones in systems where the 
inputs mix too slowly for sample interval compensation. 
9.2 Recommendations 
The results of this study have indicated a number of areas in which further research is needed. 
Since the proposed technique is primarily an experimental tool, a large part of this research falls 
into the category of field studies. 
1. The proposed single gas tracer technique should be evaluated in both residential and small scale 
commercial buildings. This analysis should concentrate on difficulties in determining the number, 
and locations of the zones. 
2. The mixing characteristics of the tracer inputs in real, single- and multizone enclosures should 
be examined and the methods proposed in Chapter 8 for compensating for non-ideal mixing should 
be evaluated. 
3. Methods for allowing relaxation of the sampling interval criteria established throughout this 
work should be explored. 
4. Further analysis of the injection cell technique is necessary to determine if modifications would 
permit the identification of some or all of the remaining volume and flow parameters. 
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APPENDIX A 
A l Pascal Listing of Computer Multizone Simulation Code 
{This program is used to simulate a multi-zone system The inputs } 
{required by the simulation are read from the file InFile and } 
(include number of zones, zone volumes, initial concentrations, all } 
{flow rates, and contaminant pulse quantities and times. } 
Program MultiZoneSimulation(Input,Output); 
{$UMathRoutines} 
(SUGrafLib) 
{$S+} 
Uses {$S } MemTypes,QuickDmw,Osmtf,ToolIntffackIntf,Sane, 
{$S Grafl} GrafTypes,GrafPaklLib,GrafPak2Lib, 
($S Graf2} GrafPak3Lib,GrafPak4Lib,GrafPak5Lib, 
MathRoutines; 
type 
Carray = Array [ 1..3] of pvector; {array of vectors containing the } 
{zone concentrations at each Tree} 
var 
easy Window: WindowPtr, {Pointer to the current window} 
windowRect: Rect; {Rectangle for the window} 
MZSInpuL-Text; {Input file-provides the parameters for the simulation} 
MZSOutpufcText; {Output file-simulation data is stored here} 
FileOpen:Boolean; {Set to true if a file is open} 
RNMatrix; {The matrix of zone to zone flow Rates} 
V:NMatrix; {The matrix of zone volumes} 
Vinv:NMatrix; {The inverse of the volume matrix} 
A:NMatrix; {Matrix product ofVinv and F) 
M:NMatrix; {The vector containing the Foi's i=l...n} 
G,Go:nxlMatrix; {The vectors containing the zone pulse quantities} 
Tpulse:nxlMatrix; {The vector containing the zone pulse times} 
Co:Double; {The outdoor concentration-assumed constant for simulation} 
dtDouble; {The calculation interval for new concentrations} 
Trec:Double; {Time between the data points} 
Ttot-Double; {The total time of the simulation} 
Tarray :pvector, {Vector holding the time when each data point is taken} 
CData:Carray; {Array holding the generated data points for the simulation) 
ndatainteger; {Total number of data points} 
PercentNoise:Double; {The percentage of signal 'noise' incorporated into data} 
Noise:Double; {Decimal equivilet of PercentNoise} 
ij:integer, (loop index) 
(Procedure ReadlnDataFile opens a data file called MZSInput) 
(and reads in the data required for the simulation} 
Procedure ReadlnDataFile; 
Var 
topLeffcPoint; 
Reply:SFReply; 
typelistSFTypeList; 
begin 
Writeln('Select the file to be used as input to this simulation.'); 
topLefth:=90; 
topLeft.v:=80; 
SFGetFile(topLeft,",nti,-l,typelist,nil,Reply); 
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IfReply.goodthen 
begin 
FileOpen:=Tme; 
Writeln('Reading in the input data...'); 
Reset(MZSInput,Reply.fName); 
readln(MZSInpuMi); 
readln(MZSInput,Co); 
readln(MZSInput,dt); 
readln(MZSInput,Trec); 
readln(MZSInput,Ttot); 
readln(MZSInputj>ercentNoise); 
ZeroMatrix(V,n,n); 
fori:=l ton do 
read(MZSInput,V[i4]); 
readln(MZSInput); 
Fori :=1 ton do 
read(M_SInputJVI[i,l]); 
readln(MZSInput); 
for i:= 1 to n do 
begin 
read(MZSInput,F[i4]); 
F[i4]:= -F[i,i] (Insert flows to the outdoors} 
end; {into the proper location in the F matrix} 
readln(MZSInput); 
if n o l then 
fori:=l ton do 
begin 
forj:=ltondo 
begin 
i f io j then 
(Insert the flows from zone to zone into the} 
{proper location in the F matrix} 
read(MZSInputf[ij]); 
if j=n then 
readln(MZSInput) 
end; 
end; 
forj:=ltondo 
begin 
for i:= 1 to n do 
i f io j then 
(Complete the calculation of the diagonal elements} 
(by subtracting all other flows in column} 
F[j,j]:=F[j,j]-F[ij]; 
end; 
for i := 1 to n do 
read(MZSInput,G[i]); (read in the zone pulse quantities} 
readln(MZSInput); 
fori:= 1 ton do 
read(MZSInput,Tpulse[i]); (read in the zone pulse Times} 
readln(MZSInput); 
for i := 1 to n do 
read(MZSInput,CData[i, 1]); (read in the initial concentrations} 
{Read in the number of zones} 
(Read in the outdoor concentration} 
{Read in calculation interval) 
(Read in the time between recorded data) 
(Read in the total time of the simulation} 
(Read in % noise (full signal) to be) 
(superimposed upon the data generated) 
(Fill all components of the V with zeros} 
(Read in the various zone volumes} 
(Read in the flows from the outdoors} 
readln(MZSInput); 
Close(MZSInpuf); 
end; 
end; 
(Procedure GenerateTheData is used to calculate the values of the) 
(zone concentrations at each Tree for the duration of the simulation) 
Procedure GenerateTheData; 
Var 
TimeStepsJc,i:integer, 
GenStep:Array[1..10] of integer, 
Cdot,C:nxlMatrix; 
TimedDouble; 
begin 
WritelnCGenerating the simulation data '); 
Tarray[l]:=0; (First Data point is taken at time=0} 
ndata:=l;(Now have 1 data point) 
TimeSteps:= Round(Ttot/dt); (Determine total number of calculation steps} 
for i:= 1 to n do 
GenStep[i]:=Round(Tpulse[i]/dt); (Determine the step when the} 
fori:= 1 ton do 
C[i] :=Cdata[i, 1]; {Copy initial concentration values into array} 
{generation pulses will occur} 
{ opy initial concentration vali 
(holding the most recently calculated values) 
for i:= 2 to TimeSteps-1 do 
begin 
RKF34(n,OA,dt); (Call the Runge-Kuta algorithm} 
for k:= 1 to n do 
if ((i-1) = GenStep[k]) then (See if it is time for the pulse) 
C[k]:=C[k]+G[K]; (If it is, add in the pulse contribution} 
fork:= 1 ton do 
C[k]:=C[k]+M[k,l]*Co*dt; 
(Add in the contribution of the outdoor air} 
if (i*dt) >= (Tarray[ndata]+Trec) then(time to record a data point} 
begin 
ndata:=ndata+l; (Update the total number of data points} 
Tarray[ndata]:=i*dt; (Record the time of the new data point) 
fork:=l ton do 
CData[k,ndata]:=C[k]; 
(Record the new zone concentrations} 
end; 
end; 
end; 
(Procedure PutlnNoise adds small randomly generated fluctuations) 
{to the data produced by the Runge-Kuta integration above. The} 
(noise is white-zero mean and a variance dependent upon Percentnoise} 
Procedure PutlnNoise; 
var 
a,sign,deltaC:real; 
actualwaitdongint; 
begin 
Noise:=PercentNoise/100; 
for i:= 1 to n do 
forj:=l tonDatado 
begin 
sign:=l; 
a:=randomize; 
ifa<0.5then 
sign:=-l; 
deltaC:=sign*Noise*Randomize*Cdata[l,l]; 
Cdata[ij]:= Cdata[ij]+deltaC; 
delayO mod 5,actualwait) 
end; 
end; 
(Procedure PlotTheData plots the data generated by the simulation) 
Procedure PlotTheData; 
VAR 
pErr: pError, 
fhunvcPixel,yPixel:integer, 
BEGIN 
Plotmit; 
SetPlotRectThickness(3); 
SetxTicks(0,500, Ttot+20); 
SetyTicks(Co,l,4); 
xTickLabelRange(l, skipO, maxTicks); 
yTickLabelRange(l, skipO, maxTicks); 
SetTickPrecision(0,3); 
Title('ZONE CONCENTRATION VS. TIME'); 
TitlePosition(top); 
xLabel(Time'); 
yLabel('Concen_ation (kg/cubic meter)'); 
SetLineSize(2,2); 
DolinePlot; 
TickPosition(bottom, left); 
PlotOut(nData,Tarray,Cdata[l],pErr); 
SetLinePattern(DkGray); 
for i:= 2 to n do 
Begin 
Overplot(nData,Tarray,Cdata[i],pErr); 
SetLinePattem(LtGray) 
End; 
for i:= 1 to n do 
begin 
PlotRetum(Tarray[ruOam],Cdata[i,nData],xPixel,yPixel,pErr); 
MoveTo(xpixel-2,ypixel); 
DrawString(concat('Zone *,chr(i+48))); 
end; 
END; 
{$S anotherSeg) 
Procedure MakeWindowthenPlot; 
BEGIN 
InitGraf(@thePort); 
InitFonts; 
InitWindows; 
TEInit 
_utDialogs(NIL); 
InitCursor, 
windowRect := screenbits.bounds; 
InsetRect(windowRect, 30,30); 
easyWindow := NewWindow(NIL, windowRect,'', true, dBoxProc, Pointer(-l), false, 0); 
SetPort(easyWindow); 
PlotTheData; 
WHILE NOT Button DO 
BEGIN 
(stalling) 
END; 
DisposeWindow(easyWindow); 
END; 
(Procedure CreateOutputFile creates an output file} 
(containing the data generated by the simulation} 
Procedure CreateOutputFile; 
var 
doitxhar, 
topLeft:Point; 
Reply:SFReply; 
begin 
windowRect := screenbits.bounds; 
_isetRect(windowRect, 30,30); 
easyWindow := NewWindow(NTL, windowRect,'', true, dBoxProc, Pointer(-l), false, 0); 
SetPort(easyWindow); 
WriteCCreate an Output file? (y/n): '); 
readln(doit); 
if doit = 'y' then 
begin 
topLeft.h:=90; 
topLeftv:=80; 
SFPutFile(topLeft,'Save Data As:','MZSOutput',rul,Reply); 
IfReply.goodthen 
begin 
Rewrite(MZSOutput,Reply.fName); 
writeln(MZSOutput,n); 
writeln(MZSOutput,Trec); 
writeln(MZSOutput,ndata); 
for i := 1 to n do 
Write(MZSOutput,Go[i]:8:6,chr(9)); 
Writeln(MZSOutput); 
for i := 1 to n do 
Write(MZSOutput,Tpulse[i]:8:6,chr(9)); 
Writeln(MZSOutput); 
fori:=l to ndata do 
begin 
write(MZSOutput,Tarray[i]:6:2,chr(9)); 
write(MZSOumut,Co+Noise*Randomize*Co:10:9,chr(9)); 
for j:= 1 to n do 
write(MZSOutput,Cdata[j,i]:10:9,chr(9)); 
writeln(MZSOutput) 
end; 
Close(MZSOutput); 
end; 
end; 
DisposeWindow(easyWindow); 
end; 
begin 
FileOpen:=False; 
ReadlnDataFile; 
ifFileOpenthen 
begin 
for i := 1 to n do 
Go[i]:=G[i]; 
fori :=1 ton do 
G[i]:=G[i]/(V[U]); 
ZeroMatrix(Vinv,n,n); 
fori:=ltondo 
Vinv[i4]:=l/V[i41; 
MatrixMult(Vinv,n,nf^i,n^A); 
MatrixMult(Vinvji,n,M,n, 1 ,M); 
GenerateTheData; 
PutlnNoise; 
MakeWindowthenPlot; 
CreateOutputFile; 
end; 
end. 
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(Main Program) 
{Read in the data required for the simulation} 
{Save pulse quantities for output file} 
(Determine net generation per cubic meter} 
(Inverts the diagonal V Matrix=Vinv) 
(Thus, Cdot=AC+G+MCo} 
A.2 Math Routines Unit Used in the Computer Codes 
Unit MathRoutines(lOl); 
interface 
($S+) 
UsesMemTypes,QuickDraw,Osmtf,Toolmtf^ackIntf,Sane; 
const 
TNNearlyZero = 1E-015; { Close to zero } 
TNArraySize = 6; { Size of the matrix } 
type 
TNvector = array[O..TNArraySize] of Extended; 
TNmatrix = array[O..TNArraySize] of TNvector, 
NMarrix= TNmatrix; 
nxlMatrix= TNvector, 
var 
ntinteger, 
(Function P raises the number x to the power n} 
FUNCTION P (x: Double;n: Double): Double; 
(Function Randomize returns a random Number) 
(between the values of 0 and 1-inclusive} 
Function Randomize:Double; 
(Procedure MatrixMult multiplies matricies} 
(A and B and returns the result as AB} 
Procedure MatrixMult(A:NMatrix; 
RAtinteger, 
CAtinteger, 
B:NMatrix; 
RB:integer, 
CB:integer, 
varAB:NMatrix); 
{Procedure MatrixAdd adds the matricies) 
(A and B and returns the result as ApB) 
Procedure MatrixAdd(A:NMatrix; 
B:NMatrix; 
R:integer, 
Cinteger, 
varApB:NMatrix); 
(Procedure MatrixSub subtracts the matricies) 
{A - B and returns the result as AmB} 
Procedure MatrixSub(A:NMatrix; 
B:NMatrix; 
Rinteger; 
Cinteger, 
var AmB:NMatrix); 
(Procedure ZeroMatrix sets all the elements of} 
(a matrix A to zero) 
Procedure ZeroMatrix(Var A:Nmatrix; 
R:integer, 
{# Rows of A} 
{# Columns of A) 
(#RowsofB) 
{# Columns of B) 
(#RowsofA&B) 
{# Columns of A&B} 
{#RowsofA&B} 
{# Columns of A&B) 
{# of Rows} 
Cinteger); {# of Columns} 
(Procedure TransposeMatrix takes the transpose of a matrix A) 
(and returns the value of the transpose AT) 
Procedure TransposeMarrix( VarA:Nmatrix; 
Rtinteger, {# of Rows} 
Cinteger, {# of Columns} 
VarATNmatrix); 
Procedure RKF34( Ntinteger, 
varYmxlMatrix; 
Ah:NMatrix; 
EL-Double); 
r * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
{ RUNGE-KUTTA INTEGRATION ROUTINE. 
{ USES THIRD AND FOURTH ORDER SCHEMES AND COMPARES RESULTS 
( IN ORDER TO ESTIMATE ERROR. STEP SIZE H IS AUTOMATICALLY 
{ ADJUSTED IN ORDER TO MAINTAIN SPECIFIED ACCURACY. 
{ INPUTS: 
{ CalcDeriv = NAME FOR CALCULATING DERIVATIVES. 
( N = NUMBER OF STATE VARIABLES. 
( Y = DEPENDENT VARIABLES (VECTOR OF SIZE N). 
{ H = INITIAL STEP SIZE. 
{ REQUIRES A SUBROUTINE 
{ TO CALCULATE THE DERIVATIVES OF THE STATE VARIABLES WITH 
{ THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS: 
{ YTEMP = VECTOR OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE. 
{ F = VECTOR OF DERIVATIVES. 
r *********************************************************************** 
procedure Determinant(Dimen: integer, 
Data : TNmatrix; 
varDet : Extended; 
var Error: byte); 
r*********************************************************************** 
(Procedure Determinant calculates the determinant of a matrix. 
(Variables: 
{ Dimen : integer, Dimension of the square matrix 
{ Data : TNmatrix; Square matrix 
{ Det : Extended; Determinant of Data 
{ Error : integer, Flags if something goes wrong 
{ Errors: 0: No errors; 
{ 1: Dimen < 1 (Boreland Turbo Numerical Toolbox Routine) 
r*********************************************************************** 
procedure Inverse( Dimen : integer, 
Data : TNmatrix; 
varlnv : TNmatrix; 
var Error : byte); 
r *********************************************************************** 
(Procedure Inverse calculates the inverse of a matrix 
{Variables: Dimen: integer; Dimension of the square matrix 
{ Data : TNmatrix; Square matrix 
{ Inv : TNmatrix; Inverse of Data 
{ Error : integer, Flags if something goes wrong 
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{ Errors: 0: No errors; } 
{ 1: Dimen < 1 } 
{ 2: no inverse exists (Boreland Turbo Numerical Toolbox Routine) } 
r***********************************************************************i 
procedure InversePower( Dimen : integer; 
Mat : TNmatrix; 
varGuessVector : TNvector, 
ClosestVal : Extended; 
Maxlter : integer, 
Tolerance : Extended; 
var Eigenvalue : Extended; 
var Eigenvector : TNvector, 
var Iter : integer, 
var Error : byte); 
*********************************************************************** 
Procedure Inversepower calculates the eigenvalue/vector nearest the supplied value. 
Variables: 
Dimen : integer, Dimension of the matrix 
Mat : TNmatrix; The matrix 
Guess Vector : TNvector, Initial guess of an Eigenvector 
ClosestVal : Extended; Converge to eigenvalue Closest to this 
Maxlter : integer, Max. number of iterations 
Tolerance : Extended; Tolerance in answer 
Eigenvalue : Extended; Eigenvalue of the matrix 
Eigenvector : TNvector Eigenvector of the matrix 
Iter : integer, Number of iterations 
Error :byte; Flags if something goes wrong 
Errors: 0: No Errors 
1: Dimen < 2 
2: Tolerance <= 0 
3: Maxlter <1 
4: Iter >= Maxlter 
5: eigenvalue not calculated (Boreland Turbo Numerical Toolbox Routine) 
*********************************************************************** 
Implementation 
FUNCTION P; 
VAR 
Neg : Boolean; 
number : Double; 
Int : Integer, 
Islnt : Boolean; 
BEGIN 
Islnt := False; 
Int := Tranc(n); 
IF (abs(Int - n) < 10e-20) THEN 
Islnt := True; 
Neg := false; 
IFx<0THEN 
BEGIN 
x := -x; 
Neg := true; 
END; 
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number := exp(n * ln(x)); 
IF neg AND (NOT Islnt) THEN 
number := -number 
ELSE IF neg AND (islnt) AND ((Int MOD 2) o 0) THEN 
number := -number, 
P := number, 
END; 
Function Randomize; 
var 
rawResult-Longint; 
begin 
rawResult:=ABS(Random); 
Randomize:=rawResult/32768; 
end; 
Procedure TransposeMatrix; 
var 
U,K:Integer, 
begin 
for i:= 1 to R do 
forj:= 1 to C do 
AT(j,i]:=A[ij] 
end; 
Procedure MarrixMult; 
var 
x:Double; 
I,J,K:Integer, 
begin 
fori:=ltoRAdo 
forj:=ltoCBdo 
begin 
x:=0; 
fork:=ltoRBdo 
x:= x+A[I,K]*B[KJ]; 
AB[I,J]:=x 
end; 
end; 
Procedure MatrixAdd; 
Var 
ij.-integer, 
begin 
for i:= 1 to R do 
forj:=ltoCdo 
ApB[ij]:=A[ij]+B[i,j]; 
end; 
Procedure MatrixSub; 
Var 
ijanteger, 
begin 
fori:=ltoRdo 
forj:=ltoCdo 
AmB[ij]:=A[i,j]-B[i,j]; 
end; 
Procedure ZeroMatrix; 
var 
U:integer, 
Begin 
forI:=ltoRdo 
forJ:=ltoCdo 
A[LJ]:=0; 
end; 
(Procedure CalcDeriv calculates the derivitive of a vector using the supplied system Matrices} 
Procedure CalcDeriv(Ah:NMatrix; {Discrete-time system matrix) 
CnxlMatrix; (Discrete-time concentration vector} 
var CdounxlMarrix); (Vector of derivatives} 
var 
KJ:integer; 
Begin 
for K:= 1 to n do 
Cdot[k]:=0;{Zero out the derivitives of the concentration-Cdot} 
fork:= 1 ton do 
forj:=l ton do 
Cdot[k]:=Cdot[k]+Ahrkj]*C|j];{Calculate Cdot} 
end; 
Procedure RKF34; 
const 
C0=0.16122448980;C2=0.59983452840;C3=0.23894098180;CH0=0.15578231290; 
CH2=0.62051847770;CH3=0.16814365390;CH4=0.05555555560;A1=0.28571428570; 
A2=0.46666666670;A3=0.92105263160;B10=0.28571428570;B20=0.08555555560; 
B21=0.3811 l l l l l 10;B30=0.55747922440;B31=-1.4064550230;B32=1.77002843000; 
B40=0.16122448980;B42=0.59983452840;B43=0.23894098180; 
var 
YTEMP,YHATJF^3,C,D:nxlMatrix; 
ijetinteger, 
Begin (PROGRAM START.} 
(INITIAL DERIVATIVE EVALUATION) 
For i:= 1 to n do 
YTEMP[rj:=Y[TJ; 
CalcDeriv (Ah,YTEMPJF); 
(SECOND DERIVATIVE EVALUATION} 
for i:= 1 to n do 
begin 
A[TJ:=H*F[rj; 
YTEMP[rj:=Y[TJ+B 10*A[TJ; 
end; 
CalcDeriv (Ah.YTEMPJF); 
(THIRD DERTVATTVE EVALUATION) 
for i:= 1 to n do 
begin 
B[rj:=H*F[I]; 
YTEMP|TJ:=Y[rj+B20*A[rj+B21*B[rj; 
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end; 
CalcDeriv (Ah,YTEMPf); 
(FOURTH DERIVATIVE EVALUATION} 
for i:= 1 to n do 
begin 
C[IJ:=H*F[rj; 
YTEMP[rj:=Y[rj+B30*A[rj+B31*B[I]+B32*C[rj; 
end; 
CalcDeriv (Ah,YTEMPf); 
(FINAL DERIVATIVE EVALUATION) 
for i:= 1 to n do 
begin 
D[Tj:=H*F[rj; 
YTEMP[rj:=Y[rj+B40*A[rj+B42*C[I]+B43*D[rj; 
end; 
CalcDeriv (Ah,YTEMPf); 
(ESTIMATE ERROR BY CALCULATING THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN } 
(THIRD AND FOURTH ORDER R-K SOLUTIONS } 
{ YHAT = THRID ORDER SOLUTIONS } 
{ YTEMP = FOURTH ORDER SOLUTION } 
for i:= 1 to n do 
begin 
YTEMP[U:=Y[rj+C0*A[I]+C2*C[I]+C3*D[rj; 
YHAT[I]:=Y[I]+CH0*A[I]+CH2*Cra+CH3*D[I]+CH4*H*F[rj; 
A[TJ:=ABS(YHAT[rj-YTEMP[I]); 
end; 
{UPDATE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE X AND EXIT PROGRAM } 
(ALSO, CHECK IF STEP SIZE IS SMALLER THAN REQUIRED ) 
(FOR DESIRED ACCURACY AND INCREASE STEP SIZE FOR } 
(NEXT STEP IF POSSIBLE. } 
for i:= 1 to n do 
Y[TJ:=YHAT[rj; 
END; 
procedure Determinant* (Dimen: integer, 
Data : TNmatrix; 
varDet : Extended; 
var Error :byte)}; 
procedure Initial(Dimen: integer, 
var Data : TNmatrix; 
varDet :Extended; 
var Error: byte); 
{- This procedure tests for errors in the value of Dimen -} 
begin 
Error := 0; 
if Dimen < 1 then 
Error := 1 
else 
if Dimen = 1 then 
Det:=Data[l,l]; 
end; { procedure Initial} 
procedure EROswitch(var Rowl: TNvector; 
var Row2: TNvector); 
{- Elementary row operation - switching two rows -} 
var 
DummyRow: TNvector, 
begin 
DummyRow := Rowl; 
Rowl := Row2; 
Row2 := DummyRow; 
end; {procedure EROswitch} 
procedure EROmultAdd(Multiplier : Extended; 
Dimen : integer; 
var ReferenceRow: TNvector; 
var ChangingRow : TNvector); 
{- Row operation - adding a multiple of one row to another -} 
var 
Term: integer, 
begin 
for Term := 1 to Dimen do 
ChangmgRow[Term] := ChangingRow[Term] + Multiplier * ReferenceRow[Term]; 
end; {procedure EROmultAdd} 
function Deter(Dimen: integer; 
var Data : TNmatrix): Extended; 
{- Function returns the determinant of the Data matrix -} 
var 
PartialDeter, Multiplier: Extended; 
Row, ReferenceRow: integer, 
DetEqualsZero: boolean; 
procedure PivonTJimen : integer, 
ReferenceRow : integer, 
var Data : TNmatrix; 
var PartialDeter : Extended; 
var DetEqualsZero : boolean); 
{- This procedure searches the ReferenceRow column of the-} 
{- matrix Data for the first non-zero element below the -} 
{- diagonal. If it finds one, then the procedure switches -} 
{- rows so that the non-zero element is on the diagonal. -} 
var 
NewRow: integer, 
begin 
DetEqualsZero := true; 
NewRow := ReferenceRow; 
while DetEqualsZero and (NewRow < Dimen) do { Try to find a row } 
{ with a non-zero } 
{ element in this } 
{column } 
begin 
NewRow := Succ(NewRow); 
if ABS(Data[NewRow, ReferenceRow]) > TNNearlyZero then 
begin 
EROswitch(Data[NewRow],Data[ReferenceRow]); 
{ Switch these two rows } 
DetEqualsZero := false; 
PartialDeter := -PartialDeter, { Switching rows changes } 
{the determinant by a factor of -1} 
end; 
end; 
end; {procedure Pivot} 
begin {function Deter} 
DetEqualsZero := false; 
PartialDeter := 1; 
ReferenceRow := 0; 
{ Make the matrix upper triangular} 
while not(DetEqualsZero) and (ReferenceRow < Dimen -1) do 
begin 
ReferenceRow := Succ(ReferenceRow); 
{If diagonal element is zero then switch rows } 
if ABS(Data[ReferenceRow, ReferenceRow]) < TNNearlyZero then 
Pivot(Dimen, ReferenceRow, Data, PartialDeter, DetEqualsZero); 
if notCDetEqualsZero) then 
for Row := ReferenceRow + 1 to Dimen do 
{ Make the ReferenceRow element of this row zero } 
if ABS(Data[Row, ReferenceRow]) > TNNearlyZero then 
begin 
Multiplier := -Data[Row, ReferenceRow] / 
Data[ReferenceRow, ReferenceRow]; 
EROmultAdd(Multipher, Dimen, Data[ReferenceRow], Data[Row]); 
end; 
{ Multiply the diagonal Term into PartialDeter } 
PartialDeter := PartialDeter * Data[ReferenceRow, ReferenceRow]; 
end; 
if DetEqualsZero then 
Deter :=0 
else 
Deter := PartialDeter * Data[Dimen, Dimen]; 
end; { function Deter} 
begin { procedure Determinant} 
Initial(Dimen, Data, Det, Error); 
if Dimen > 1 men 
Det := DetenTJimen, Data); 
end; { procedure Determinant} 
procedure Inverse {(Dimen : integer, 
Data : TNmatrix; 
varlnv : TNmatrix; 
var Error :byte)}; 
procedure Initial(Dimen: integer, 
var Data : TNmatrix; 
varlnv :TNmatrix; 
var Error : byte); 
{- This procedure tests for errors in the value of Dimen -} 
var 
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Row: integer, 
begin 
Error :=0; 
if Dimen <1 then 
Error := 1 
else 
begin 
{ First make the inverse-to-be the identity matrix } 
FillChar(Inv, SizeOf(mv), 0); 
for Row := 1 to Dimen do 
Inv[Row, Row] := 1; 
ifDimen = l then 
if ABS(Data[l, 1]) < TNNearlyZero then 
Error := 2 { Singular matrix } 
else 
Inv[l, l] :=l/Data[l , 1]; 
end; 
end; { procedure Initial) 
procedure EROdiv(Divisor: Extended; 
Dimen : integer, 
var Row : TNvector); 
{- elementary row operation - dividing by a constant -} 
var 
Term: integer, 
begin 
for Term :=1 to Dimen do 
Row[Term] := Row[Term] /Divisor, 
end; { procedure EROdiv } 
procedure EROswitch(var Rowl: TNvector, 
var Row2: TNvector); 
{- Elementary row operation - switching two rows -} 
var 
DummyRow: TNvector, 
begin 
DummyRow := Rowl; 
Rowl := Row2; 
Row2 := DummyRow; 
end; {procedure EROswitch} 
procedure EROmultAdd(Multiplier : Extended; 
Dimen : integer, 
var ReferenceRow : TNvector, 
var ChangingRow : TNvector); 
{- Row operation - adding a multiple of one row to another -} 
var 
Term: integer, 
begin 
for Term := 1 to Dimen do 
ChangingRow[Term] := ChangingRow[Term] + MultipUer*ReferenceRow[Term]; 
end; {procedure EROmultAdd} 
procedure InvenTHmen: integer; 
var Data : TNmatrix; 
varlnv :TNmatrix; 
var Error :byte); 
{- This procedure computes the inverse of the matrix Data -} 
var 
Divisor, Multiplier: Extended; 
Row, ReferenceRow: integer, 
procedure PivotODimen : integer, 
ReferenceRow : integer, 
var Data : TNmatrix; 
varlnv :TNmatrix; 
var Error : byte); 
{- This procedure searches the ReferenceRow column of -} 
{- the Data matrix for the first non-zero element below -) 
{- the diagonal. If it finds one, then the procedure -} 
{- switches rows so that the non-zero element is on the -} 
{- diagonal This same operation is applied to the Inv -} 
{- matrix. If no non-zero element exists in a column, the -} 
{- matrix is singular and no inverse exists. -} 
var 
NewRow: integer, 
begin 
Error := 2; { No inverse exists } 
NewRow := ReferenceRow; 
while (Error > 0) and (NewRow < Dimen) do { Try to find a row } 
{ with a non-zero } 
{diagonal element } 
begin 
NewRow := Succ(NewRow); 
if ABS(Data[NewRow, ReferenceRow]) > TNNearlyZero then 
begin 
EROswitch(Data[NewRow],Data[ReferenceRow]); 
{ Switch these two rows ) 
EROswitch(mv[NewRow],Inv[ReferenceRow]); 
Error := 0; 
end; 
end; {while} 
end; { procedure Pivot} 
begin { procedure Inver} 
{ Make Data matrix upper triangular} 
ReferenceRow := 0; 
while (Error = 0) and (ReferenceRow < Dimen) do 
begin 
ReferenceRow := Succ(ReferenceRow); 
{ Check to see if the diagonal element is zero } 
if ABS(Data[ReferenceRow, ReferenceRow]) < TNNearlyZero then 
Pivot(Dimen, ReferenceRow, Data, Inv, Error); 
if Error = 0 then 
begin 
Divisor := Data[ReferenceRow, ReferenceRow]; 
EROdiv(Divisor, Dimen, Data[ReferenceRow]); 
EROdiv(Divisor, Dimen, Inv[ReferenceRow]); 
for Row := 1 to Dimen do 
{ Make the ReferenceRow element of this row zero } 
if (Row o ReferenceRow) and 
(ABS(Data[Row, ReferenceRow]) > TNNearlyZero) then 
begin 
Multiplier := -DatajTRow, ReferenceRow] / 
DatafReferenceRow, ReferenceRow]; 
EROmultAdd(MultipUer, Dimen, Data[ReferenceRow], Data[Row]); 
EROmultAdd(Multiplier, Dimen, InvJReferenceRow], Inv[Row]); 
end; 
end; 
end; 
end; { procedure Liver } 
begin { procedure Inverse } 
Initial(Dimen, Data, Inv, Error); 
if Dimen > 1 then 
Inver(Dimen, Data, Inv, Error); 
end; { procedure Inverse } 
($S InvPower) 
procedure InversePower; 
var 
OldApprox, NewApprox: TNvector, 
ApproxEigenval: Extended; 
Found: boolean; 
procedure TestDataAndInitialize(Dimen : integer; 
var Mat : TNmatrix; 
varGuessVector : TNvector, 
Tolerance : Extended; 
Maxlter : integer, 
var Eigenvalue : Extended; 
var Eigenvector : TNvector, 
var Found : boolean; 
var Iter : integer, 
var OldApprox : TNvector, 
var ClosestVal : Extended; 
var ApproxEigenval : Extended; 
var Error : byte); 
{- This procedure tests the input data for errors -} 
{- If all the elements of the GuessVector are -} 
{- zero, then they are all replaced by ones. -} 
{- If the dimension of the matrix is one, then the -} 
{- eigenvalue equals the matrix. -} 
var 
Term: integer, 
Sum: Extended; 
{Iteration variables} 
{Iteration variables} 
begin 
Error := 0; 
Sum := 0; 
for Term := 1 to Dimen do 
Sum := Sum + Sqr(GuessVector[Term]); 
if Sum < TNNearlyZero then {The GuessVector is the zero vector} 
for Term := 1 to Dimen do 
GuessVectorjTerm] := 1; 
if Dimen < 1 then 
Error :=1; 
if Tolerance <= 0 then 
Error := 2; 
ifMaxIter<lthen 
Error := 3; 
Found := false; 
if Dimen = 1 then 
begin 
Eigenvalue := Mat[l, 1]; 
Eigenvector^] := 1; 
Found := true; 
end; 
if Error = 0 then 
begin 
lter:=0; 
OldApprox := GuessVector; 
{ Subtract ClosestVal from the main diagonal of Mat} 
for Term := 1 to Dimen do 
MatrTerm, Term] := MatTTerm, Term] - ClosestVal; 
ApproxEigenval := 0; 
end; 
end; {procedure TestDataAndInitialize } 
procedure FindLargest(Dimen : integer, 
varVec : TNvector, 
var Largest : Extended); 
{- This procedure searches Vec for the -} 
{- element of largest absolute value. -} 
var 
Term: integer, 
begin 
Largest := Vec(Dimen]; 
for Term := Dimen -1 downto 1 do 
if ABS(Vec[Term]) > ABS(Largest) then 
Largest := Vec[Term]; 
end; { procedure FindLargest} 
procedure Div_Vec_Const(Dimen : integer, 
var Vec : TNvector, 
Divisor : Extended); 
{- This procedure divides each element -} 
{- of the vector Vec by the constant Divisor. -} 
var 
Term: integer, 
begin 
for Term := 1 to Dimen do 
VecrTerm] := VecrTerm] /Divisor, 
end; { procedure Normalize) 
procedure GetNewApprox(Dimen : integer, 
var Mat : TNmatrix; 
var OldApprox : TNvector, 
varNewApprox : TNvector, 
Iter : integer; 
var Error :byte); 
{- This procedure uses Gaussian elimination -} 
{- with partial pivoting to solve the linear -} 
{- system: -} 
var 
Decomp: TNmatrix; 
Permute: TNmatrix; 
procedure Decompose(Dimen : integer, 
Coefficients : TNmatrix; 
var Decomp : TNmatrix; 
var Permute : TNmatrix; 
var Error : byte); 
{- Purpose: Decompose a square matrix into an upper -} 
{- triangular and lower triangular matrix such that -} 
{- the product of the two triangular matrices is -) 
{- the original matrix. -} 
procedure Testmput(Dunen: integer, 
var Error: byte); 
{- This procedure checks to see if the -} 
{- value of Dimen is greater than 1. -} 
begin 
Error := 0; 
if Dimen < 1 then 
Error := 1; 
end; { procedure Testlnput} 
function RowColumnMult(Row : integer, 
var Lower : TNmatrix; 
Column: integer, 
var Upper : TNmatrix): Extended; 
{- Function return: dot product of row Row of Lower -} 
{- and column Column of Upper -} 
var 
Term: integer, 
Sum: Extended; 
begin 
Sum := 0; 
for Term := 1 to Row -1 do 
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Sum := Sum + Lower[Row, Term] * UpperfTerm, Column]; 
RowColumnMult := Sum; 
end; { function RowColumnMult} 
procedure Pivot(Dimen : integer, 
ReferenceRow : integer, 
var Coefficients : TNmatrix; 
var Lower : TNmatrix; 
var Upper : TNmatrix; 
var Permute : TNmatrix; 
var Error : byte); 
(- This procedure searches the ReferenceRow column of the -} 
{- Coefficients matrix for the element in the Row below the -} 
{- main diagonal which produces the largest value of Coefficients -} 
var 
PivotRow, Row: integer, 
ColumnMax, TestMax: Extended; 
procedure EROswitch(var Rowl: TNvector, 
var Row2: TNvector); 
{- Elementary row operation - switching two rows -} 
var 
DummyRow: TNvector, 
begin 
DummyRow := Rowl; 
Rowl := Row2; 
Row2 := DummyRow; 
end; {procedure EROswitch} 
begin { procedure Pivot} 
{ First, find the row with the largest TestMax } 
PivotRow := ReferenceRow; 
ColumnMax := ABS(Coefficients[ReferenceRow, ReferenceRow] -
RowColumnMult(ReferenceRow, Lower, ReferenceRow, Upper)); 
for Row := ReferenceRow + 1 to Dimen do 
begin 
TestMax := ABS(Coefficients[Row, ReferenceRow] -
RowColumnMult(Row, Lower, ReferenceRow, Upper)); 
if TestMax > ColumnMax then 
begin 
PivotRow := Row; 
ColumnMax := TestMax; 
end; 
end; 
if PivotRow o ReferenceRow then 
{ Second, switch these two rows } 
begin 
EROswitch(Coefficients[PivotRow], Coefficients[ReferenceRow]); 
EROswitch(Lower[PivotRow],Lower[ReferenceRow]); 
EROswitch(Permute[PivotRow],Permute[ReferenceRow]); 
end 
else {If ColumnMax is zero, no solution exists } 
if ColumnMax < TNNearlyZero then 
Error := 2; 
end; { procedure Pivot} 
{ No solution exists } 
-} 
-} 
-} 
procedure LU_Decompose(Dimen : integer, 
var Coefficients : TNmatrix; 
var Decomp : TNmatrix; 
var Permute : TNmatrix; 
var Error :byte); 
{- This procedure decomposes the Coefficients matrix 
{- into two triangular matrices, a lower and an upper 
{- one. The lower and upper matrices are combined 
{- into one matrix, Decomp. The permutation matrix, 
{- Permute, records the effects of partial pivoting. ' -} 
var 
Upper, Lower: TNmatrix; 
Term, Index: integer, 
procedure Mtialize(Dimen : integer, 
var Lower : TNmatrix; 
var Upper : TNmatrix; 
var Permute : TNmatrix); 
{- This procedure initializes the above variables. -} 
{- Lower and Upper are initialized to the zero -} 
{- matrix and Diag is initialized to the identity -} 
{-matrix. -} 
var 
Diag: integer, 
begin 
FillChar(Upper, SizeOf(Upper), 0); 
FillChar(Lower, SizeOf(Lower), 0); 
FillChar(Permute, SizeOf(Permute), 0); 
for Diag := 1 to Dimen do 
Permute[Diag, Diag] := 1; 
end; { procedure Permute } 
begin 
Initialize(Dimen, Lower, Upper, Permute); 
{ Perform partial pivoting on row 1} 
Pivot(Dimen, 1, Coefficients, Lower, Upper, Permute, Error); 
if Error = 0 then 
begin 
Lower[l, 1] := 1; 
Upper[l, 1] :=Coefficients[l, 1]; 
for Term := 1 to Dimen do 
begin 
LowerrTerm, 1] := CoefficientsfTerm, 1]/Upper[l, 1]; 
Upper[l, Term] := Coefficients*!, Term] /Lowerfl, 1]; 
end; 
end; 
Term := 1; 
while (Error = 0) and (Term < Dimen -1) do 
begin 
Term := Succ(Term); 
{ Perform partial pivoting on row Term } 
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Pivot(Dimen, Term, Coefficients, Lower, Upper, Permute, Error); 
LowerTTerm, Term] := 1; 
Upper[Term, Term] := Coefficients|Term, Term] -
RowColumnMult(Terrn, Lower, Term, Upper); 
if ABS(Upper[Term, Term]) < TNNearlyZero then 
Error := 2 {No solutions } 
else 
for Index := Term +1 to Dimen do 
begin 
UpperfTerm, Index] := Coefficients[Term, Index] -
RowColumnMult(Term, Lower, Index, Upper); 
Lowerflndex, Term] := (Coefficients[Index, Term] -
RowColumnMult(Index, Lower.Term, Upper)) / 
UpperfTerm, Term]; 
end 
end; {while} 
LowerPDimen, Dimen] := 1; 
UppenTDimen, Dimen] := Coefficients[Dimen, Dimen] -
RowColumnMult(Dimen, Lower, Dimen, Upper); 
if ABS(Upper(Dimen, Dimen]) < TNNearlyZero then 
Error := 2; 
{ Combine the upper and lower triangular matrices into one } 
Decomp := Upper, 
for Term := 2 to Dimen do 
for Index := 1 to Term -1 do 
DecomplTerm, Index] := Lowcr[Term, Index]; 
end; { procedure LU_Decompose } 
begin { procedure Decompose } 
Testmput(Dimen, Error); 
if Error = 0 then 
ifDimen=l then 
begin 
Decomp := Coefficients; 
Permute[l, 1] := 1; 
end 
else 
LU_Decompose(Dimen, Coefficients, Decomp, Permute, Error); 
end; { procedure Decompose} 
procedure SolveJLUJDecomposition(Dimen : integer, 
var Decomp : TNmatrix; 
Constants : TNvector, 
var Permute : TNmatrix; 
var Solution : TNvector, 
var Error : byte); 
{- Purpose: Calculate the solution of a linear set of -} 
{- equations using an LU decomposed matrix, a -} 
{- permutation matrix and backwards substitution. -} 
procedure Initial(Dimen : integer, 
var Solution : TNvector, 
var Error : byte); 
{- This procedure initializes the Solution vector. -} 
{- It also checks to see if the value of Dimen is -) 
{-greater than 1. -} 
begin 
Error :=0; 
FillChar(Solution, SizeOf(Solution), 0); 
if Dimen < 1 then 
Error := 1; 
end; {procedure Initial} 
procedure FindSolution(Dimen : integer, 
var Decomp : TNmatrix; 
var Constants : TNvector, 
var Solution : TNvector); 
{- This procedure performs a two step backwards substitution -) 
{-to compute the solution to the system of equations. First, -} 
{- backwards substitution is applied to the lower triangular -} 
{- matrix and Constants vector yielding PartialSolution. Then -} 
{- backwards substitution is applied to the Upper matrix and -} 
{- the PartialSolution vector yielding Solution. -} 
var 
PartialSolution: TNvector, 
Term, Index: integer; 
Sum: Extended; 
begin { procedure FindSolution } 
{First solve the lower triangular matrix } 
PartialSolution[l] := Constants*!]; 
for Term := 2 to Dimen do 
begin 
Sum := 0; 
for Index := 1 to Term -1 do 
if Term = Index then 
Sum := Sum + PartialSolution[Index] 
else 
Sum := Sum + Decomp[Term, Index] * PartialSolution[Index]; 
PartialSolution[Term] := Constants[Term] - Sum; 
end; 
{ Then solve the upper triangular matrix } 
Solution[Dimen] := PartialSolution|Dimen]/Decomp|Dimen, Dimen]; 
for Term := Dimen -1 downto 1 do 
begin 
Sum := 0; 
for Index := Term + 1 to Dimen do 
Sum := Sum + DecompjTerm, Index] * Solution[Index]; 
Solution[Term] := (PartialSolution[Tenn] - Sum) /Decomp[Term, Term]; 
end; 
end; { procedure FindSolution } 
procedure PermuteConstants(Dimen : integer, 
var Permute : TNmatrix; 
var Constants : TNvector); 
var 
Row, Column: integer; 
226 
Entry: Extended; 
TempConstants: TNvector, 
begin 
for Row := 1 to Dimen do 
begin 
Entry := 0; 
for Column := 1 to Dimen do 
Entry := Entry + Permute[Row, Column] * Constants[Column]; 
TempConstants[Row] := Entry, 
end; (FOR Row) 
Constants := TempConstants; 
end; { procedure PermuteConstants } 
begin { procedure Solve_LU_Decompostion } 
Initial(Dimen, Solution, Error); 
if Error = 0 then 
PermuteConstantsQDimen, Permute, Constants); 
FindSolution(Dimen, Decomp, Constants, Solution); 
end; { procedure Solve_LU_Decomposition} 
begin { procedure GetNewApprox } 
if Iter= 1 then 
begin 
Decompose(Dimen, Mat, Decomp, Permute, Error); 
if Error = 2 then { Returned from Decompose - matrix is singular} 
Error := 5; ( eigenvalue/eigenvector can't } 
{be calculated with this method } 
end; 
if Error = 0 then 
Solve_LU_Decomposition(Dimen, Decomp, OldApprox, Permute, NewApprox, Error); 
end; { procedure GetNewApprox } 
procedure TestForConvergence(Dimen : integer, 
var OldApprox : TNvector, 
var NewApprox : TNvector, 
Tolerance : Extended; 
var Found : boolean); 
{- This procedure determines if the iterations have converged -} 
{- on a solution. If the absolute difference in each element of -} 
{- the eigenvector between the last two iterations (i.e. between -} 
{- OldApprox and NewApprox) is less than Tolerance, then -} 
{-convergence has occurred and Found = true. Otherwise, -} 
{-Found = false. -} 
var 
Index: integer, 
Difference: Extended; 
begin 
Index := 0; 
Found := true; 
while (Found = true) and (Index < Dimen) do 
begin 
Index := Succ(Index); 
if (ABS(01dApprox(Index]) > TNNearlyZero) and 
(ABS(NewApprox(Index]) > TNNearlyZero) then 
begin 
Difference := ABS(OldApproxHndex] - NewApprox[Index]); 
if Difference > Tolerance then 
Found := false; 
end; 
end; {while} 
end; { procedure TestForConvergence } 
begin { procedure InversePower} 
TestDataAndInitialize(Dimen, Mat, GuessVector, Tolerance, Maxlter, 
Eigenvalue, Eigenvector, Found, Iter, OldApprox, 
ClosestVal, ApproxEigenval, Error); 
if (Error = 0) and (Found = false) then 
begin 
FmdLargest(Dimen, OldApprox, ApproxEigenval); 
Div_Vec_Const(Dimen, OldApprox, ApproxEigenval); 
while (Iter < Maxlter) and not Found and (Error = 0) do 
begin 
Iter := Succ(Iter); 
GetNewApprox(Dimen, Mat, OldApprox, NewApprox, Iter, Error); 
if Error = 0 then 
begin 
FindLargest(Dimen, NewApprox, ApproxEigenval); 
Div_Vec_Const(Dimen, NewApprox, ApproxEigenval); 
TestForConvergence(Dimen, OldApprox, NewApprox, Tolerance, Found); 
OldApprox := NewApprox; 
end; 
end; {while} 
if Error = 5 then { Eigenvalue/vector not calculated} 
Eigenvalue := ClosestVal 
else 
begin 
Eigenvector := OldApprox; 
Eigenvalue := 1/ApproxEigenval + ClosestVal; 
end; 
if Iter >= Maxlter then 
Error := 4; 
end; 
end; { procedure InversePower} 
end. 
A.3 Sample Input for Simulation of Three-Zone System 
3 
0.001 
20 
1000 
42000 
5 
1020 30 
0.0 0.3 0.0 
0.1 0.0 0.2 
0.5 0.0 
0.4 0.0 
0.0 0.2 
0.02 0.05 0.09 
5000 15000 30000 
0.0015 0.0018 0.002 
(Numbci ui zuiic&j 
(Outdoor Concentration (kg/cubic meter)} 
{Time between Calc of new zone concentrations (s)} 
{Time between recorded data points) 
(Total time for the simulation (seconds)} 
{% noise superimposed upon the generated data) 
(Volumes of zones l,2,...n (cubic meters)} 
{Fol J7o2,...JFon (cubic meters/s)} 
(Flof2o,...fno (cubic meters/s)} 
(F21f31...Fln (cubic meters/s)} . 
(F12f32...Fln (cubic meters/s)} 
(F13f23...Fln (cubic meters/s)} 
(Pulse quantities in zones l,2,...,n (kg)} 
(Pulse times for zones l,2...,n (sees from simulation start)} 
(Initial cone, in zones l,2,...,n (kg/cubic meter)} 
A.4 Sample Output for Simulation of Three-Zone System 
3 
1.0e+3 
42 
0.020000 
5000.000000 
0.00 
1000.00 
2000.00 
3000.00 
4000.00 
5000.00 
6000.00 
7000.00 
8000.00 
9000.00 
10000.00 
11000.00 
12000.00 
13000.00 
14000.00 
15000.00 
16000.00 
17000.00 
18000.00 
19000.00 
20000.00 
21000.00 
22000.00 
23000.00 
24000.00 
25000.00 
26000.00 
27000.00 
28000.00 
29000.00 
30000.00 
31000.00 
32000.00 
33000.00 
34000.00 
35000.00 
36000.00 
37000.00 
38000.00 
39000.00 
40000.00 
41000.00 
Time 
0.050000 
15000.00000C 
0.001025645 
0.001023024 
0.001032481 
0.001004752 
0.001028317 
0.001014539 
0.001044202 
0.001003903 
0.001018462 
0.001001680 
0.001040393 
0.001023567 
0.001007245 
0.001014108 
0.001016914 
0.001021593 
0.001022301 
0.001025417 
0.001023596 
0.001028644 
0.001018040 
0.001016823 
0.001041338 
0.001045695 
0.001019666 
0.001040218 
0.001049446 
0.001038345 
0.001046692 
0.001038661 
0.001039296 
0.001029465 
0.001005969 
0.001031718 
0.001006882 
0.001042088 
0.001030058 
0.001005879 
0.001031303 
0.001041756 
0.001002980 
0.001020776 
Outdoors 
0.090000 
1 30000.000000 
0.001534536 
0.000971071 
0.000986051 
0.000969730 
0.000961163 
0.000999906 
0.000942134 
0.000930606 
0.000924738 
0.000919786 
0.000937926 
0.001033862 
0.000902025 
0.001022583 
0.001023068 
0.001008956 
0.000915174 
0.000899155 
0.000972763 
0.001027816 
0.000931859 
0.000958215 
0.000928602 
0.000976504 
0.000913265 
0.001011997 
0.000986351 
0.000980305 
0.000902178 
0.000898045 
0.000995384 
0.000952783 
0.001020825 
0.000942948 
0.001023634 
0.000897741 
0.000968356 
0.000957723 
0.000940419 
0.000973343 
0.000959540 
0.000917199 
Zone 1 
0.001818613 
0.001219263 
0.001132367 
0.001241620 
0.001165879 
0.001192132 
0.001114959 
0.001119550 
0.001216674 
0.001240999 
0.001170815 
0.001156965 
0.001142984 
0.001181363 
0.001221361 
0.001166085 
0.001240998 
0.001197616 
0.001218500 
0.001240409 
0.001229676 
0.001112183 
0.001193940 
0.001120816 
0.001119016 
0.001175622 
0.001228608 
0.001146011 
0.001198246 
0.001116424 
0.001101478 
0.001111755 
0.001227658 
0.001198548 
0.001118498 
0.001156525 
0.001129778 
0.001187861 
0.001216521 
0.001156728 
0.001167434 
0.001212246 
Zone 2 
| Concentrations! 
{Number of Zones 
(Sample Interval) 
{# of Samples} 
(Pulse Quantities} 
(Pulse Times) 
0.001978894 
0.000987733 
0.001008056 
0.001061982 
0.000955628 
0.001071439 
0.000993434 
0.001012487 
0.000956354 
0.000927408 
0.000943178 
0.001020982 
0.001018409 
0.001020125 
0.001060294 
0.000947608 
0.001014747 
0.000955060 
0.001044189 
0.000996853 
0.001013702 
0.000949231 
0.000939024 
0.000970323 
0.000958419 
0.001054435 
0.001028746 
0.000954239 
0.001043763 
0.001055269 
0.000956288 
0.000980200 
0.000974363 
0.000930063 
0.001041473 
0.000940694 
0.000984939 
0.000949383 
0.001004268 
0.000948292 
0.000929932 
0.001026325 
Zone 3 
APPENDIX B 
B.l Pascal Listing of Three-Zone Recursive Least-Squares Identification Code 
{This program uses tracer gas data from the MultiZoneSimulation 
(program or from the field to identify the interzonal airflows and 
(effective volumes for a multizone system. System has 3 zones, no 
{transport delays and all states are measured simultaneously. This 
(program uses Equation (3.12) to recursively minimize the sum of the 
{squared error between the predicted and actual zonal tracer concentrations. 
Program RecursiveLS l(mput,Output); 
($U MathRoutines} 
($UPlottingUnit) 
($UGrafLib) 
($S+) 
Uses ($S) MemTypes,QuickDraw,Osmtf,ToolIntf,PackIntf,Sane, 
{$S Grafl) GrafTypes,GrafPaklLib,GrafPak2Lib, 
($S Graf2) GrafPak3Lib,GrafPak4Lib,GrafPak5Lib, 
PlottingUnit, MathRoutines; 
Const 
alpha = le+15; 
etasqr=l; 
Var 
easyWindow: WindowPtn 
windowRect: Rect; 
ijtinteger, 
n:integer, 
answer Char, 
dt:double; 
TtotReak 
nDatannteger, 
G:nxlMatrix; 
Tpulse:nxlMatrix; 
Kpulse: Array [1..10] of integer, 
Tdata:DataArray; 
CoDataArray; 
Cdata,Cdataold:CArray; 
Cpred:CArray; 
A,B,V,F:NMatrix; 
FileOpen:Boolean; 
FileName:Str255; 
($S LeastSquares) 
(Procedure ReadTheData is used to read in the simulation 
(or experimental data. The data file is MZSOutput. } 
Procedure ReadTheData; 
Var 
i,j,k:integer; {Loop indicies} 
MZSOutputText; {Input data file} 
topLeft:Point; {For handhng dialogs) 
Reply:SFReply; {For handling dialogs} 
typelist:SFTypeList; (For handling dialogs} 
(Pointer to the current window} 
(Rectangle for the window) 
(Loop Indices) 
(Number of zones) 
{Used for 170} 
(Sampling interval (s)} 
(total time for data collection) 
(Total number of sampling intervals} 
{The vector containing the zone pulse quantities} 
{The vector containing the zone pulse times} 
(Samples where pulses are applies) 
(The vector containing the time of each data pL} 
(The array holding the filtered data} 
(The vector holding the tracer data} 
(The vector holding the estimated concentrations) 
(Matrices holding the unknown parameters} 
(Used for file manipulations} 
(Used for file manipulations) 
} 
begin 
{Read in number of zones} 
(Read in the sample period} 
(Read in number of data points) 
{Read pulse quantities} 
(Since the pulse has units of l/s} 
(Read pulse times} 
(Read in tracer data} 
Writeln(*Select the file to be used as input.'); 
topLefth:=90; 
topLeftv:=80; 
SFGetFile(topLeft,",nil,-l,typetist,nil,Reply); 
IfReply.goodthen 
begin 
FileName:=Reply.fName; 
FileOpen:=True; 
Writeln('Reading in the input data...'); 
Reset(MZSOutput,Reply.fName); 
Readln(MZSOutput,n); 
Readln(MZSOutput,dt); 
Readln(MZSOutpuUiData); 
Ttot:=nData*dt; 
for i:= 1 to n do 
Read(MZSOutput,G[i]); 
ReadlnCMZSOutput); 
for i:= 1 to n do 
G[i]:=G[i]/dt; 
fori:= 1 ton do 
Read(MZSOutput,Tpulse[i]); 
Readln(MZSOutput); 
fori:=l tonDatado 
begin 
read(MZoOutput,TData[i]); 
read(MZSOutput,Co[i]); 
forj:= 1 ton do 
read(MZSOutput,Cdata(j4]); 
readln(MZSOutput); 
end; 
for i:= 1 to nData do (Find steps where the pulses occur) 
for k:= 1 to n do 
if (Tdata[i]>=Tpulse[k]) and (Tpulse[k] > 0) then 
begin 
Tpulse[k]:=-1; 
Kpulse[k]:=i; 
end; 
Close(MZSOutput); 
end; 
end; 
(Procedure PrintResults Prints the results of the identification} 
Procedure PrintResults; 
Var 
ijtinteger, 
tempaeal; 
begin 
TextFont(Monaco); 
TextSize(9); 
Writeln; 
Writeln('For the data of the file: 'fileName); 
Writeln; 
WritelnCTHE MATRIX V IS:'); 
for i:= 1 to n do 
begin 
forj:= 1 ton do 
write(V[ij]:6:2," *); 
writeln; 
end; 
WritelnCTHE MATRK F IS:'); 
fori:=ltondo 
begin 
forj:=ltondo 
write(F[i,j]:6:6,' '); 
writeln; 
end; 
WritelnCThe Foi Matrix is:'); 
for i:= 1 to n do 
begin 
temp:=0; 
forj:= 1 ton do 
temp:=temp+F[i,j]; 
writeln(-temp:5:4); 
end; 
Writeln('The Flo Matrix is:'); 
forj:= 1 ton do 
begin 
temp:=0; 
for i:= 1 to n do 
temp:=temp+F[io']; 
writeln(-temp:5:4); 
end; 
(Print out the volume matrix) 
(Print out the main flow matrix) 
(Print flows from outside to each zone} 
(Pring flows from each zone to outside} 
end; 
(Procedure LeastSquares computes the matricies F and V 
{which mimimize the sum of the squares of the errors between 
{the system and the model. The procedure uses the recursive 
{least-squares technique described by Equation (3.12) 
Procedure LeastSquares; 
Var 
ij4c,m:integer, 
Ident:nMatrix; 
Pkm:NMatrix; 
Prrilan,PhiTkm:Nmatrix; 
Thetakrn,ThetaTkm:Nmatrix; 
Ekm,Gkm,GTkm:Nmatrix; 
Hseal; 
tempi ,temp2:Nmattix; 
Error: byte; 
MZSOutputText; 
topLeft:Point; 
Reply:SFReply; 
typelist:SFTypeList; 
temp:double; 
GuessVectonTNVector, 
EigenVectonTNVector; 
{Loop indices) 
{The identity Manix) 
{Symmetric matrix used during the regression analysis} 
(Regression vector and its transpose) 
(Matrix holding the unknown parameters} 
(Matrices used for convenience during analysis} 
(constant used during the regression analysis} 
(Temporary matrices used during calculations} 
(Used by the matrix inversion routine) 
(Input data file) 
{Dialog Handling Variable) 
{Dialog Handling Variable) 
(Dialog Handling Variable) 
(Temporary variable used during analysis} 
(Initial guess of eigenvector) 
(Eigenvector of discrete-time system matrix} 
Eigenvalue:extended; (Eigenvalue of discrete-time system matrix} 
Begin 
WritelnCEnter the file to be used for output.'); 
topLefLh:=90; 
topLeft.v:=80; 
SFPutFile(topLeft,'Save Output As:','L/S Output',nU,Reply); 
IfReply.goodthen 
begin 
FileName:=Reply.fName; 
FileOpen:=True; 
Rewrite(MZSOutput,Reply.fName); 
(Makes equation homogeneous by eliminating) 
{Outdoor air input vector} 
fori:= 1 tondatado 
forj:=l tondo 
Cdatarj4]:=Cdata(j4]-Co[i]; 
ZeroMatrix(Ident,6,6); 
for i:= 1 to 6 do {Set up identity matrix for later use} 
Ident[i4]:=l; 
ZeroMauix(Thetakm,6,3); {Set Initial Conditions on Thetakm } 
for i:= 1 to 3 do 
for j:= 1 to 3 do 
Thetakm[ij]:=0.5; 
Thetakm[4,l]:=1.5; 
Thetakm[5,2]:=1.5; 
Thetakm[6,3]:=1.5; 
ZeroMatrix(Pkm,6,6); 
for i:= 1 to 6 do {Set Initial Conditions on the P matrix (=alpha[TJ)} 
Pkm[i,i]:=alpha*l; 
ZeroMatrix(Ekm,l,3); (Set I.C. on error vector used during analysis} 
ZeroMatrix(Gkm,6,l); (Set I.C. on vector used during analysis} 
fork := 2 to nData do (Start main loop at 2 to prevent 1 st step problems} 
begin (Fill in the elements of the regression vector, phi} 
phikm[l,l]:= Cdata[l,k-1]; 
phikm[2,l]:= Cdata[2,k-1]; 
phikm[3,l]:= Cdata[3,k-1]; 
if(K-l) = Kpulse[l]then 
phikm[4,l]:=G[l] 
else 
phikm[4,l]:=0; 
if(K-l) = Kpulse[2]then 
phikm[5,l]:=G[2] 
else 
phikm[5,l]:= 0; 
if(K-l) = Kpulse[3]then 
phikm[6,l]:=G[3] 
else 
phikm[6,l]:=0; 
TransposeMatrix(phikm,6, l,phiTkm); {Calculate phi transposed} 
fori:=l to 6 do 
for j := 1 to 3 do 
templ[io]:=templ[ij]/alpha; 
MatrixMult(PhiTkm,l,6,thetakm,6,3,temp2); 
Ekm[l,l]:= Cdata[i,k]-temp2[l,l]; 
Ekm[l,2]:= Cdata[24c]-temp2[U]; 
Ekm[l,3]:= Cdata[3,k]-temp2[l,3]; 
MatrixMult(Pkm,6,6,phikm,6,l,Gkm); 
TransposeMatrix(Gkm,6,l,GTkm); 
MatrixMult(PhiTkm,l,6,Gkm,6,l,temp2); 
H:=etasqr+temp2[l,l]; 
MatrixMult(Gkm,6,lJEkm,l,3,temp2); 
fori:=l to 6 do 
for j := 1 to 3 do 
temp2[i,j] :=temp2[i j]/H; 
' (Update the values in the parameter matrix} 
Marrixadd(Thetakm,temp2,6,3,Thetakm); 
MatrixMult(Gkm,6,l,GTkm,l,6,templ); 
fori:=lto6do 
forj:=lto6do 
templ[ij]:=templ[ij]/H; 
{Update the values in the P matrix) 
MatrixSub(Pkm,Templ,6,6fkm); 
lransposemarrix(Thetakm,6,3,ThetaTkm); 
(Remove elements of A matrix from theta} 
A[l,l]:=ThetaTkm[l,l]; 
A[U]:=ThetaTkm[U]; 
A[l,3]:=ThetaTkm[l,3]; 
A[2,l]:=ThetaTkm[2,l]; 
A[2,2]:= ThetaTkm[2^]; 
A[2,3]:=ThetaTkm[2,3]; 
A[3,l]:=ThetaTkm[3,l]; 
A[3^]:=ThetaTkm[3^]; 
A[3,3]:=ThetaTkm[3,3]; 
(Remove elements of B matrix from theta} 
B[l,l]:=thetaTkm[l,4]; 
B[l,2]:=thetaTkm[l,5]; 
B[l,3]:=thetaTkm[l,6]; 
B[2,l]:=thetaTkm[2,4]; 
B[2,2]:=thetaTkm[2,5]; 
B[2,3]:=thetaTkm[2,6]; 
B[3,l]:=thetaTkm[3,4]; 
B[3^]:=thetaTkm[3,5]; 
B[3,3]:=thetaTkm[3,6]; 
MatrixAdd(A,Ident,3,3,temp2); 
Inverse(3,B,templ,error); 
(Calculate the mattix V from A and B) 
(Note: Inversion using Tustin's Rule} 
MatrixMult(Templ,3,3,Temp2,3,3,V); 
for i := 1 to 3 do 
for j := 1 to 3 do 
V[ij]:=V[ij]*dt/2; 
(Calculate the Matrix F from V and B} 
(Note: Inversion using Tustin's Rule} 
MatrixSub(A,Ident,3,3,temp2); 
MatrixMult(templ,3,3,temp2,3,3,F); 
(Write output to the screen) 
Writeln(K,' ',F[1,1]:5:3,' ',F[1,2]:5:3,' ',F[1,3]:5:3,' ', 
F[2,l]:5:3,' ',F[2,2]:5:3,' ', 
F[2,3]:5:3,' ',F[3,1]:5:3,' 'f[3,2]:5:3,' ',F[3,3]:5:3,' ', 
V[l,l]:4:l,' ',V[2,2]:4:1,' ',V[3,3]:4:1); 
(Write output to a file} 
Write(MZSOutpuUC,chr(9)J'[l,l]:5:3, 
chr(9)f[l,2]:5:3,chr(9)f[l,3]:5:3,chr(9), 
F[2,l]:5:3,chr(9)f[2,2]:5:3,chr(9), 
F[2,3]:5:3,chr(9)f[3,l]:5:3, 
chr(9)4F[3,2]:5:3,chr(9)f[3,3]:5:3,chr(9)); 
for i:= 1 to n do 
begin 
temp:=0; 
forj:=l ton do 
temp:=temp+F[ij]; 
write(MZSOutput,-temp:5:4,chr(9)); 
end; 
Writeln(MZSOutput,V[l,l]:3:l,chr(9), 
V[2,2]:3:l,chr(9),V[3,3]:3:l); 
end; 
GuessVector[l]:=l; 
GuessVector[2]:=l; (Initial guess of eigenvector) 
GuessVector[3]:=l; 
(Calculate eigenvals of discrete-time matrix} 
InversePower(3,A,GuessVector,0.6,200, 
0.000001,Eigenvalue^Eigenvector,iter^rror); 
WritelnCEigenvalue Nearest 0.6 = '.eigenvalue: 8:7); 
InversePower(3,A,GuessVector, 1.0,200, 
0.0000013igenvalue3igenvector4ter^rror); 
WritelnCEigenvalue Nearest L0 = ',eigenvalue:8:7); 
close(MZSOutput); 
end; 
End; 
begin (Main Program) 
InitGraf«a)thePort); 
InitFonts; 
InitWindows; 
TEInit; (Initialize the toolbox routines} 
mitDialogs(NIL); 
InitCursor, 
windowRect := screenbits.bounds; 
InsetRect(windowRect, 30, 30); 
easyWindow := NewWindow(NIL, windowRect,'', true, dBoxProc, Pointer(-l), false, 0); 
SetPort(easyWindow); 
TextFont(Monaco); 
TextSize(9); 
FileOpen:=False; 
ReadTheData; 
answer:='y'; 
if FileOpen = False then 
answer:='7'; 
while answer <> T do 
begin 
TextFont(Monaco); 
TextSize(9); 
WritelnCSelect one of the following:'); 
WritelnCl: Select a new data file '); 
Writeln('2: View the data '); 
WritelnC3: Run least squares analysis '); 
WritelnC7: Quit '); 
readln(answer); 
clearscreen; 
Case answer of 
'l':ReadTheData; 
'2': begin 
writeCWhich zone? ')'; 
readln(i); 
MakeWmdowthenPlot(FileName,n,Ttot,nData,Tdata,Cdata[i]); 
end; 
'3': begin 
WritelnCBeginning the Least Squares analysis'); 
LeastSquares; 
PrintResults; 
end; 
'7': Writeln; 
Otherwise Writeln('Try selecting one of these....'); 
end; 
end; 
DisposeWindow(easyWindow); 
APPENDIX C 
C.l Turbo Pascal Listing of Data Acquisition Computer Code 
Program DataAcquisition(mput,Output); 
($U MathRoutines) 
($UTankDensityUnit) 
(SUGrafLib) 
{$U Strawberry) 
($S+) 
{$R-} { Turn off range checking } 
{$!-) (Turn off I/O error checking } 
($TAPPLSTCD) (Set application ID } 
($D+) (macSbugs } 
Uses {$S } MemTypes,QuickDraw,Osmtf,ToolIntffackIntf,Sane, 
($S Grafl) GrafTypes,GrafPaklLib,GrafPak2Lib, 
($S Graf2) GrafPak3Lib,GrafPak4Lib,GrafPak5Lib, 
MathRoutines.TankDensityUnit, 
($S } Strawberry; 
type 
Carray = Array[0..4] of pvector, (array of vectors containing the } 
const 
ZonelC02Trans = 8; {Set Channels on the Data Acquisition Board) 
Zone2C02Trans = 22; 
Zone3C02Trans = 10; 
PressTransOtol = 11; 
PressTrans2tol = 12; 
PressTranslto3 = 13; 
PressTrans2to3 = 14; 
PressTrans3to2 = 21; 
ZonelCO2Temp = 0; 
Zone2C02Temp = 1; 
Zone3C02Temp = 2; 
TempOtol = 3: 
Temp2tol = 4: 
Templto3 = 5; 
Temp2to3 = 6; 
Temp3to2 = 7; 
OutdoorsC02Trans = 16; 
AmbientPressure = 17; 
ZonelC02Press=18; 
Zone2C02Press = 19; 
Zone3C02Press = 20; 
ZoneOSample = 8; 
ZonelSample = 9; 
Zone2Sample = 22; 
Zone3Sample = 23; 
ZonelPulseControl = 12; 
Zone2PulseControl = 13; 
Zone3PulseControl = 14; 
FlowmcreaseOTol =99: 
FlowDecreaseOtol = 99; 
FlowIncrease2Tol = 10; 
FlowDecrease2tol = 11 
FlowIncreaselTo3 = 16; 
FlowDecreaselto3 = 17: 
FlowIncrease2To3 = 18 
FlowDecrease2to3 = 19; 
FlowIncrease3To2 = 20; 
FlowDecrease3to2 = 21 
(D0tol= 0.0504;) 
{D2tol= 0.0508 
(Dlto3 = 0.0505 
(D2to3 = 0.0505 
{D3to2 = 0.0507;} 
(DOtol =0.0254;) 
(D2tol= 0.0254;) 
(Dlto3 = 0.0254;} 
(D2to3 = 0.0254;} 
(D3to2 = 0.0254;) 
DOtol =0.0127 
D2tol= 0.0127 
Dlto3 = 0.0127 
D2to3 = 0.0127 
D3*o2 = 0.0127 
VI =25.559; 
V2 =12.503; 
V3 =12.485; 
VTankl = 35.65e-3; 
VTank2 = 35.65e-3; 
VTank3 = 35.65e-3; 
var 
pErr: pError, 
easyWindow: WindowPtr, 
windowRect: Rect; 
MZSInput:Text; 
MZSOutputfText; 
FileOpen:Bcolean; 
Tarray,x,y:pvector, 
CData:Carray; 
Fdata:Carray; 
(Diameter of 2" nozzle from zone 0 to 1} 
(Diameter of 2" nozzle from zone 2 to 1} 
(Diameter of 2" nozzle from zone 1 to 3} 
(Diameter of 2" nozzle from zone 2 to 3} 
(Diameter of 2" nozzle from zone 3 to 2} 
(Diameter of 1" 
(Diameter of 1" 
(Diameter of 1" 
{Diameter of 1' 
(Diameter of 1" 
nozzle from zone 0 to 1} 
nozzle from zone 2 to 1} 
nozzle from zone 1 to 3} 
nozzle from zone 2 to 3} 
nozzle from zone 3 to 2} 
(Diameter of 0.5" nozzle from zone 0 to 1} 
(Diameter of 0.5" nozzle from zone 2 to 1} 
(Diameter of 0.5" nozzle from zone 1 to 3} 
(Diameter of 0.5" nozzle from zone 2 to 3} 
(Diameter of 0.5" nozzle from zone 3 to 2} 
(Volume of Zonel) 
(Volume of Zone 2} 
(Volume of Zone 3} 
(Volume of C02 tank in zone 1} 
(Volume of C02 tank in zone 2} 
(Volume of C02 tank in zone 3} 
{For Plotting errors} 
(Pointer to the current window} 
(Rectangle for the window} 
(Input file-provides the parameters for the 
(simulation) 
(Output file-simulation data is stored here} 
{Used during I/O procedures} 
(Vector holding the time when each data 
(point is taken) 
{Array holding the generated data points for 
{the test} 
{Array holding the flows for each sample 
ndataanteger, 
resultinteger, 
Ttot,Trec:real; 
G:Array[1..3]ofReal; 
Tpulse,TimeToPulse: Array* l ..3] of Real; 
I j integer, 
rhoairreal; 
Pambientreal; 
F01f21f32fl3f23:real; 
endtimedongint; 
TheCharchar, 
TestS taifboolean; 
Tstart-real; 
TestTimeaeal; 
Tdatareczeal; 
Mlinitial>12initiaJ,M3initial:real; 
MlFinal^2Final,M3Final:real; 
Plfinalapproxf2finalapproxf3finalapprox:real; 
Clinitialzeal; 
NCal:integer, 
Vlanay,CalArray:TNVector, 
C0,Cl,C2,C3:real; 
(penod) 
(Total number of data points) 
(Used for data acquisition) 
(Total time of simulation and time between 
(sampling of data) 
(Pulse Quantity (kg)} 
{Time for the pulse (in seconds from start of 
(test)) 
(Loop Indices) 
(Density of air inside the zones} 
(Ambient Air Pressure (psia)} 
(Desired interzonal airflow rates) 
(End of test) 
' {Loop selection variable) 
{Set to true if a test is in progress} 
(The Time (in Seconds) when the test was 
(started (Normalizing Const.)} 
{The Time (in Seconds) from the start of the 
{test} 
{The time when the next data point is 
(recorded) 
(Mass of C02 in the tanks at start of test} 
{Mass of C02 in the tanks at end of test} 
(Final pressures in tank (approx.)} 
(initial concentration of tracer in zone 1} 
{Number of calibration points for the C02 
(Sensors) 
(Used for the calibration} 
{Most recently measured C02 concentration 
{in the zones) 
(Procedure ReadlnDataFile opens a data file called MZSInput) 
(and reads in the data required for the simulation) 
($S ASegment) 
Procedure ReadlnputFile; 
Var 
topLeffcPoint; 
Reply:SFReply; 
typelist:SFTypeList; 
begin 
Writeln('Select the file to be used as input to this experiment'); 
topLefth:=90; 
topLeftv:=80; 
SFGetFile(topLeft,",nil,-l,typelist,nil,Reply); 
IfReply.goodthen 
begin 
FileOpen:=True; 
Reset(MZSInput,Reply.fName); 
readln(MZSInput,Trec); 
readln(MZSInput,Ttot); 
readln(MZSInputf01); 
readln(MZSInput,F21); 
readln(MZSInput,F32); 
(Read in the time between recorded data points} 
(Read in the total time of the experiment} 
(Read in the desired flow from zone 0 to 1} 
(Read in the desired flow from zonr 2 to 1} 
(Read in the desired flow from zone 3 to 2} 
readln(MZSInputfl3); (Read in the desired flow from zone 1 to 3} 
readln(MZSInputj723); (Read in the desired flow from zone 2 to 3} 
for i := 1 to 3 do 
read(MZSInput,G[i]); (Read in the zone pulse quantities) 
readln(MZSInput); 
for i := 1 to 3 do 
read(MZSInput,Tpulse*i]); (Read in the zone pulse Times) 
readln(MZSInput); 
Close(MZSmput); 
clearscreen; 
end; 
end; 
(Procedure CreateOutputFile creates an output file) ' 
(containing the data generated by the Test) 
Procedure CreateOutputFile; 
var 
doit:char, 
topLeft:Point; 
Reply:SFReply; 
begin 
windowRect := screenbits.bounds; 
easyWindow := NewWindow(NIL, windowRect,'', true, dBoxProc, Pointer(-l), false, 0); 
SetPort(easyWindow); 
WriteC Create an Output file? (y/n): '); 
readln(doit); 
if doit = 'y'then 
begin 
topLeft.h:=90; 
topLefLv:=80; 
SFPutFile(topLeft,'Save Data As:','MZSOutput',nil,Reply); 
IfReply.gcodthen 
begin 
Rewrite(MZSOutput,Reply.fName); 
writeln(MZSOutput,Trec); 
writeln(MZSOutput,ndata); 
Write(MZSOumut4VIlinitial-Mlfinal:8:6,chr(9)); 
Write(MZSChimut>I2imtial-M2final:8:6,chr(9)); 
Write(MZSOumut^3initial-M3final:8:6,chr(9)); 
Writeln(MZSOutput); 
for i := 1 to 3 do 
Write(MZSOutput,Tpulse*i]:8:6,chr(9)); 
Writeln(MZSOutput); 
fori:= 1 to ndata do 
begin 
write(MZSOutput,Tarray[i]:6:2,chr(9)); 
forj:=0to3do 
write(MZSOutput,Cdata[j4]:8:6,chr(9)); 
forj:=0to4do 
write(MZSOutput,Fdata*j,i]:5:4,chr(9)); 
writeln(MZSOutput) 
end; 
Close(MZSOutput); 
end; 
end; 
DisposeWindow(easyWindow); 
end; 
(Function CalcAirDensity calculates the density of the } 
(ambient air given its pressure (in psia) and temperature} 
{(in °Q. The density is calculated in kg/cubic meter) 
Function AirDensityO?ambient3eal;Tambient3eal)aeal; 
begin (Using Ideal Gas Law} 
AirDensity:=(Pambient*6894.757)/((287)*(Tambient+273.15)); 
end; 
(Function AirFlowRate calculates the airflow rate through the nozzles) 
(Pambient has units of psiajnozzle has units of °C,deltap has units ) 
(of in. H20 (1 in. H20 = 249 Pa), and Dia has units of meters. The } 
(airflowrate is returned with units of cubic meters/s) 
Function AirRowRate(Tnozzle3eal;deltapaeal^3ia3eal)aeal; 
const 
mu = 184.6e-7; (viscosity of air) 
var 
rhoaeal; (density of air flowing through the nozzle} 
Reaeal; (Reynold's number) 
Cd.-real; (Discharge Coefficient of the nozzle} 
Vaeal; (The ideal velocity of the air through the nozzle} 
Begin 
rho:=AirDensity(Pambient,Tnozzle); 
ifdeltap>0then 
begin 
V:=sqrt(2*deltap*249/rho); 
Re:=rho*V*Dia/mu; 
Cd := 0.9986-(7.006/sqrt(Re))+(134.6/Re); 
AirFlowRate := 3.1415926*Dia*Dia*V*Cd/4; 
end 
else 
AirFlowRate:=0; 
end; 
(Function C02VolttoConc converts the voltages read by the } 
(C02 sensors to a concentration (in PPM) 
Function C02VolttoConc(Voltage:real).Teal; 
begin (Sensor Calibraton curve is fit with a second order curve 
C02VolttoConc:=(2.4543e-4+5.368e-4*voltage+1.9143e-4*voltage*voltage)/1.3; 
end; 
(Procedure PlotTheData plots the data generated by the simulation) 
Procedure PlotTheData; 
VAR 
fnum,xPixel,yPixel:integer, 
BEGIN 
Plotlnit 
SetPlotRectThickness(3); 
SetxTicks(0,round(ttot/10), Ttot); 
SetyTicks(0, 0.001,0.01); 
xTickLabelRange(l, skipO, maxTicks); 
yTickLabelRange(l, skipO, maxTicks); 
SetTickPrecision(O,3); 
xLabel('Time'); 
xlabelspacing(l); 
ylabelsize(12); 
YlabelSpacing(2); 
yLabelCConcenttation (kg/cubic meter)'); 
SefLineSize(2,2); 
TickPosition(bottom, left); 
SetPlotRect(70,130,620,425); 
TickMarkColor(cyancolor,cyancolor); 
SetStandardMinorGrid(nogrid); 
SetStandardMajorGrid(nogrid); 
SetTicksizes(9,9); 
DoScatterPlot; 
FrameColor(cyancolor); 
PlotBackColor(yellowcolor); 
SetPlotSymbol(circle,2); 
SymbolColor(cyancolor); 
X[1]:=0; 
y[i]:=0; 
PlotOut(l,x,y,pErr); 
moveto(326,455); 
DrawStringCTime (s)'); 
Moveto(535,142); 
DrawstringCBlack- Outdoors); 
ForeColor(redcolor); 
Moveto(535,150); 
DrawstringCRed - Zone 1'); 
ForeColor(Greencolor); 
Moveto(535,158); 
DrawstringCGreen - Zone 2'); 
ForeColor^luecolor); 
Moveto(535,166); 
DrawstringCBlue - Zone 3'); 
ForeColor(Blackcolor); 
END; 
($S FirstSeg) 
(Procedure MakeWindow initializes the appropriate toolbox} 
{so that a window can be created in which the data is plotted) 
Procedure MakeWindow; 
BEGIN 
InitGraf(@thePort); 
InitFonts; 
InitWindows; 
TEInit; 
mitDialogs(NIL); 
InitCursor, 
windowRect := screenbits.bounds; 
OffsetRect(WmdowRectA22); 
easyWindow := NewWindow(NIL, windowRect,'', true, dBoxProc, Pointer(-l), false, 0); 
SetPort(easyWindow); 
END; 
{$S BSegment) 
{Procedure SetUpDataAcquisition prepares the data acquisition board) 
Procedure SetUpDataAcquisition; 
var 
go:boolean; 
j : integer, 
begin 
CheckDriver, 
go:=InitialSetup; 
if go then 
begin 
forj:=9T016do 
A[j-l]:=16; 
result:= AM1(A, B, 're'); 
forj:=17T024do 
A[j -1]:= 16; 
result:= AM1(A, B, 're'); 
for j:= 1 TO 8 do 
A[j-1]:=23; 
result:= AM1(A, B, 're'); 
forj:=lT024do 
A[j-l]:=100; 
result:=AMl(A,B,'D'); 
forj:=lT024do 
Alj-!]:=!; 
result:= AM1(A, B, O); 
forj:=!T024do 
A[j-!]:=!; 
result:= AM1(A, B, 'S'); 
A[0]:= 18; 
result:= AM1(A, B, 'a'); 
A[0]:=24; 
result:= AM1(A, B, 'N"); 
result:= AMl(A,B,'cm'); 
end; 
end; 
{Set Range for Voltages (9 to 16)} 
(Set Range for Voltages (17 to 24)} 
{Set Range for type T Thermocouples (1 to 8)} 
(Set Delay) 
(Set Digital Outputs in Bits) 
(Set Digital Outputs) 
(Set Resolution to 18} 
(Read 24 Channels) 
(Read the channels) 
(Procedure ReadTheData reads the 16 analog input channels} 
Procedure ReadTheData; 
Begin 
result:= AMl(A,B,*m'); 
Pambient:=B[AmbientPressure]*25/5; 
rhoair:=AirDensity(Pambient3[Temp0tol]); 
end; 
(Procedure PulseTheZone seeds zone i with the required amt of tracer} 
Procedure PulseTheZone(i:integer); 
Var 
244 
PressChaminteger; {The Channel for the tank pressure} 
PulseChananteger, (The Channel for the pulse control) 
PfinakReal; (The desired post pulse pressure in tank) 
Begin 
ifi = lthen 
begin 
PressChan:=ZonelC02Press; 
PulseChan:=ZonelPulseControl; 
Pfmal:=Plfmalapprox; 
end; 
ifi = 2then 
begin 
PressChan:=Zone2C02Press; 
PulseChan:=Zone2PulseControl; 
Pfinal:=P2finalapprox; 
end; 
if i = 3 then 
begin 
PressChan:=Zone3C02Press; 
PulseChan:=Zone3PulseControl; 
Pfinal:=P3finalapprox; 
end; 
ReadTheData; 
While (B[PressChan]*50) > Pfinal do 
begin 
A[PulseChan]:= 0; (Actuate Solenoid) 
result:= AM1(A, B, '0'); 
ReadTheData; 
end; 
A[PulseChan]:= 1; (Deacmate Solenoid) 
result:=AMl(A,B,'0'); 
End; 
(Procedure SetTheFlow sets the specified interzonal airflow rate) 
Procedure SettheFlow(deltapchannel:integer, (Channel for flow AP) 
FlowTempChannehinteger, {Channel for flow Temp} 
FlowIncChannehinteger, {Channel for flow Increase} 
FlowDecChannehinteger; {Channel for flow Decrease} 
Diaaeal; (Diameter of nozzle) 
DesiredFlow:real); (Desired flow rate) 
Const 
MinFlow = 0.035; 
MaxFlow = 0.075; 
Var 
PresentFlow:real; 
endtime:Longint; 
Howlongdongint; 
begin 
if (des_edFlow>Minflow) and (desiredFlow<Maxflow) then 
Begin 
PresentFlow:=AirFlowRate(B[FlowTempChannel],B[deltapchannel]4Dia); 
while ((abs(desiredflow-presentflow)/presentflow) >0.02) and not button do 
begin 
Howlong:=Round((abs(presentflow-desiredflow)/desiredflow)*60); 
if (desiredflow > Presentflow) then 
begin 
A[FlowIncChannelj:= 0; 
results AM1(A, B, O); 
Delay(Howlong,endtime); 
A[FlowIncChannel]:= 1; 
results AM1(A, B, 0 ) ; 
Delay(30,endtime); 
(Activate opening of damper) 
(Deactivate closing of damper} 
end; 
end; 
end; 
end 
else 
begin 
A[FlowDecChannel]:= 0; 
result:= AM1(A, B, O); 
Delay(Howlong,endtime); 
A(FlowDecChannel]:= 1; 
result:=AMl(A,B,*0'); 
Delay(30,endtime); 
end; 
ReadTheData; 
PresentHow:=AirFlowRate(B[FlowTempChannel]3[deltapchannel]JDia); 
clearEol; 
GotoXY(l.l); 
Writeln('Flow-0 to 1 =', PresentFlow:6:4,' Set Point =', F01:6:4); 
(Activate closing of damper} 
(Deactivate closing of damper} 
(Procedure SampleTheZones samples the C02 in the 4 zones) 
(at 5 second intervals) 
Procedure SampletheZones(Var C0.-real; (Tracer Concentration in zone 0} 
(Tracer Concentration in zone 1} 
(Tracer Concentration in zone 2} 
(Tracer Concentration in zone 3} 
VarClaeal; 
VarC2:real; 
VarC3:real); 
Var 
endtimerLongint; 
Howlong:longint; 
begin 
Howlong:=1500; 
A[ZonelSample]:= 0; 
result:= AM1(A, B, 'O'); 
Delay(Howlong,endtime); 
A[ZonelSample]:= 1; 
result:= AM1(A, B, 'O'); 
ReadTheData; 
CI :=C02VolttoConc(B[OutdoorsC02Trans]); 
A[Zone2Sample]:= 0; 
results AM1(A, B, O); (Open the Solenoid for zone 2} 
Delay(Howlong,endtime); 
A[Zone2Sample]:= 1; 
results AMI (A, B, O); {Close the Solenoid for zone 2} 
ReadTheData; 
C2:=C02VolttoConc(B[OutdoorsC02Trans]); 
A[Zone3Sample]:- 0; 
(Open the Solenoid for zone 1} 
(Close the Solenoid for zone 1} 
result:= AMI (A, B, 'O'); (Open the Solenoid for zone 3} 
Delay(Howlong,endtime); 
A[Zone3Sample]:= 1; 
result:= AM1(A, B, 'O'); (Close the Solenoid for zone 3} 
ReadTheData; 
C3:=C02VolnoConc(B[OutdoorsC02Trans]); 
A[ZoneOSample]:= 0; 
result:= AM1(A, B, 'O'); (Open the Solenoid for zone 0} 
Delay(Howlong,endtime); 
A[ZoneOSample]:= 1; 
results AM1(A, B, 'O'); (Close the Solenoid for zone 0} 
ReadTheData; 
C0:=CO2VolttoConc(B[OutdoorsCO2Trans]); 
{Procedure ScanandDisplay scans all of the channels) 
(Printing out the pertinent information on the screen) 
Procedure ScanandDisplay; 
Var 
F01act^F21actf32actf 13actf23act:real; {Measured values of interzonal flows} 
QI ,Q2,Q3.-real; {Measured values of air change rates} 
Begin 
ReadTheData; 
F01act:=AirFlowRate(brTemp0tol],b[PressTrans0tol]4D0tol); 
F21act:=AkFlowRate(b[Temp2tol],b[PressTrans2tol]J)2tol); 
F32act:=AirFlowRate(b[Ternp3to2],b[PressTrans3to2]4D3to2); 
F13act:=AirFlowRate(b|Templto3],b[PressTranslto3]4Dlto3); 
F23act:=AirFlowRate(b[Temp2to3],brPressTrans2to3]J)2to3); 
Q2:=F21act+F23act; 
Q3:=F13act+F23act; 
Ql:=F01act+F21act+(F13act+F23act-F32act); 
GotoXY(l.l); 
TextFace([bold]); 
WriteC Flow',chr(9),' Actual (cfm)',chr(9),' Set point (cfm)',chr(9),*%error '); 
TextFace([Outline]); 
Write(' -Press any key to show menu-'); 
TextFace(D); 
Writeln; 
ClearEOL; 
WritelnCO ->l',chr(9),F01act:5:4,'(,,F01act*2118.9:4:1,')', 
chr(9),' ',F01:5:4,'(',F01*2118.9:4:l,')',chr(9),' 
100*(F01act-F01)/F01:3:l); 
QearEOL; 
Writeln('2->l',chr(9)f21act:5:4,'(',F21act*2118.9:4:l,')', 
chr(9),* ',F21:5:4,'(',F21*2118.9:4:l,')',chr(9),' 
100*(F21act-F21)/F21:3:l); 
QearEOL; 
Writeln('3 ->2',chr(9)f32act:5:4,'(',F32act*2118.9:4:l,')', 
chr(9),' •,F32:5:4,'(',F32*2118.9:4:l,')',chr(9),' 
100*(F32act-F32)/F32:3:l); 
QearEOL; 
Writeln('l ->3',chr(9),F13act:5:4,'(',F13act*2118.9:4:l,')', 
chr(9),' ',F13:5:4,'(',F13*2118.9:4:l,')',chr(9),' 
100*(F13act-F13)/F13:3:l); 
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QearEOL; 
Writeln('2 ->3',chr(9),F23act:5:4,'(',F23act*2118.9:4:1,')', 
chr(9),' ',F23:5:4,'('JF23*2118.9:4:l,')',chr(9),' 
100*(F23act-F23)/F23:3:l); 
TextFace([bold]); 
WritelnC Air Changes/hour Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3'); 
TextFaceCD); 
QearEOL; 
WritelnC ',Q1*3600/V1:3:1,' ',Q2*3600/V2:3:1,' ',Q3*360O/V3:3:l); 
TextFace([bold]); 
WritelnCC02Conc.(kg/m3)Outdoors Zonel Zone2 Zone3'); 
TextFace(D); 
QearEOL; 
WritelnC ',C0:7:5,' ',C1:7:5,' ',C2:7:5,' ',C3:7:5); 
ifteststartthen 
writeln('Elapsed Time ='jound(TestTime)); 
ifteststartthen 
begin 
if ndata = Othen 
Tstart:=tickcount/60; 
testtime:=(TickCount/60)-Tstart; 
if testtime>=TdataRec then {time to record the data) 
begin 
testtime:=(TickCount/60)-Tstart; 
SampletheZones(CO,Cl ,C2,C3); 
ndata:=ndata+l; 
Tdatarec:= Tdatarec+Trec; 
SymbolColor(blackcolor); 
x[l]:=Testtime; 
y[l]:=C0; 
OverPlot(l,x,y,pErr); 
SymbolColorCRedcolor); 
y[l]:=Cl; 
OverPlot(l,x,y,pErr); 
SymbolColor(Greencolor); 
y[l]:=C2; 
OverPlot(l,x,y,pErr); 
SymbolColorOBluecolor); 
y[l]:=C3; 
OverPlot(l,x,y,pErr); 
Tarray[ndata]:=Testtime; 
Cdata[0,ndata]:=C0; 
Cdata[l,ndata]:=Cl; 
Cdata[2^idata]:=C2; 
Cdata[3,ndata]:=C3; 
Fdata[0,ndata]:=F01act; 
Fdata[l,ndata]:=F21act; 
Fdata[2,ndata] :=F32act; 
Fdata[3,ndata] :=F13act; 
Fdata[4,ndata]:=F23act; 
end; 
iftesttime>Ttotthen 
begin 
teststart:=false; 
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MlFinal:=VTankl*DensityInTank(B[ZonelC02Temp], 
B[ZonelCO2Press]*50*6895); 
M2Final:=VTank2*DensityInTank(B[Zone2C02Temp], 
B[Zone2CO2Press]*50*6895); 
M3Final:=VTank3*DensityInTank(B[Zone3C02Temp], 
B[Zone3CO2Press]*50*6895); 
end; 
for i:= 1 to 3 do 
if testtime > TimeToPulse[i] then 
begin 
PulseTheZone(i); 
TimeToPulse[i]:=le+8; 
end; 
end; 
End; 
(Procedure StartTheTest sets things up so that a test can be run} 
($S CSegment) 
Procedure StartTheTest; 
var 
Mlfinalapprox,M2fmalapprox,M3fmalappmx:real; 
(Estimates of the final values of the mass of CO2 in the tanks} 
Begin 
ReadTheData; 
Mlinitial:=VTankl*DensityInTank(B[ZonelCO2Temp]3[ZonelCO2Press]*50*6895); 
M2initial:=VTank2*DensityInTank(B[Zone2CO2Temp]3[Zone2CO2Press]*50*6895); 
M3imtial:=VTank3*rJensityInTank(B[Zone3CO2Temp]3[Zone3CO2Press]:*50*6895); 
Mlfinalapprox:=Mlinitial-G[l]; 
M2finalapprox:=M2initial-G[2]; 
M3finalapprox:=M3initial-G[3]; 
Plfmalapprox:=(Mlfmalapprox/(Vtankl*0.04409))*(8.3143)*(B[ZonelCO2Temp]+273.15; 
P2fmalapprox:=(M2fmalapprox/(Vtank2*0.04409))*(8.3143)*(B[Zone2CO2Temp]+273.15; 
P3fmalapprox:=(M3fmalapprox/(Vtank3*0.04409))*(8.3143)*(B[Zone3CO2Temp]+273.15; 
GoToXY(35,17); 
if (Plfinalapprox<150000) then 
begin 
writeln('Insufficient Quantity of tracer in tank 1'); 
sysbeep(300); 
end; 
GoToXY(35,18); 
if (P2finalapprox<150000) then 
begin 
writelnCInsufficient Quantity of tracer in tank 2'); 
sysbeep(300); 
end; 
GoToXY(35,19); 
if (P3finalapprox<150000) then 
begin 
writelnCInsufficient Quantity of tracer in tank 3'); 
sysbeep(300); 
end; 
Plfinalapprox:=Plfinalapprox/6895; {Convert from Pa to psia} 
P2finalapprox:=P2finalapprox/6895; {Convert from Pa to psia} 
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End; 
P3finalapprox:=P3finalapprox/6895; (Convert from Pa to psia} 
(Procedure CalibrateC02Sensors is used to perform) 
(an in situ calibration of the C02 sensors) 
Procedure CahbrateCO2Sensors; 
Var 
PercentC02,C02Temp,PercentN2,N2Temp:real; 
ConcfPM^eal; 
TheCharchar, 
topLeft:Point; 
Reply:SFReply, 
typelistSFTypeList; 
Procedure CalcConcentration(PercentC02aeal; 
C02Temp:real; 
PercentN2:real; 
N2Tempneal; 
varConcaeal; 
varPPMxeal); 
Var 
MeteredC02Flow^ieteredN2Flow:real; 
CorrectedCO2Flow,CorrectedN2Flow:real; 
MassflowC02,TempinKaeal; 
C02Flow,C02percent,N2flow,N2percent:TNvector, 
PercentInterpValflowInterpVal:TNvector; 
xl,x2,x3,x4:TNvector, 
Em byte; 
begin 
CO2Flow[l]:=0; 
CO2Flow[2]:=0.0024; 
CO2Flow[3]:=0.00383: 
CO2Flow[4]:=0.00498 
CO2How[5]:=0.00590; 
CO2Flow[6]:=0.00691 
CO2Flow[7]:=0.00860: 
CO2Flow[8]:=0.01071 
CO2Flow[9]:=0.01338 
CO2How[10]:=001507: 
CO2Flow[ll]:=0.01737 
CO2Flow[12]:=0.02156: 
CO2Flow[13]:=0.02531 
CO2How[14]:=0.02690: 
CO2Flow[15]:=0.02998: 
CO2Flow[16]:=0.03521 
N2How[l]:=0; 
N2Flow[2]:=0.90 
N2Flow[3]:=2.13 
N2Flow[4]:=3.55 
N2Flow[5]:=4.93 
N2Flow[6]:=6.42: 
N2Flow[7]:=8.03 
N2Flow[8]:=9.53 
C02Percent[l]:= 0; 
C02Percent[2]:= 10; 
C02Percent[3]:= 20; 
C02Percent[4]:= 30; 
C02Percent[5]:= 40; 
C02Percent[6]:= 50; 
C02Percent[7]:= 60; 
C02Percent[8]:= 70; 
C02Percent[9]:= 80; 
CO2Percent[10]:= 90; 
CO2Percent[ll]:=100; 
CO2Percent[12]:=110; 
CO2Percent[13]:=120; 
CO2Percent[14]:=130; 
CO2Percent[15]:=140; 
CO2Percent[16]:=150; 
N2Percent[l] 
N2Percent[2] 
N2Percent[3] 
N2Percent[4] 
N2Percent[5] 
N2Percent[6] 
N2Percent[7] 
N2Percent[8] 
= 0; 
= 10; 
= 20; 
= 30; 
= 40; 
= 50; 
= 60; 
= 70; 
N2Flow[9]:=11.20; N2Percent[9]:= 80; 
N2Flow[10]:=12.98; N2Percent[10]:= 90; 
N2Flow[ll]:=14.69; N2Percent[ll]:=100; 
N2Flow[12]:=16.45; N2Percent[12]:=l 10; 
N2Flow[13]:=18.27; N2Percent[13]:=120; 
N2Flow[14]:=20.06; N2Percent[14]:=130; 
N2Flow[15]:=22.02; N2Percent[15]:=140; 
N2Flow[16]:=24.09; N2Percent[16]:=150; 
PercentInterpVal[l]:=PercentC02; 
CubicSplmeFree(16,CO2Percent,C02Flow,lfercentInterpVal, 
X1^2^3^4flowInterpVal,err); 
MeteredC02Flow:= FlowInterpVal[l]; 
PercentInterpVal[l]:=PercentN2; 
CubicSplineFree(16,N2Percent^2Row,14PereentInterpVal, 
Xl,X2^3,X4flowInterpVal,err); 
MeteredN2Flow:= FlowInterpVal[l]; 
CorrectedC02Flow:=MeteredC02Flow*1.6666e-
5/sqrt(((CO2Temp+460)/530)*(14.7/Pambient)); 
CorrectedN2Flow:=MeteredN2Flow*1.6666e-
5/sqrt(((N2Temp4460)/530)*(14.7/Pambient)); 
PPM:=CorrectedC02How*le6/(CtorrectedC02Row-i<brrectedN2Flow); 
TempinK:=((C02Temp-32)/1.8) +273.15; 
MassflowCO2:=CorrectedCO2How*(Pambient*6.895)/(0.18892*TempinK); 
Conc:=MassflowC02/(Con-ectedC02Flow+CorrectedN2Flow); 
end; 
Begin (Calibration Procedure) 
windowRect := screenbits.bounds; 
easyWindow := NewWindow(NIL, windowRect,'', true, dBoxProc, Pointer(-l), false, 0); 
SetPort(easyWindow); 
TextFont(Monaco); 
TextSize(9); 
Writeln('Enter:'); 
WritelnC(l) to recalibrate the sensors'); 
Writeln('(2) to use a previous calibration); 
Readln(thechar); 
ifthechar = 'l'then 
begin 
A[ZoneOSample]:=0; 
result:= AMI (A, B, O'); {Open the Solenoid for zone 0} 
Ncal:=0; 
ReadTheData; 
WritelnC %C02 Temp.(F) %N2 Temp.(F)'); 
Readln(PercentC02,C02TempJPercentN2,N2Temp); 
while percentC02 >= 0 do 
begin 
Ncal:=Ncal+l; 
ReadTheData; 
if PercentN2 = 0 then PercentN2 :=10; 
if PercentC02 = 0 then PercentC02 :=le-6; 
CalcConcentration(PercentC02,C02TempfercentN2,N2Temp,ConcfPM); 
WriteC Concentration (kg/m3) = ',Conc:6:5,''); 
Writeln('PPM (m3/m3) = 'fPM:4:l); 
Writeln(B[OutdoorsC02Trans]:5:3); 
Vlarray[Ncal]:=B[OutdoorsC02Trans]; 
CalArray[Ncal]:=Conc; 
WritelnC %C02 Temp.(F) %N2 Temp.(F)'); 
Readln(PercentC02,C02TempfercentN24^2Temp); 
end; 
A[ZoneOSample]:= 1; 
result:= AM1(A, B, O); {Qose the Solenoid for zone 0} 
topLefth:=90; 
topLeftv:=80; 
SFPutFile(topLeft,'Save Calibration As:','Calibration',iuT,Reply); 
IfReply.goodthen 
begin 
Rewrite(MZSOutput,Reply.fName); • 
Writeln(MZSOutpuOiCal); 
fori:=l tonCaldo 
writeln(MZSOutput,CalArray{i]:8:7,chr(9),Vlarray{i]:8:7); 
Qose(MZSOutput); 
end; 
end; 
if thechar = '2' then 
begin 
topLefth:=90; 
topLeftv:=80; 
SFGetFile(topLeft,",nil,-l,typelist,nil,Reply); 
IfReply.goodthen 
begin 
Reset(MZSmput,Reply.fName); 
readln(MZSInput,Ncal); 
for i:= 1 to nCal do 
Readln(MZSInput,CalArray[i],Vlarray[i]); 
Qose(MZSmput); 
end; 
end; 
DisposeWindow(easyWindow); 
end; 
Begin (Main Loop) 
TestTime:=0; 
C0:=0;C1 :=0;C2:=0;C3:=0; 
MakeWindow; 
SetUpDataAcquisition; 
ReadlnputFile; 
fori:=lto3do 
TimeToPulse[i]:=Tpulse[i]; 
PlotTheData; 
Tdatarec:=0; 
ndata:=0; 
TestStart:=False; 
TheChar:='n'; 
while thechar <> 'q' do 
begin 
GoToXY(50,2); 
writeln('Enter one of the following:'); 
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GoToXY(50,3); 
WritelnC(l) to scan the zones'); 
GoToXY(50,4): 
Writeln('(2) to begin the test'); 
GoToXY(50,5); 
WritelnC(3) to set the flow rates'); 
GoToXY(50,6); 
Writeln('(4) calibrate the sensors'); 
GoToXY(50,7); 
Writeln('(q)toquit'); 
GoToXY(7U); 
Readln(theChar); 
if thechar = '1'then 
WHILE NOT KeyPressed DO 
ScanandDisplay; 
if thechar = '2'then 
Begin 
StartTheTest; 
thechar:= T; 
TestStart:=True; 
end; 
if thechar = '3'then 
Begin 
SettheFlow(PressTrans2tol,Temp2tol, 
FlowIncrease2TolflowDecrease2tolJ)2tol,F21); 
SettheFlow(PressTrans3to2,Temp3to2, 
FlowIncrease3To2flowDecrease3to2,D3to2,F32); 
SettheFlow(PressTranslto3,Templto3, 
FlowIncreaselTo3flowDecreaselto3,Dlto3,F13); 
SettheFlow(PressTrans2to3,Temp2to3, 
FlowIncrease2To3flowDecrease2to3,D2to3,F23); 
end; 
if thechar = '4* then 
Begin 
calibrateco2sensors; 
MakeWindow; 
PlotTheData; 
end; 
end; 
CreateOutputFile; 
DisposeWindow(easyWindow); 
End. 
C.2 Turbo Pascal Listing of Code for Computing C0 2 Tank Density 
Unit TankDensityUnit(121); 
interface 
UsesMemTypes,QuickDmw,Osmtf,Toolmn^^ackIntf,Sane; 
(Calculates the density of C02 as a function of P and T) 
Function DensitymTank(Ten^erature:real; 
Pressure3eal)aeal; 
(hi°C} 
{In Pa) 
{Size must be = NVAR) 
(Arrays of Double } 
(precision real Numbs.} 
(Loop Index 
(Tolerance for convergence of Newt-Raph 
(Maximum number of iterations allowed 
(Number of variables 
(Array of the values of the variables 
(Array of character rep. of variables 
(Residual array 
{Partial derivitive array 
(Array for correction of variables 
(Array used for partial derivitive subrt 
(Array used for partial derivitive subrt 
(Array used for equation of state 
(The Temperature and Pressure of the C02 
(Forward Declaration } 
Implementation 
CONST 
Size = l; 
TYPE 
VarArray = ARRAY* L.Size] OF Double; 
DesArray = ARRAY[l..Size] OF STRING; • 
PDArray = ARRAY[l..Size, L.Size] OF Double; 
VAR 
i,M:Integer, 
Tlrnce: Double; 
ItMax: Integer; 
NVAR,SP: Integer, 
V: VarArray, 
Des: DesArray; 
R: VarArray; 
PD: PDArray; 
VCorr: VarArray; 
VD: VarArray; 
RD: VarArray; 
A: Array[0..9,0..9] of double; 
TempJPress:real; 
PROCEDURE Eqns (Nvar: Integer, 
VAR V: VarArray, 
VAR R: VarArray); 
Forward; 
r * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 1 
{* Power Function *} 
r************************************************************j 
(Function P raises the number x to the power n) 
FUNCTION P (x: Double; 
n: Double): Double; 
VAR 
Neg: Boolean; 
number: Double; 
Int: Integer, 
Islnt: Boolean; 
BEGIN 
Islnt := False; 
Int := Trunc(n); 
IF (abs(Int - n) < 10e-20) THEN 
Islnt := True; 
Neg := false; 
IF x < 0 THEN 
BEGIN 
x := -x; 
Neg := true; 
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END; 
number := exp(n * ln(x)); 
IF neg AND (NOT Islnt) THEN 
number := -number 
ELSE IF neg AND (islnt) AND ((Int MOD 2) o 0) THEN 
number := -number, 
P := number, 
END; 
r************************************************************ j 
{* Gaussian Elimination Subroutine *} 
1************************************************************1 
{Procedure Gaussy solves the simultaneous set of equations } 
{Ax=b where A is an nxn known coefficient matrix, x is an } 
(nxl unknown variable matrix, and bis a known nxl matrix. } 
{The solution is returned in the x array. } 
PROCEDURE Gaussy (A: PDArray; 
b : VarArray; 
VAR X: VarArray; 
n: integer); 
VAR 
k, i, imax, j , kplus, Iplus, 1: integer, 
amax, btemp, atemp, aeon, sum: Double; 
flag2: boolean; 
{elimination process} 
BEGIN 
flag2 := true; 
FORk:=lTOnDO 
BEGIN 
(moving largest coeff. into diag. position } 
amax:=0; 
FORi:=kTOnDO 
BEGIN 
IF (abs(a[i, k]) > abs(amax)) THEN 
BEGIN 
amax := a[i, k]; 
imax:=i 
END 
END; 
(testing for independence of equations) 
IF (abs(amax) > 0.1e-15) THEN 
BEGIN 
(exchanging row imax and row k} 
btemp := b[k]; 
b*k] := b[imax]; 
bftmax] := btemp; 
FORj:=kTOnDO 
BEGIN 
atemp :=a[k,j]; 
a[k,j]:=a[imax,j]; 
a[imax,j] := atemp 
END; 
{subtracting a*i,k]/a*kjc]} 
{ times term in 1st equation from others } 
kplus :=k+l ; 
IF (k < n) THEN 
BEGIN 
FOR i:= kplus TO n DO 
BEGIN 
b[i] := b[i] - b[k] * a[i, k] / 
a[k,k]; 
aeon := a[i, k]; 
FORj:=kTOnDO 
a[i,j]:=a[i,j]-(a[k, 
j]*acon/a[k,k]) 
END 
END 
END 
ELSE 
BEGIN 
writeln('IO equations are not independent'); 
k := n + 1 
END 
END; 
{back substitution) 
IF(flag2)THEN 
BEGIN 
l :=n+ l ; 
REPEAT 
1 :=!- ! ; 
sum := 0; 
IF (Kn) THEN 
BEGIN 
Iplus := 1 + 1; 
FORj:=lplusTOnDO 
sum := sum + a[l, j] * x(j] 
END; 
x[l]:=(b[l]-sum)/a[l,l]; 
{the matrix x in which the soln is returned) 
UNTIL (1 <= 1) 
END 
END; 
r************************************************************i 
{* Partial Derivitive Subroutine *} 
?************************************************************j 
PROCEDURE ParDif (NVAR: Integer, 
V: VarArray; 
R: VarArray; 
VAR PD: PDArray; 
VAR VD: VarArray; 
VAR RD: VarArray); 
VAR 
DV: Double; 
K, J, I : Integer, 
BEGIN 
DV:= 0.0001; 
(SETTING ALL VD = V) 
FORK:=lTONVARDO 
VD[K]:=V[K]; 
F0RJ:=1T0NVARD0 
BEGIN 
(ADDING DELTA TO VD(J)} 
(CIRCUMVENT CASE OF V(J) = 0} 
IF (ABS(V[J]) <= 10e-30) THEN 
VD(J]:=V[J]+DV 
ELSE 
VD[J]:=(1.0 + DV)*V[J]; 
EQNS(NVAR,VD,RD); 
FORI:=lTONvarDO 
BEGIN 
IF (ABS(V[J]) <= 10e-30) THEN 
PD[L J] := (RD[T] - R[IJ) / DV 
ELSE 
PDH, J] := (RD[IJ - R[TJ) / (V[J] * DV); 
(RETURNING VD(J) TO V(J) VALUE) 
VD[J]:=V[J] 
END; 
END; 
END; 
r * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * j 
{* NewtonRaph Subroutine *} 
r************************************************************j 
PROCEDURE NewtonRaph (Nvar: Integer, 
TLRNCE: Double; 
ITMAX: Integer, 
VAR V: VarArray, 
VAR R: VarArray; 
VAR PD: PDArray; 
VAR VCORR: VarArray; 
VAR VD: VarArray; 
VAR RD: VarArray); 
THIS IS THE NEWTON-RAPHSON SUBROUTINE WHICH IS COMBINED 
WITH THE PARDIF AND GAUSSY SUBROUTINES 
USER MUST PROVIDE THE MAIN PROGRAM AND THE EQUATION 
SUBROUTINE 
GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED: 
ITER = NUMBER OF ITERATIONS 
UMAX = MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS TO BE PERMITTED 
NVAR = NUMBER OF UNKNOWNS = NUMBER OF EQUATIONS 
PD[I,J] = PARTIAL DERTV. OF FUNCTION I WITH RESP TO VAR. J 
R[ ] = RESIDUAL OF EQUATION 
TLRNCE = MAX FRACTION OF VALUE OF VAR PERMITTED BEFORE 
ITERATION COMPLETE. THUS TLRNCE = 0.01 REQUIRES CHANGE OF 
ALL VARIABLES TO BE LESS THAN 1 PERCENT FOR CONVERGENCE 
V[ ] = VALUE OF THE VARIABLE 
VCORRf ] = CORRECTION IN THE VARIABLE DURING THIS ITERATION 
DES[ ] = DESIGNATION OF VARIABLE 
VAR 
I, J, L, K: integer, 
Iter: integer, 
Z: Double; 
Done: Boolean; 
BEGIN 
(INITIALIZING THE ITERATION COUNTER) 
Iter := 1; 
Done := False; 
(CALLING SUBROUTINES TO CALC. VALUES OF RESIDUALS, PARTIAL) 
{DERIVATIVES AND CHANGES IN VALUES OF VARIABLES) 
WHILE NOT Done DO 
BEGIN 
EQNS(Nvar, V, R); 
ParDif(NVAR, V, R, PD, VD, RD); 
GAUSSY(PD, R, VCORR, NVAR); 
(CORRECTING THE VALUES OF THE VARIABLES} 
FORL:=lTONVARDO 
V[L]:=V[L]-VCORR[L]; 
(WRITING OUT RESULTS OF THIS ITERATION} 
(TERMINATING IF MAX. NUMBER OF ITERATIONS REACHED OR) 
(INCREMENT THE ITERATION COUNTER) 
IF (Iter >Itmax) THEN 
done := True 
ELSE 
BEGIN 
Iter := Iter+1; 
done := True; 
(CHECK TO SEE IF CHANGE OF VAR. IS LESS THAN TOLERANCE) 
FORK:=lTONvarDO 
IF ABS(VCORR[K]) > ABS(TLRNCE * V[K]) 
THEN 
done := False; 
END; 
END; 
END; 
r * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * i 
{* Equations Subroutine *} 
1************************************************************1 
{The equations procedure is where the Lagrange Multiplier } 
(equations are located. The first equation is the objective ) 
(function (R[l]). The remaining equations are the } 
(constraints. Unconstrained optimization required only the } 
{objective function. } 
PROCEDURE Eqns; 
Const 
rhol = 0.01063; 
Tl = 304.2; 
Ro = 8.3143; 
Var 
ij:integer, 
w,t:double; 
BEGIN 
w:=V[l]/rhol; 
t:=Tl/Temp; 
R[1]:=0; 
fori:=0to9do 
forj:=0to9do 
R[l]:=R[l]+A[Lj]*p(t-lo)*p(w-l,i); 
R[l]:=R[l]*w; 
R[l]:=R[l]+l-((Press)*(le-6))/(V[l]*8.3143*Temp) 
END; 
(Function Density in Tank returns the density of the Carbon Dioxide inside the injection tanks} 
(The density is calculated using Equation (6.2.1) of Stewart (1986)} 
Function DensityInTank; 
Var 
ij:integer, 
Begin 
NVAR := 1; 
Thnce:= 0.0001; 
Itmax := 10; 
Temp:=Temperature + 273.15; 
Press:= Pressure; 
V[l] := ((Press)*(le-6))/(8.3143*Temp); 
fori:=0to9do 
forj:=l to 9 do 
A[ij]:=0; 
A[0,0]:= -0.725854437; 
A[1,0]:= 0.447869183; 
A[2,0]:=-0.172011999; 
A[3,0]:= 0.44630491 le-2; 
A[4,0]:= 0.255491571; 
A[5,0]:=0.594667298e-1; 
A[6,0]:= -0.147960010; 
A[7,0]:= 0.136710441e-l; 
A[8,0]:= 0.392284575e-l; 
A[9,0]:=-0.119872097e-l; 
A[0,l]:=-0.168332974e+l; 
A[l,l]:=0.126050691e+1; 
A[2,l]:=-0.183458178e+l; 
A[3,l]:=-0.176300541e+l; 
A[4,l]:=0.237414246e+1; 
A[5,l]:=0.116974683e+1; 
A[6,l]:=-0.169233071e+l; 
A[7,l]:= -0.100492330; 
A[8,l]:= 0.441503812; 
A[9,l]:= -0.846051949e-l; 
A[0,2]:= 0.259587221; 
A[U]:= 0.596957049e+l; 
A[2,2]:= -0.461487677e+l; 
A[3,2]:=-0.111436705e+2; 
A[4,2]:=0.750925141e+1; 
A[5,2]:=0.743706410e+1; 
A[6,2]:= -0.468219937e+l; 
A[7,2]:= -0.163653806e+l; 
A[8,2]:= 0.886741970; 
A[9,2]:= 0.464564370e-l; 
NewtonRaph(Nvar,TLRNCE,ITMAX,V,RfD,VCORR,VD,RD); 
DensityInTank := V[l]*(44009); (convert to units of kg/m3} 
end; 
END. 
A[0,3] 
A[l,3] 
A[2,3] 
A[3,3] 
A[4,3] 
A[5,3] 
A[6,3] 
A[7,3] 
A(0,4] 
A[l,4] 
A[2,4] 
A[3,4] 
A[4,4] 
A[5,4] 
{Number of unknown variables } 
(Tolerance for convergence of N-Raph} 
(Maximum number of iterations) 
(convert to Kelvin) 
(Initial guesses for Density) 
= 0.376945574; 
= 0.154645885e+2; 
= -0.382121926e+l; 
= -0.278215446e+2; 
= 0.661133318e+l; 
= 0.150646731e+2; 
= -0.313517448e+l; 
= -0.187082988e+l; 
= -0.670755370; 
= 0.194449475e+2; 
= 0.360171349e+l; 
= -0.271685720e+2; 
= -0.242663210e+l; 
= 0.957496845e+l; 
A[0,5]:=-0.871456126; 
A[l,5]:=0.864880497e+1; 
A[2,5]:=0.492265552e+1; 
A[3,5]:=-0.642177872e+l; 
A[4,5]:=-0.257944032e+l; 
A[0,6]:=-0.149156928; 
C.3 Channel Assignments for Data Acquisition System 
Channel # 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
Analog Inputs 
Zone ICO2 Tank Temp. 
Zone 2 CO2 Tank Temp. 
Zone 3 CO2 Tank Temp. 
0 to 1 Flow Temperature 
2 to 1 Flow Temperature 
1 to 3 Flow Temperature 
2 to 3 Flow Temperature 
3 to 2 Flow Temperature 
N/C 
N/C 
N/C 
0 to 1 Flow AP Transducer 
2 to 1 Flow AP Transducer 
1 to 3 Flow AP Transducer 
2 to 3 Flow AP Transducer 
N/C 
CO2 Transducer 
Ambient Pressure Transducer 
Zone 1 CO2 Tank Pressure 
Zone 2 CO2 Tank Pressure 
Zone 3 CO2 Tank Pressure 
3 to 2 Flow AP Transducer 
Zone 2 CO2 Transducer 
N/C 
Digital Outputs 
N/C 
N/C 
N/C 
N/C 
N/C 
N/C 
N/C 
N/C 
0 to 1 Flow Increase 
0 to 1 Flow Decrease 
2 to 1 Flow Increase 
2 to 1 Flow Decrease 
Zone 1 Pulse Control 
Zone 2 Pulse Control 
Zone 3 Pulse Control 
N/C 
1 to 3 Flow Increase 
1 to 3 Flow Decrease 
2 to 3 Flow Increase 
2 to 3 Flow Decrease 
3 to 2 Flow Increase 
3 to 2 Flow Decrease 
N/C 
N/C 
C.4 Sample Output File from Three-Zone Experimental Test 
1.2e+2 
61 
54.32 48.12 50.66 
41.10 35.85 39.01 
5.43 8.33 9.20 
0.059859 0.052603 0.059283 
1080.000000 3120.000000 5160.000000 
(Sample Period (seconds)} 
(Number of Data Points } 
(Initial Tank Pressures (psia)} 
(Final Tank Pressures (psia)} 
(Pulse Durations (seconds)} 
(Pulse Quantities (kg)} 
(Pulse Times (seconds from test start)} 
Time 
0.00 
120.82 
240.62 
360.42 
480.23 
600.02 
720.87 
840.67 
960.48 
1080.27 
1200.78 
1320.22 
1440.67 
1560.12 
1680.57 
1800.00 
1920.82 
2040.65 
2160.43 
2280.25 
2400.05 
2520.87 
2640.68 
2760.48 
2880.27 
3000.08 
3120.90 
3240.33 
3360.77 
3480.22 
3600.68 
3720.12 
3840.55 
3960.00 
4080.43 
4200.63 
4320.80 
4440.87 
4560.97 
4680.07 
4800.13 
4920.18 
5040.23 
5160.35 
5280.92 
5400.97 
5520.07 
5640.12 
Cn C , G> C , F m P,i 
0.000859 0.000889 0.000876 0.000911 0.0047 
0.000851 0.000926 0.000900 0.000934 0.0047 
0.000853 0.000942 0.000911 0.000948 0.0047 
0.000836 0.000944 0.000902 0.000948 0.0047 
0.000847 0.000934 0.000921 0.000953 0.0047 
0.000848 0.000945 0.000927 0.000927 0.0047 
0.000829 0.000928 0.000929 0.000934 0.0046 
0.000844 0.000935 0.00O935 0.000931 0.0047 
0.000847 0.000937 0.000914 0.000949 0.0047 
0.000858 0.000933 0.000922 0.000937 0.0047 
0.000852 0.003290 0.001004 0.000987 0.0047 
0.000856 0.003192 0.001118 0.001096 0.0047 
0.000851 0.003036 0.001240 0.001158 0.0047 
0.000859 0.002890 0.001327 0.001247 0.0047 
0.000849 0.002766 0.001404 0.001340 0.0046 
0.000848 0.002682 0.001493 0.001384 0.0046 
0.000848 0.002611 0.001531 0.001466 0.0047 
0.000862 0.002513 0.001600 0.001518 0.0047 
0.000858 0.002448 0.001636 0.001556 0.0047 
0.000853 0.002348 0.001674 0.001590 0.0047 
0.000862 0.002286 0.001709 0.001610 0.0047 
0.000857 0.002232 0.001731 0.001658 0.0047 
0.000850 0.002181 0.001763 0.001688 0.0047 
0.000856 0.002145 0.001767 0.001713 0.0047 
0.000852 0.002087 0.001769 0.001727 0.0046 
0.000841 0.002061 0.001797 0.001734 0.0047 
0.000850 0.002020 0.001801 0.001765 0.0047 
0.000879 0.001975 0.005949 0.001878 0.0047 
0.000870 0.002046 0.005554 0.002019 0.0047 
0.000876 0.002100 0.005220 0.002206 0.0047 
0.000878 0.002115 0.004903 0.002332 0.0047 
0.000869 0.002201 0.004615 0.002433 0.0047 
0.000867 0.002172 0.004384 0.002512 0.0047 
0.000885 0.002191 0.004223 0.002551 0.0047 
0.000881 0.002222 0.004005 0.002610 0.0047 
0.000873 0.002274 0.003840 0.002645 0.0047 
0.000876 0.002249 0.003678 0.002686 0.0047 
0.000879 0.002269 0.003561 0.002736 0.0047 
0.000865 0.002264 0.003460 0.002724 0.0047 
0.000886 0.002249 0.003362 0.002742 0.0047 
0.000869 0.002266 0.003252 0.002727 0.0047 
0.000873 0.002247 0.003166 0.002735 0.0047 
0.000859 0.002266 0.003087 0.002718 0.0047 
0.000872 0.002246 0.003036 0.002725 0.0047 
0.000862 0.002239 0.003040 0.007103 0.0047 
0.000881 0.002308 0.003161 0.006735 0.0047 
0.000883 0.002388 0.003289 0.006415 0.0046 
0.000895 0.002442 0.003369 0.006122 0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0048 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0048 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0048 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0048 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0048 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0048 
0.0048 
0.0047 
0.0048 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0048 
0.0047 
0.0047 
F% 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
Fj_ 
0.0046 
0.0046 
0.0046 
0.0046 
0.0046 
0.0046 
0.0047 
0.0046 
0.0046 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0046 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0046 
0.0047 
0.0046 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0046 
0.0047 
F%_ 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
Tjms Co Ci Cz C^  
5760.18 0.000886 0.002477 0.003421 0.005822 
5880.28 0.000885 0.002539 0.003485 0.005604 
6000.37 0.000881 0.002576 0.003513 0.005375 
6120.43 0.000905 0.002600 0.003521 0.005156 
6240.52 0.000889 0.002603 0.003526 0.004998 
6360.60 0.000889 0.002639 0.003559 0.004828 
6480.43 0.000889 0.002637 0.003556 0.004695 
660022 0.000902 0.002669 0.003535 0.004510 
6720.02 0.000895 0.002677 0.003557 0.004398 
6840.73 0.000886 0.002684 0.003491 0.004279 
6960.52 0.000885 0.002644 0.003500 0.004205 
708028 0.000893 0.002681 0.003462 0.004087 
7200.05 0.000894 0.002674 0.003419 0.003992 
FQI 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0046 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0046 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
_E_L 
0.0048 
0.0048 
0.0047 
0.0048 
0.0048 
0.0048 
0.0048 
0.0048 
0.0048 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
-E_> 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
Fj_ 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
F?3_ 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
0.0047 
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